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ETER, NEW HA.VPSHIRE
3 September 1965

The sighting was made on the morning of 3 September 1965. Initial investigation
was made by officers from Pease AFB, New Hampshire following vide spread publicity in
the local newspapers from the New Hampshire area. Information received in the initial
report regarding description of the object and newspaper coverage vas not sufficient
for a firm evaluation of the sighting. The general descriptbn of flashing lights is
consistent with previous reports of aircraft, refueling operations or low level photo
graphic missions using infra-red lights. On 28 September an investigation attempting
to place a specific aircraft of these types over Exeter was made. Results of this in
vestigation indicated that an 8th Air Force operation "Big Blast" was conducted in the
New England area and B-V7 aircraft from Fease AFB were also involved in the operation.
Letters were written to Patrolmen Bertrand and Runt and to the Hqs 8th Air Force at
Westover AFB. A reply from the 8th Air Force indicated that ten B-Vf aircraft landed
at Pease AFB between OOU5 and 0135 local time. The major portion of the sighting occurred
subsequent to two a.m.

Analysis of the report indicates that it is possible for aircraft of a conventional
type with rotating beacons or aircraft utilizing infra-red lights in photographic missiono
to have been the cause of this sighting. Since we have been unable at this time to
identify a specific aircraft as the cause of the sighting, the case is regarded for
statistical purposes as unidentified. There was no indication that the object presented
any evidence whatsoever, of scientific or technical development beyond the present
state-of-the-art. There is a total lack of evidence to indicate that the sighting could
not have been caused by conventional aircraft.
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'STATISTICAL DATA FOR YEAR 1966

CATEGORY

Jan Feb Mar 1-19 Mar 20-31
Astronomical 15 5 9 10
Aircraft 7 1 2 4
Balloon 0 0 0 0
Insufficient Data 5 1 2 3
Other 5 1 1 2
Satellite 2 0 3 7
Unidentified 0 0 0 0
Pending 35 4 ' 4 12

Total 3? 12 21 38
ASTRCWOMICAL SIGHTINGS

Meteors 9 1 1 2
Stars & Planets 6 4 8 a
Other 6 0 0 o
Total 15 5 ? 3.0

OTHER CASES _

Hoaxes, Hallucinations,
Unreliable Reports &
P3ycological Causes
Missiles & Rockets

Search & Ground Lights
Flares & Fireworks
Reflections

Mirages & Inversions
Clouds & Contrails
Birds
Chaff

Radar Analysis
Photo Analysis
Physical Specimens
Satellite Decay
Miscellaneous

Total .

2 1 0 1
CO 0 o • 0

s 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 „ 0 0
0 0 0 la
5 1 1 1

a. Marsh Gas

Compiled 31 March 66
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RECtiVf.u....'J h lioa

8 Rockingham Street
Exeter, New Hampshire, 03833
3 August 1965

National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP)
1536 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2OO36

Dear Sirs;

a/m

^nliS rr W* P^80*?1 check t0 «* amount of $5.00 for annual membership in
ST; ll& ! °ne^ir_Iorcj_member who is entirely in accord with your efforts
to bring the whole UFO investigation out into the open. I am most anxious to

^contribute my efforts in any way that I can.

Recently I have had two cases of UFO sightings come to my attention by the per-
nHLPerS0M^r1Ved\ AS y°U "* realize' there *™ Teen numerous sighting

son if^iT? f JJI v?^17 lately- Can you tel1 » wh0 ™** be the prSer^er-son affiliated with NICAP to contact with the information? Or, if this is not
L^tlLTST' T* V^ Pr°per Proce^e to report this lSoption to kSaptAs stated above, I would be glad to extend my efforts in any way that I can in
f^er^S^-creZmbtrf' ^^^^ °°—^sfTeSni^iS? £d

3« ^

Sincerely yours,

MSgt Warren F. Stor
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NICAP MASSACHUSETTS INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE

BOX 19, WEflHAM MASS. 01984

AC-617/468-4815

c 7 November 1972

Dear Stuart:

It was nice to chat with you today. Thanks for the offer
of slides. I can use any of Baker's paintings of the
aliens described by Barney Hill right now. Would you send
them along with my Exeter slides soon?

The following is a legend describing slides I am sending
to you.

1 - Taken from overpass over the Route 101 bypass loo king
West toward Epping, N.H. This is where the UFO left
the woman who initially encountered it. Officer
Bertrand found the woman by the side of the road near
this overpass.

2
4 - The field between Russell and Dining Farms where UFO

was first seen by Muscarello and then by he and Bertrand
who were then joined by Hunt. Slide 4 shows telephone
pole # 668, corral fence and stone wall Muscarello
crouched against. (The stockade fence is new).

8 - Closeup of telephone pole 668 which marks the sighting
area and where Bertrand and later Hunt parked.

10 - Shots from far end of field (not road) looking toward
road at the Dining (left) and Russell (right) farms.

12 - Power lines in swamp just through pines beyond end of
"field" UFO was over (150 yards from end of field). UFO
seemed to rise up from in back of this area when it came
up from behind trees.

15 - Russell home and front door where Muscarello tried to
get in away from UFO,.

19
21 - Russell home left/Dining home right from field across street.

2224 - Reginald "Scratch" Towland on duty at the Exeter Police
station where he called Bertrand in to investigate, etc.

?6
30 ~ Town Hall and Police station entrance.
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NICAP MASSACHUSETTS INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE

BOX 19. WENHAM MASS 01984

AC 617/468 4815

34

38 - Night photos of the Exeter police station and bandstand.
39

I think if you use these in conjunction with my report, Fuller'
book and tapes, you can come up with a good audio-visual on
Exeter. Someday I hope to do the same locally both with UFO
reports and basic astronomical data for local schools but
between my book, updating my lecture, planetarium shows,
lectures, UFO Investigations, radio/Tv, etc. etc. and family/
church life and Sylvania whew!

I trust I shall be hearing from you soon re. any slides you
can spare. John only wants $5.00 for his efforts. You can
send it through me or directly to him. I'll split 50-50 if
you want - let me know.

t regards,

REF/ref

P.S. Just got another "ad-plane" report!
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I have been deeply interested in UFO*s, or Unidentified Flying
Objects, since the first reports in 19^7. Shortly thereafter, I
joined NICAP, or National Investigating Committee on Aerial
Phenomena, soon after it was organized, and was a member for
several yeara. When sightings dropped off and reports became a
rehaah of earlier reports, and the organization seomod to take on
a new purpoee, that of proving the Air Force was hiding information
relative to UFO's, I let my nwbership lapso.

I did not loae interest in UFO's, however, and attended several
meetings throughout the intervening years that were quite unim
pressive. I was in Washington during a period of numerous UFO
sightings over the Capitol, and although I spent a considerable
amount of time searching the skios 1 was not fortunate enough to
aee anything.

My feelings relative to the authenticity of UFO's flared anew
when approximately six years ago I had lunch with several rocket
scientists from White Sands, New Mexico who told me that during
many firings of experimental rockets, UFO's were seen to flash in
over the desert and »;o up i.ith the rockets. These were tracked
with theotblytee and picked up on local radar.

About six or seven months ago I had occasion to see and hear
Sherman Larson who is the Director of t.he Chicago branch of NICAP,
on television, contacted him and rejoined the organization. Recent
ly a sub-committee was formed in the CiJca.-o r.rea, Unit 1, to handle
investigation of reported TTFO's in our area, and I leca„:e a member
of this committee.

Several weeks ago my wife and I .'aciried to take a business and
pleasure drive through the New England states and after given a
routing from the Chicago Motor Club, 1 noticed that our route took
us within 20 miles of Exeter v New Hampshire, which was the site of
a now famous story called Incident at Exeter. This story, in my
opinion, was the most authentic and n.os. exciting research on the
subject^I had ever read. Inasmuch as the Air Force has been directed
by the Government to turn over to the University of Colorado all of
its records for a complete sciontifie investigation by that University
I felt that the Exeter story should he high on the list for their '
investigation.

It was my thought to speak to the police officers involved at that
time and some of the witnesses if they were in the area to determine
for myself whether or not Mr. Puller's stay was an honest recount of
the actual experiences. I also felt that if they wore I would suggest
that our investigative body contact the University of Colorado, sug-»
gesting strongly their investigation of this strange series of sightings.
Armed with a letter from the National Investigating Committee on
Aerial Phenomena, advising that I was an investigator of Unit 1 on
the tub-committee of NICAP and that cooperation would bo appreciated
by Mr. Murdock, the sub-committee director, ny wife and I were on
our way.

On Wednesday, October 12, 1966, I left my wife nt o:30 in the morning,
and aa she has no great interest in UFO's she decided to browse in
the stores of downtown Boston. I headed north tow.-rd Exeter New
Hampshire. " • '—

C. CAIN

1 • NICAP INVESTIGATING SUBCOMMITTEE UNIT 1
1856 SUNNYSIDE CIRCLE

NORTHBROOK, ILLINOIS 60062



After consulting a map of the area, I decided to get off of route
95» whioh ia the state north-south highway, at the town of Amesbury,
which is approximately ten miles south of Exeter. It is the start
ing point of John Fuller's story where one Norman Muscarello walked
north toward his home in Exeter an September 3rd at approximately
2i A.M. Route 150 is a beautiful winding road, heavily treed, and
at thia time of the year diaplays breathtaking beauty. After going
through the town of Kensington, I began to watoh the numbers on the
telegraph poles, and shortly arrived at pole #668 where Norman
Muscarello and the Exeter police saw the UFO rise from above a olump
of trees. I took several photographs of the corral behind the Carl
Dining farm on which the episode took plaoe, and the house noxt door,
belonging to Clyde Russell, and at least at this point the facta aa
atated were acrupulous correct. I planned to speak to the people in
this area relative to those sightings, but was not sure of their
reoeption of a stranger Inasmuch as for n time after the sightings
they were beseiged by scores of people, ouriousity seekers, who
swarmed into the area. I decided to contact the Exeter police force
first, to see what kind of reception I might receive. •

Z had been asked before I left home, by Sherman Larson, director
of a Chioago divieion of NICAP, to particularly note whether or not
there were any high tension lines in the immediate vicinity of the
Carl Dining farm. Although to this point I had noticed none, I
oontinued up route 150 Just as it connected with 108, going north
to Exeter and there was a line of high tension poles which I esti
mated to be one-third of a mile from the Dining farm, and photo
graphed same. Turning right on 108 I drove in to the outskirts of
Exeter and saw a mail carrier walking toward me and decided to aak
a few questions. I pulled ov< r to the curb and asked him in view of
the fact that lie was probably familiar withimost of the people in
town, if he recalled anything of the sightings last year at about
thia time, and I introduced myself to him. He identified himself aa
Mr. Robert Sargent and said that not only did he know all of the
people involved in the sighting referred to, but that juat recently
a Mr. Leo Scharron who operates a Donut King Restaurant had sighted
a UFO, and auggested I apeak to him. I asked him if he thought the
Exeter polioe would be cooperative in giving me the information I
wae looking for. He thought they would be extremely interested in
my reaaon for being there. I proceeded into town where I located
the polioe atation, which was part of the Court House, in a building
I thought quite large, and modern for so small a town. I p rked my
oar and went into the police station and walked up to the patrolman
at the deak, introduced myself, and showed him my letter from NICAP.
He identified himself as patrolman Arthur Wiggan and said he would
be happy to try to help me. I wanted to know if he had read Fuller's
aooount of the Incident at Exeter. He said that he had. I then
aaked him whether, in his opinion, the accounts given by the other
polioe officers from the Exeter Station were reported accurately by
John Fuller. He said that in his opinion Mr. Fuller had been
extremely accurate, and then dropped the bomb shell. He said, "If
you are intereated in UFO'a, why go back to laat year? One of our
men on patrol in a oruiaer sighted a UFO last night." If I wanted
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to speak to him, he'd be happy to call him in by radio. Thia, of
course, waa much more than I had bargained for, and I was not able
to oonoeal my exoltement.

Vithin a few minutea polioe officer Robert Hoxie entered the atation
and waa introduced to me by Officer Viggftn. He waa a well-built,
serioua young man whose age I would estimate to be about 28. I asked

> him if he would tell me exactly what occurred on the previous night
.J and following is essentially his story, taken from my memory and
xp^rough notes that were made as I listeded.

,J ' The ?;;;e va8 routo 101C and 88' the time "t*0 P.M., on October
-> *4 I Wa8 orui8in^' in my car near the above mentioned inter

section of the two secondary roads, and passed a car parked off to
the side of the road, and at the moment thought nothing of it
After continuing another quarter of a mile, I decided to turn'back
and inveatigate the parked car. When I pulled up behind the car
and «ot out, I saw * women in the car. They rolled the window down
and excitedly told me to look up where they were pointing. I turned
and saw a cluster of lights - red, green and white. The white light
was steady, the red and green light was blinking. The object, what
ever it waa, was approximately 30 feet abovo the ground and was
moving toward the southeast at a speed not exceeding 1*0 miles per
hour. The object stopped several times, climbed vertically, then
dropped suddenly. It was visible for approximately ten minutes.
There was no audible sound, no effect on my car engine or lights

Ireti:8c vir;had,°vhe ^^was aa " °i±m*°« *°°- *& &of the County Records Building (which I photographed later t*at
morning), and disappeared. The two women in the car were Mrs. Alice
LaRoche and Mrs. Lillian Pierce, both area residents.
The name Lillian Pierce rang a bell. I recalled that a woman by
bv Mrn°!?«hnaJ *nvolved in the 8i«htlnS8 the year before, as nanited
vL ;hf ru"er. and I aekod Patrolman Hoxie about her. He aaid,

' I*!; vain !£?„« aame rn,ian and that ahe si)ont a iot °r **»• m thes, laet year driving up and down the roads of the area lit« «+ n-i •«.«.

^ I thanked Officer Hoxie for this information, and asked him if a
•\i ItlllL ^l*^"1^'* sl«htln« was °» the Polioe blotter Hey advieed that it was not inasmuch as there are so many sightings in
\ the area they no longer record them. szgntxnga in

J) * Jvthen returned to Officer Viggan and thanked him for hia assistance
* i ss-ttT.^°".":otji,t hjhL-dl-"d- * •*««"•* or au^s :rs:;ss.,*znd. I aaked him to describe the circumstances. Following Aa

^essentially the story as told to me by Officer Wiggan

£ ^"JV? tiffht °f 5GPte,r,ber 2ln6' JU8t bofore 12«00 A.M. we received* t call to proceed to route 85 and 101 Expreasway to check on an
Unidentified Flying Object reported by two women in that location
SaZ^V; thG 8°?n* W6re f°Ur polico ^ficers from the w ofHampton and four police officers from Exeter. Arriving on tho acens
LrBH t0ld,by *he women tha* before we arrived the Tights which w!
could see in the distance as a aeries of whit* n „h «•. v, .. C

SiiiTin ;*•"•"•**• **• ai^tL8g°L:tedtefrofZi^i^T^tr^until 1,15 A.M. during which time we radioed Pease Air Force Baa. wh^h
incidentally, 1. the newest and largest SAC Base in the world We asked
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them to corroborate our sightihg. They agreed and sent aloft an
observation plane which oircled the lights for a peridd, end then
left. Suddenly the lighte dimmed, and them seemed to go out like
electric light bulba being turned off. Again, we called Peaae
Air Force Baae for a report and they advised that they had made -«n
•no contact".

Officer Viggan alao advised that one of the women who had called
in the sighting and waa in the car when he arrived was Lillian Pierce.
I asked him whether or not this woman was the one who had made sight
ings aa reported in the story, Incident at Exeter, and he eaid yea,
ahe made tours of the area at night quite a few times eaoh week and
probably made more sightings of UFO's in the area than anyone else.

I Officer Wiggan alao suggested that I contact Mr. Leo Scharron,
proprietor of the Donut King Restaurant J previously referred to
by the post man, Mr. Robert Sargent, but added the information that
hia sighting was at approximately 1 A.M. on the night of September
22nd.

I thanked Officer Wiggan for his help and after taking several
pictures of both.him and Officer John Hoxie I left to look up Mr.
Scharron at the Donut King Restaurant on the edge of town. Upon
arriving at the restaurant I was told that Mr. Scharron was not in
but waa expected shortly. His wife, who was managing the restaurant,
advised me that here husband would not under any circumstances discuss
the sighting with me or anyone else. After advising her of my
references in order to get her to talk, sho refused and merely tried
to brush me off. While I was waiting I spoke to the cashier, Mable,
an attractive woman in her late fifties, who was quite talkative and
offered to tell me of the entire sighting by her employer. Inasmuoh
as I was interested in hearing it directly from him I asked her to
wait and see what his reaction vas first. While talking to her, she
mentioned that Just recently Mr. Harney Hill who was the principal
in a recent story appearing in Look Magazine had recently been in
town and spoke before the Lions Club. Her son had heard the disoussion
and told her that Mr. Hill seemed quite intelligent and repeated a
story that seemed forthright and honest.

She alao mentioned to me that if Mr. Scharron would not discuss the
sighting with me, that he had made a tape recording for radio station
VKXR, in town, and they might play it for me. After a wait of about
kO minutoa, Mr. Scharron returned. I introduced myself, but he
absolutely refused to discuss his sighting and merely said that aince
radio station WKXR had played his tape he had been ridiculed and
hounded to the point of a nervous breakdown and that he would disoues
it no further with anyone. I was a little disappointed in his attitude
and left to find the radio station to see if I could get the manager to
play the tape for me. Upon arriving tit the atation, I found that the
manager waa not in and that the personnel would not play the tape
without hia approval. I proceeded to his home at 5 Sommer Street, in
Exeter. I spoke to Mr. Ronn Allard and persuaded him to meet me at
the atation at 3 P.M. so the tape could bo played. It waa now ll30,
but I felt I would have time to drive to Hampton and see if I could
find Mrs. Lillian Pierce who, according to the Exeter polioe, worked
in a beauty shop in Hampton.



The town of Hampton which is primarily a summer resort, was about .
7 to 10 milea from Exeter. I prooeeded to drive there and looked
up their police chief, Leavitt, and told him who I was and why I
wanted to find Mrs. Lillian Pierce. He advised me that he knew
nothing of UFO'a in the area, but that someone else from NICAP
had contaoted him in June or July. He did not know which of the
five beauty aalona in Hampton employed Mrs. Pierce, so I left to
call on eachpone in an attempt to locate her. The first shop had
a aign in the window, "cloaed for Columbua Day" and then I realised
that perhaps my efforts to find her would be to no avail. I continued
on to the next beauty salon and found the owner and several women
sitting in the store. The owner's name was Russell Williams and as
luck would have it, told me that Mrs. Pierce was working for him
occasionally as a trainee and willingly gave me directiona to find
her home. It waa located Just off route 101C, between Hampton and
Exeter, on Warner Lane. By this time it was almost 2:15 and I began
to feel the pressure of not having enough time to accomplish all
that I would have liked to do that day. I knew that my wife was
waiting for me at our hotel back at Boston as I had phoned her after
realising I would be late. Because of Columbus Day all the stores
were closed and time was hanging heavy on her hands.

I left immediately to find Mrs. Pierce's home and after travelling
about 2 miles I knew that the ins (.ructions as I remembered them did

not colnoide with the roads I had been crossing. I stopped the car,
turned around and decided to head back toward Hampton and watch
more closely for Warner Lane. I had no sooner started east again
on 101C when I noticed a car approaching. The car was not a police
oar, but a Ford Thunderbird and I would not normally stop on the
road for any car flashing its lights. Inasmuch as I was lost, I
didn't know whether to turn around once again or not, I decided
to pull over to the side of the road if this car was really signal
ing me. Sure enough, he pulled off the road on the other side,
got out of the car, and I recognized him as Russell Williama from
the beauty salon in town. He walked over to my oar and aaked if I
was here to question Mrs. Pierce about UFO's. When I told him that
thia waa what I planned to do he suggested that I follow him and
he would lead me to her house inasmuch as he wa : going nearby to
pick up a woman who had also seen a UFO the previous night and was
going to return with her to his shop for a beauty appointment. He
then aaid to me "if you want her atory, why don't you stop back at
the shop when you are through with Mrs. Pierce, and, incidentally,
I saw one laat night, too!*

This was an unexpected windfall and I assured him .hat as soon as
I had flniahed talking to Mrs. Pierce I would return to Hampton and '
aaked him to stay there with the woman he had mentioned and wait for
mm return. He then led me to Mrs. Pierce's home and continued on by,
pointing out the house to me, where I stopped. Mrs. Pieroe's home
is aituated in a residential area between Hampton and Exeter on Warner
Lane, and waa relatively new as compared to other homes in the area.
As I approached the door, one of her children, who was Just returning
from school, ran past me and I asked him if his mother was home* He
opened the door, yelled for Mom, and she, from somewhere int'the back
ground oalled for me to come in. I entered what appeared to be a
family room and she entered from the other side, whereupon I introduced
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-v.alf Mr*. Pierce is an attractive woman, blond, in her «iddle

Sireot. but to me she did not appear frightened in the lea»t. She
xnvHei me into the living room and I asked her if -he would tell
»ethe story of her frequent brushes with UFO's in the area. She
Teemed to 11 trying to Suppress great excitement. Ifound that during
ner conv.re.txoi: /had considerable difficulty keeping her on on.
traok at a time. She wanted to Jump from case to oasfc, making it
difficult for one who had never Been a UF* to follow. I finally
Jot her to start at the beginning with the sighting which took place
nn July 29, 1965 when she was returning home with her daughter. Sherry.

ffe> daughter is a nice looking teen-ager about 15 years old who
(corroborated everything her mother said with the nod of her "j;d;
Mrs. Pierce advised that they were returning by car on route 88 from
Hampton Falls at approximately 11^5 P.M. on the above mentioned date.
Suddenly ahead, they saw what they thought was an accident on the road.
They approached what appeared to be red and white lights near the edge
of the road which they took to be a police car with the dome HgJ*"
revolving. As they drew oiloser they realized that there waa nothing
on the road, but that across the read, like a barrier, were»two red
beams of light and a powerful white beam between them. They stopped
their oar Juat before they reached the beams, looked beyond the eog.
of the road into the field, when suddenly the white light went out.
They were both struck dumb at the eight of n disc-shaped object
about 12 feet in diameter, with a high, silvery dome hovering approxi
mately 10 feet off the ground and about 10 feet off the edge of the
road. It was rocking and wobbling from side to side with the two red
lights shining across the road, but at 90 degreee to the red light,
and parallel to the road was a green light ehining in either direction.
There was no sound and the craft had no effect on their lighta or the
operation of their engine. Thoroughly frightened now, Sherry °««di
"Let's get out of here!" Mrs. Pierce stepped on the gas and sped off
toward home. At this point, Sherry aaked to be excused and left th.
room while her mother continued. "Since that night I have driven these
roads approximately four nighta a week and have seen UFO's both near
and far away, as many aa three out of four nights that I have made the
Circuit of what is referred to as UFO Alley, with the majority of the
•iahtings taking place in the vicinity of route 88 and 101C, whion is

^Just outside the town of Exeter." She told me that during the summer
Iflt^ from 196X there were practically no sightinga for several month., but
l! that as Fall approached,once again they started. She said of her

closest sighting that the UFO was only six to ten feet away and drew
a pioture for me which, in her opinion although ahe admitted to-Jbe «

|"~poor artist, was whst most of the UFO's appeared to look like.] The
only way I could describe what she drew was an object that looked
something like a hammerhead shark with the hammer area being considerably
larger than that of the shark. It had a long body and a toil that was
splayed out. Underneath there hung a oabin ao that from an edge-on
•id. view the UFO might look like a dirigible. The size, according
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to her, seemed to be similar to a large Jet of the Boeing 727 type.
Mr.. Pieroe describes the surface of the objeot as appearing like
hammered aluminum, auch aa you'd see on cookware, with a dull,
pitted aurfaoe. The aurfaoe, at close range, was covered with
red, orgnge and white light, and larger red, green and white light.
blinking around the rim. The cabin, which waa slung under the
object had what appeared to be a row of windows and beoause she
was so olose she said she could look into the cabin, but all she
oould aee were light green walls and nothing more. She commented
that .he felt that most UFO's are approximately the same shape,
but that in the distance at night they change appearance by ohanging

s their light patterns. She said the date of this sighting was approxi
mately September 17th or 18th of 1%£€\. I have in my possession the '
drawing she made for me, depioting tho UFO as she remembered it.

The third sighting we discussed, and the one I was most interested
in, waa that which occurred on October lithe the day before I
arrived in town. Mrs. Pierce was driving on route 88 Just outside
of Hampton, with Mrs. LaRoche, a neighbor. They first sighted the
UFO in a field. It appeared to be about 12 to l'l feet in diameter.
It seemed oval in shape and hovered approximately 10 feet above the
ground, Juat above tree-top level. They slowed to a stop, the UFO
moved toward them with a rocking motion, with bright blinking red
and white lights on the rim and a brilliant white beam directed right
at them. Mrs. Pierce noticed what appeared like stick type protrusions,
which dropped down from the bottom side of the UFO and hung there.
She said they were both quite shaken and she started the engine,
deciding to leave the area, but the UFO moved to the center of the
road and blocked her progress. She then backed the car down the
road in an attempt to turn around and co the other way, but the UFO
moved in close and stayed just a few feet away from the car. At this
point they were on the verge of panic when the UFO moved off the rood
and the sped ahead toward the town of Exeter. Before arriving in town,
they had composed themselves soi.iewhat, and once again pulled off to
the side of the road and turned off the lights to watch. This was
the time then when Officer Hoxie had passed them on the road, turned
and headed back to see who was in tho car, and why they were parked.
As pre-giously mentioned, when Officer Hoxie returned the UFO was again
in sight but at a distance, and the three of them watched it until it
disappeared over the County Records Building toward the southeast.

During our conversation, one of her children asked to go outside to
visit someone and she told them they could not go alone, but to take
eomebody with them. She was afraid for anyone in hor family to be
outside at this time. Again, she did not seem to he in the least
frightened.

My time was now running out. It was almost k o'clock. My wife was
waiting for me in Boaton, the manager of the radio station in Exeter,
Mr. Ronn Allard waa waiting for me there, and Mr. Russell Williams,
and the lady he mentioned were waiting at the beauty shop in Hampton.
Reluctantly, I said good-bye to Mrs. Pieroe, ave her my card and asked
her to pleaee advise me of any unusual happenings in the near future.
She showed me a letter on her desk which was addressed to Mr. John
Fuller wherein ahe described what had occurred the pr<;vio»s night as
he had also asked her to keep him posted. I did not ask her to pose
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for • pieture for me because I felt she would be embarrassed a.
women .re generally reluctant to have the*r picturetlkenlitS th.ir
I'VolSl\?„? UP *nd "****** *bathrobe at 3In"S. SS™12. ^I took a picture of the outside of her home and left, headin* be«ktoward Hampton and Russell Villiams' .hop. needing back
A. I entered the .hop Mr. WillJ.m. introduced me to. of all
people, Alio. LaRoche, who was in his shop for a b^.uJy treatment
She was a very pretty young lady, in her middle twenties and
tnfil beTd°d l*\ * a8k°d Mra* LaRooha if sh« woutS teli me ofof fxvf oi^/^ had ™d« «nd °»* deacribed the viaual centalof five or six occasions within the laat year. She said thltL
~ J^lSr^T^S-H °nCe' °n 8«""-b«* I*"* 5 rout. JS^whlSlo dx.oufi J£\f° Soharfon had «»d« **• sighting he had refu.Jdto discuss and the same night that Officer Viir^an and th« *h™

converged on the oar with th. two women. Obvlou.lv Mr. L.1.L
... on. or th... wo».n, the other b.ine U1U„ J^o. Met
trees at right, wobbling, with a large bright source of llirht

:: br.1;"htiv1.;/1th,hlne lieht- ihasa" **• °"«' iJSir*"., ,;*n*ly off the ^ound, pancake shaped, rather oval with
Ihe ?Lntf ^ J1!!!0* end °f the lon« a^» <* the ovalT Shfsaid

«?«. th.W:DJeoii.:.teerytcl„.t.^Da ^1 that ln "» " ">«" •••—f

«".???' *° b*.*h"* °f a »Ml1 P1™- Sh. nofd'hat "»."mL
iiS».""T1."" BdS" "ealn "PP-r^ to be oomlng t£ougT"ott.d
r^tTaiZt. n?h:*"ter?or<,0r:"^br t"tenait>"«uia"*- £?«-
-i.ty. sh. .i.. .on?1tr:erthattth.°ob!„cCtawp:av:ryt:1o:.v*prou'1j
along when Officer Hoxie confirmed .he sighting* ^ e±n*

£?Jr: irS?'——-• - - zzwzr-!r.r: ;:• :~«£:.hK*b£s aeveTb.rr.a..ap;:i°'Dh.ad lj^s«?

_.!«* to h.r that £„..« £?££. „T^^T^?^.
8.



Previous night he had seen a UFO, and her oonsent waa, "Good! Haw
ha»a a kook Ilk. the rest of ua". It was .bvious that Rus Williams
wa. no longer a sceptic as it seems that on the previous evening at

r about II1U5 PM he waa on Lafayette Road out of North Hampton whan ha
noticed . duster of red, green and white lights-, rather high up and
supposed it was a plan.. He thought it unusual, however, that it had
bright whit, landing lights turned full oh. It waa then he realised
that if thia wa. a plane something was indeed wrong beoause it emitted
no sound. It crossed back and forth in front of hia oar and than
suddenly shot ahead into the dietanoe with all but the white light
disappearing. Suddenly, it turned and shot baok along side his oar,
approximately 100 feet away and about 30 feet up. He de.oribed how
it paoed hi. oar for about 2J/2 mile., .hot overhead onoe more, then
dippad down below the tree line and disappeared. A side view of the
objeet, according to Mr. Williams, appeared as a bright forward jaftjsfct
whit, light with red and green lights, as per a sketch that he drew
for me, and appeared eomething like a boat in ahape. He commented,
however, that when the object was directly overhead he oould see no
outline of a body of any eort and got the feeling that these were
merely lights at the end of numerous crossed rods.

He then mentioned that I might talk to a Mr. Fred Miller who wa. a
garag. owner in Hampton who was called by his wife recently from tfc
washroom when their whole back yard was lighted up by a UFO hovering
oyer a tree behind the house. On the ground, around the tree were
rive small eauoer-ahaped objects. Mr. Miller livee next to route 88
Y V*?* VilliaHI8 assured me that after making one etatement after the
sighting fir.t occurred Mr. Miller haa refused to discuss the eightine
with anyone. * B

As I arose to leave I phoned Mr. Allard in Exeter at the radio station
and apologised profusely for my inability to see him and then as I got
ready to leave the shop Rus asked Mrs. LaRoohe if she would take a run
around the road, tonight with him to aee if they oould see anything.
She said she would not, but one of the opera tore who was in the shop,
named Pat, agreed to accompany Rue Williama later that night. A. I
pr.p.red to leave the shop I left a card *here I could be reached that
B.ll**lB Boston and later, my office in Chicago, if anything unusual
enould oeour. I thanked theae people for their cooperation and headed
rorroute 95 baok to Boston and a very irate wife. All the way back
to Boston I could not help but think about how all of these pteces had
f»i!L ^ ?i*!0»: The fact that hey had sightings the night before I
arrived and that Mrs. Pierce was again involved in them plus th. un-
5 ^T-!*1^ tha* Z had With Rus Villia«»» on the road when I stoppedand pulled off as he flaahed his lights, something I would not ordinarily t

do. And the thought, that here was the place that if I was evr coin* to
S!I!„:nJSPOrtrlty IV-! * Ur°« thl8 mi*ht be "• Vith •" the.J thSughtirasing through my mind, I thought I had better transcribe my notes
immediately before they became uncipherable. After I told my story to
•^J*1*., There.a, ahe agreed to write long-hand as I dictated from my
note.. I completed this chore about 8130 and decided to have dinner.
tl 7* WerViin? X °°Uld not holp but think that ^re we were about'
iLitsT! 5\B;aJ*B ar*a and PerhaP» an unueual opportunity to ..aaomathing I had been anxious to discover for myself for many, manv vsars
During dessert, Ibroached the eubjoct to my wife of driving'up^o ££%
bufdiS^JVr r^V °eUld ae0a She thou«ht x«• °u* of »V 2in"but did not objeot. Somewhere around 10 o'clock we had headed out of
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Boston over the Mystio River bridge, the fifty miles to Exeter,
Nov Hampshire. I had no intention of looking up my witneesee.
While in the area that night I decided my wife and I would merely
drlv. th. roada for about an hour to aee if anything ocourred.
Vith Thresa at the wheel, we turned off of route 95 onto the 101
Expressway to Exeter, at about 11i P.M. As we got on the Express
way, I aaked Theresa to pull off to the side eo I oould get my
eamora which wss loaded with 160 ASA Superfast film, and my
binoeulars, out of the trunk. I had the feeling, aa I got out of
the oar, that here was blackness and quiet like I had never quite
experienced before. The sky was absolutely clear, and millions of
stsrs hung low above ue. I got baok into the car and we oontinued
on into the town of Exeter via route 108. We drove through the
town at about lit15, and there was not a soul to bepseen anywhere.

We oontinued out route 88 toward route 1 and on toward Hampton,
strsining our eyes in every direction for some sighting of anything
unususl. We stopped several times along the way and looked around,
but aaw nothing. The dead silence and the blackness was very eerie.
The air was chill, and we were always glad to get back into the car,
turn on our lights and start moving. We went through the town of
Hsmpton which was shut down tight, and out of Hampton weat on the
Exeter road 101C. I decided that as long as we had seen nothing
we would drive past Mra. Lillian Pierce's home, and if there were
lighte on we would stop and I would ask if there was soms partioular
place she thought I should spend some time looking. As we reached
Warner Lane and turned left, we noticed that a car had been following
us on 101C snd turned left alao. I told Theresa to pull past the
Pieroe home aa I did not want to stop in front of the house with a
ear following. We made a left turn at the next corner and the
following cor did likewise. I told Theresa to pull off to the aide
of the road and let the car pass so we could turn around and go back.
As we did eo, the car pulled along aide, the door opened, and in it
were Russ Williams at the wheel, Alice LaRoche, William's girl, Pat,
and huddled in the baok aeat a male friend of Russ Williams who I did
not meet, and huddled in the corner, no one but Lillian Bierce. I
got out of the oar and asked them quite flippantly if they were out
ssucer-hunting. They said that not only had they been hunting, but
they had seen the same thing that Ruas Williams had described to me
earlier that afternoon. Russ said that we had passed him on route
88, and he had flashed his lights, which we had not notioed. He said
that he had followed ue and had a feeling that we might be ooming
this way to stAR-At Mrs. Pierce's home. Mrs. Pierce said she. waji&ed
to be dropped off at her house as she had left there upon Ruas'
lnsistanoe, and had left company there with her husband. I asked
them where they saw the UFO'a, and could they direct us to the area.

Buss was highly excited and prevailed on them all, including Mra.
Pieroe, to go baok with us for a short time to eee if they could
apot it and ehow it to us. We followed them to the darkened area
of 101C and 88, "UFO Alley". We pulled off the pavement at approxi
mately 12t A.M., turned off the lighte, and got out of the oar. I
got my oamera and binoculars out of the oar, and we oroased the road
to the edge of a large field, facing north. I turned and notioed
the others had gotten out of their oar, with the exception of Alioe
LaRoohe and Lillian Pierce, who were still huddled in the baok aeat.
X walked over to the. car and asked if they were going to get out.
Alioe LaRoohe eaid nothing, but Lillian Pieroe eaid ahe would not
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get out, and said she waa scared to death, and thia time she
really looked it. There we stood at the edge of the field. It
stretched far out in front of us to the north, and we could see
s low line of trees in the distance which appeared to be about a
mile or so sway. Above the tr.es there was a whiteish glow in
lu ^7lSni RU88 VllliaB10 Pointed out this area and said it was
the light, from the Pease Air Force Dose. I said to myeelf at thia
llW' :Br°ther' ±f yOU do aae * ™>, try your damndeaT Jo remaincalm and cool so you can make an accurate deacription later on. Try
not to get caught up in the exaitement of the moment and wind up
with a confused story." Theresa was atanding next to me and
commented through rattling teeth, "I think we're all nuts!" Just '
then someone yelled, "There it is I" I can remember hollaring, "here
Beoauss no matter which way I looked I saw nothing. But th^n Russ
grs*bed my arm and pointed out in the distance ovSr the row of
aT?r*tlv » "h"!**' Z m a 8tr±nK °f bli»*ine lights, steppedelightly up and down, not exactly in a straight line, but red.
gren and white, and moving very slowly from left to rirht I
estimated the distance at about V/2 miles. We heard a low.
•7T Salami"' a?m0th±nff11±ke a m°t0r runnin« at a oonstani sP,edst a distance. I was relatively sure it was a plane taking off
becauae it moved so very slowly and the fact that I could see red
fhTnla^ Whlte 1J*ht" a11 6t the 8ame tlma' bleated " t£t"'
t£fnP SI W?8 ?°Vlnff 8Way from us- But ** •••»•« to R«t no smaller
« ShlH I" V* 8Peeded UP' croa8±^ i" ^ont of ua £bove tn^tree.It then came to a stop. My mind was still runnin behind this
phenomena, and I thought to myself, how can I still be seeing red
whit, and green lights if the side of the plane is ex o d £?*
?h:ewaritrw/°UlV0t ?' Vialbl° in thi° *™« of a"pl"e movemlntThe way it was moving, I would see only one white H^hr o«h «I
Sudd.nly, the obj.c. elided and di^d^'d^J'In^S'lSfji^.*"*"-
.ddlng .ore colored light, which seemed to Chen*, th. .wSot*. Ii..
.nd .tap.. Th. .ddltional light, went on and of? and thin1 ,b"„
wh.r^th:1f^h..o:torlndr- Tne 8iowiy to th° ^-^ ".**wnere the lights stopped, refersed direction, and returned *«

ta^tta'tr...'6 p£:t T:irflr8t ••""r±"™™«X«-•™™.il ! , !?' ±S 8l«ntlng waa repeated almost identicallyapproximately five minutes later. The time was now 12 a L
after the second sighting Mrs. Pierce insisted on leaving So
SSU;Ir;?ly ^ °therS PilCd int° the±r Car and •«« £«£»±Kt.
J*!* TLTlfe/nd X WOre 8tandin« in the middle of a dark road in

e view« i elammod on the brakee, baoked
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the oar up, but by the time I had oleared the trees the objeot
waa gone. This time my sighting had lasted for approximately tan
•eoonds.

At thi. point we returned to route 95 and went baok into Bo.ton to
our hot.l wh.re I Immediately ant down and drvw a pioturo of tho
flight of th. oolored light., trying to detail its aotion through
out the flight ae I eaw it.

Z don't think that any two people see exactly the same thinge
when they are excited and viewing something unusual for the first
time. But I feel that the deacription I have given of the sighting,
that night of Ootober 12thels true and aocurate.

The phone number at the radio station, WKXR in Exeter, New Hampshire
is 772-4757. The addreaa of Mr. Ron Allard ie 5 Summer Street, Exeter.,
The owner and general manager of station WKXR. Mrs. Alioe LaRoche,
7 Roberto Drive, Hampton,Exeter. Mr. Ruesell Williama, 352 Lafayette
Road, Hampton,Exeter. Mrs. Lillian Pieroe of Warner Lane, Hampton*
Mew Hampshire. ^03 .f^_ ^__, ^

*
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UFO SUMMARY SHEET

UFO Rep©rts - 9/3/65 '

1

2&3

gitaess-Sawe and Addregg

Unidentified w@man m©t©rist

Norman «J» Kusearell©
205 1/2 Fr@at Street,
Exeter, Hew Hampshire

Officer Eugene Fe Bertrand
(Ebceter P©lice Department)
Pickp©eket R®ad9
Exeterj, New Hampshire

Offieer David R. Hunt
11 Charles Street.
Exeter, New Karaps&ire
(Exeter P©liee Department)

Officer Davi3 R6 Hunt

Unidentified man

Location sf UFO Sighting Time SDT

n/a Route 10|>, Epping t© Exeter, NH -12:30 AM

18 Route 1509 Keasingtsa, N&
Russell & Dining pr©perties.

±1:00 AM
£2:25 AM

32 R©ute 150. Kensington, Nil £2:25 AM
RusseU& Dining pr@perties

26 Reute 150, Kensington^ N»
Russell & Dining properties

fe2:35 AK

Route #5/101 Bypasss Exeter NU 3?30 AM

^amptoii- New Hampshire Early AM

BACKGROUND:

I received news ©f the sighting through aewsclips and fr©m a friend wh©se
niece is a policeweaaa for the Exeter, New Hampshire Police Department, I
arrived at the asceter Police station at 6:2.0 Afi «, 11 Sweatee? and interviewed
Ufiiesr «uat w»© filled ©ue and signed an 8~page UFO questionnaire and later
gave peradssien to use his name in e©rmecti©n with th© report* I proceeded t©
vine residence ©f N©nsan Muscarell© and discovered that he was out ©f State
4mtil 14 beptfenber* Arrangements have keen made for a personal interview up©n
ms return, 1 then dr©ve ©ut t© the sighting area ©f sightings 2 & 3 and
jLaterviewed residents in the general area* Next, I went t© the h©rae ®f Officer
Jergraad and <3r®ve him back to the area of sighting 2 & 3 where he filled out
a ufo questi©aaaire9 signed it and gave NICAP permission t© use his name in

:<-a -cae-area wh© liad related information and arrived back hose at 2*.45 FM« My
brctner Richard A0 F©wler and I returned to the area and to©k photographs* We

SIGHTING ACCOUNT ifl

k
repor

Exeter «• When asked if she needed help she said excitedly that she had been

ofe^eet dived at her moving automobile several times* When Bertrand asked
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Page Tw© « UFO Report « 9/3/65 (Musearello/Bertrand/fcunt)

where the object wass she p©inted to what he th©ught was a bright star on
the h®riz©ao H© dismissed the incident and after watching the light source
for a few minutes to reassure the woman he proceeded ©a in the cruiser,
"e dismissed the incident and did not attach enough importance t© the
woman9s account t® t/arrant obtaining her aaaeo

SIGHTING ACCOUNT #2 (More details forthcoming pending personal interview)

-,^A* aPPracunately Is00 AH EDT9 N©naan Kusearell© was walking along Route
150 an Kensington9 N.iu about 2 K&les froa Exeter« &e had been visiting in
A®esbury9 Mass• and had been thumbing rides homo to Exeter« As he
approached the Clyde Russell residence he was alarmed to see an object
carrying at least Loextremely bright red pulsating lights emerge from
wrJa_weeds as&jpffiSMF. oyer the field adjoining the road^Icftbelongs
to Carl Dining,, It moved over the Clyde Russell herae and hevered theree
me nouse was only 20=30 feet frosa where Muscarello stood and the object
appeared to be just a matter of several feet froa the roof, Frightened
tnoroughly lie crouched down beside the stonewall which runs along the
field0 Several tiasea it seeaed to move closer t© himo Its lights were so
bright that the Russell hpe was Jwl*edj4SSLflJC^-gl»w. ^e size of the
objecc seemed to be much larger than th©T*usaell feme and Muscarello later
oold the police it was %£«e^Xasg, The object was completely silent.
Then it moved back over theCarl Dining field and disappeared over the
trees* Musearell© pounded ©n the doer ©f the Clyde Russell h©^e shouting
that he had seen a "flying saucer". The Russells woke up but refused to
answer the door thinking that the b®y was drunk ©r something,, Muscarello
finally gave up and started down the road toward Exeter, He flagged down
a passing automobile and received a ride to the Exeter Police station,

{The above account is based upon inf©rzaati®n received fross Officers Hunt
and Bertrando I hope to receive more detailed informatiea fro© K©naan

Muscarello personally as soon as he returns from Rh®d© Island,)

SISHTINS ACCOUNT #3

Musearell© reported the fisaeident t© D@sk Officer Reginald T&wland at
about ls45 AM EDT0V H© vlas whit© with fear and hardly able to talk* A
radio call was sade t© Officer bertrand asking hia T^-r©Tura~So~~the station*
piek up Muscarello and investigate at the scene of the sighting which he
did0 up©n arriving at the Carl Dining field the object was nowhere to be
seen. After waiting and looking from th© cruiser f©r several laiautes,

field feefesr© returning^© Bertrand and Kusearell© advanced into the fields
•^As the police officer played his flashlight beam back and forth over the

fi^lds Muscarello sighted th© object rising slowly from behind some nearby
trees and sh©uted<> Bertrand swung around and saw a large dark object
carrying a straight row of 4 extraordinarily bright red pulsating lights
sosdng into the field at tree top lovoJL, It swunS' around toward them trusr
clearing a 60~70 foot tree and seemingly only 100 feet away from them.
Instinctively Officer Bertrand drew ha.s service revolver^ IE© stated that
Musearell® said that he shouted "I'll sho©t it I") but thinking this unwise
replaced it and yelled to Muscarello to take ©over ia the cruiser, ^e told
ae that he was afraid that they both would be burned hy the blinding lights
closing in ©a thea0 They ran to the cruiser where Bertrand immediately put
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in a radio call to headquarters for assistance, Officer Sunt arrived
within s&nutos and th© trio observed the object move away over and below
the tree line9

DATA (S;jgfttiajgLiji3J. - Based on signed questionnairss and interviews with
Officers Bertrand and Hunt,

There is confusion concerning the exaet times of the sighting* The
police stated that the newspaper account stating that Muscarello arrived at
the station at 12s00 AM is incorrect and that it was probably close to
2:00 AM EDT „ I have arbitrarily assigned the tisae as being Is45 AM EDT
after taking everything into consideration© Musearell© ?s mother also
thought it was closer to 2s00 AK. Perhaps after say interview with
Musearell® I will b© able to pinpoint th© tiiae more exactly. Based upon
the 1:45 AM time and the fact that when the trio returned to headquarters
and reported the sighting if3 to Desk Officer T@wland at exactly 2?55 AM.
I figure that sighting f/3 took place approximately between 2 s25 and 2:40 AM<

Sighting f/3 took place over the field of Carl Dining in Kensington, N.H,
on Route 150 about 3 miles south ©f Exeterp N.I1, Th© duration of the
observation was about 10 minutes by Officer Bertrand and N©nnan Muscarello
and about 5 sinutes by Officer Rwfo when h© joined the pair at the field*
There was n© trace ©f daylight at th© sighting tirae* The weather was dry
and cool with a slight tirQezQo Observing conditions were excellent. The
moos had set at 11:15 PM EDT and the sky was studded with stars., The exact

wit^~3efTnitely no protrusions like wings,, rudder or stabilizer, I h©pe to
obtain" iaore details from kusearell© concerning the shape9 size, etc, of the
object,

I The object carried at least 4 extremely brilliant pulsating red lights
,which appeared to flash in a steady sequence. They were arranged in a
fixed straight line positions Offloor Bertrand said that they war© brighter
thaa any light he had over seen srkd at close range he f©und that he could
net" look directly at them* ^e had the impression that he and Musearell©
B&ght- have been burned if they did not run froa the object as it approached
theia& He compared their brightness to that of automobile headlights shining
directly in one^s face at less than several yards away* TUa^jsaaner. ia
whieft t^ueulsated- gave Bertrand the distinct. impression that this was an
i£teliiseatly«ceastructe«t vehicle and,definitely not some natural ""
pfcensggaAB*' The""lights were definitely seen to fee.&art of a large dark
ggSadobjecta TIi© reflection oTT'tfte-is^JoTses"feady caused a halo effect
arsuad itT^oth offieeTS" hsd: eyeglasses on when viewing the ©bjeeto Neither
offleer"would g&ye an estissat© of how large th© object itself was although
Bertrand was quoted to have said that it was as "b^g as aJhause", Bertrand
told m© that it was very large but the lights obscured itj preventing him
fro® seeing enough ©f it te knew how large* When Officer Hunt arrived t»©
object had moved off so that he thinks he only saw 2 of the lights© I was9
however, able t© obtain a statement fros Bertrand concerning th© apparent
size of the ©blest, K© stated that when the object was at its closest tfeat. ?v_ _.,__ _* _ h *•—_-^t? t,-.-8-a „*. „«™8» length,

II" Hold at
sras length a H© estimated fc&afc it was 200 yards away whoa he first spotted
it after Musearell© shouted*, d® said tfcat at its closest approach it
just cloaked a aaaffby 6CW20 fcofc fees, Ha isaid tha object was wey close assd that it
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appeared to be about 100 foot away. While viewing it from the cruiser it
laanuvered over th© field at about 500 yards away before moving out over the
tree-line. As it movedjthe object seemed to tilt teaek and forth from side
topside, - •-—.-,

" The sighting area was ©pea countryside with fan»s9 fields and woods*
The object was first seen ia th© northeast and last seen ia the north
moving is an east to west flight pattern in a straight line with aa
elevation «f about 10° above the tree-line,* D©th officers had read a little ••
22 ?FOs,„ Stei^her would venture an ©pinion as to what the object was but
Officer Bertrand stated that it was definitely not an airplane or helicopter
and that ia nis ©pinion that it was an intelligently constructed aad
operated vohisl©0 N© s©und was" heard hy th© witnesses, even at close range
but apparently the animals in the nearby barn of Carl Dining could hear or
sons© something that frightened thest as during sighting7/2 and #3 they
whinnied and kicked their stalls, Th© dog whfch belonged to people across
thirrssa was barking furiously, N© interference was noticed on the police
radio, nor were th© lights and ignition of th© ••,.-, ;V cruiser affected.
Neither officer would estimate th© ©bject6s speed but stated it was very
slow, N» scorched marks or indentations were found in th© field, B©th
SfSS^8 as2"©8®1 t"at their signed statements and names could bo used by
nioap xn connection with th© report,

SIGHTING ACCOUNT #4

"" At 3»*30 AM EDT Officer funt sighted what appeared to be the same ©biect
hoverlag in the distance while at th© R©ute S5«101 bypass in Exeter, He
radi^Sd Officer Bertrand wh© told hia it was probably avatar. Shortly-
aifcer this h© l@©ked for it again but it had disappeared. Sine© there was
little detail in tnis sighting I did not bother t© probe for details•

SIGHTING ACCOUNT if5

I' T© add to t&e excitement the police and others told tae -that aa unidentified
hysterical man tried to call th© p©lic© during these early morning h©urs to
report a »F0a H© dialed tfce operator frons a" pay station ia HaraptoaV N","a,
and excitedly asked t&a operator to connect ^ira with the police as ne Sad
been chased by a "flying saucer". Before th© call could be put through t©
t&e police., the telephone connection went dead. Neither the raan or the
particular "amptoa pay station could be traced*

MILITARY INVESTIGATION

"®f
sighting u'5 to Desk tfficor Towland they notified Peas© AFB. Pertsiaoutfc., Will.
qi ta© sightings by ph©ne. Later Pease AFB ph©ned back and arranged for th©
Police officers to be interviewed. At around-9sCO AM that same azomingj a
k's_AF.&laj@r a&d Lie«tonant in uniforms arrived, questioned them and drov©

!*& I/O

?ting 1/
_ . td~ we 11
©porters already had f

tfre story, (One had driven from Manchester on a m©t©rcycle"c©mplete~~w±t$
black jacket9 helicat s&d goggles, I heard privately that he gave th© •• •'".'
police quite a start when h© came into the station looking like a man irora
outer space!?!)

/<
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Bertrand told rae that most of th© questions asked were the same as X had
asked, Th© USAF teas were particularly interested in the size and shape of
the object, One'question that stuck in Bertrand*s ra nd was that they wanted
to know if the chicken's ©n the Carl Russell residence next to th© field
were awakened and alarased during the sighting, tApparently they were not
disturbed as they were not hearcTduring the sighting although they aay have
and just were not heard as th© chicken Rouse is probably 300»400 yardSjat
least, fros where Musearell© and Bertrand were standing in the field.

Three interesting items told to the police were that (1) that,a USAF \ .
check had revealed no aircraft in the area during the time sighting »/3 \ ^><
©ecuredj (2) that Pease AFB had been receiving other UFO reports in the \
New Bampskire4area alsost'nightly during the previous week, (3) They a \
mentioned a sighting which took place in late July concerning a»automobile
cosing upon a uFO h©verisg over the road n frost of th©a, I have th©
details and h@p© to look into it.

After returning Officers Bertrand and %wa& to headquarters8 both the
Major and Lieutenant returned to th© sighting area and questioned residents
living near "the field, Mrs"a Muscarello told iae that 2 USAF ©ffacers had"
questioned h©r son at length and that a U,S. Navy officer also came to th©
house and asked several questions about the sighting,

INTERESTING SIDELIGHTS

1, Mr, and Mrs* Chase of Kensington wh© live a few ailes down Route 150
told me thats , . /• T.u^

ao An Air F©ree Officer had gone"around A© all th© stores soiling
newspapers m Exeter and purchased all copies of the Manchester j, N,«.
"Union Leader" newspaper w&ich carried a detailed account of these -
sightings and a posed ph©t© of N©naaa Musearell® "and Officers
Bertrandj Eunt and T©wland, Th© police had not heard of this and
I did not cheek furthere

b, Mrs, Chase5 a nurse, was on duty at th© Exeter Hospital during tk©
"sightings snd told me that the flamptoa9 N.**.' police phoned the
hospital to see if a man was brought into th© hospital suffering a
heart attack or shock. This was in relation totthe hysterical man
wh© tried to reach the p©liee by phone about being chased by a UFO,
Reference sighting ir5*

c, MrSo Chase also told me that a friend of^hers9 a Mrs, Parker \\ 0
Bledgett. works as a correspondent for th© ""averkill (Mass,) Gazette"
newspaper and was asked by the USAF aot""t© publish th© UFO reports,
(n€wevers s^e didg as I have a copy of her article dated 9e»7aBo5K

2, AMrs, St, Laurent© of Kingston Road, "Kensington^ N,H. told a church
sdnister friend of mane that her brother, wh© usually cuts the nay on
-oh© Carl Dining fields refuses to do so Because he has heard that the
hay has b&Qn contaminated by radiation<>

yi TH© police told is© that for th© past few weeks provious to the sightings/
they hav© received reports from people <> sose ©f them personal friendss of II

their whole h®use suddenly heing nwmentarily illuminated by a bright //
reddish glow after they had gone to bed, N© objects were seen,

4, Mr, and Mrs, D©Marc©„ N. &&B&b®ei R©ad(Route 88)s Mampton9 N,u, ©bserved
a star-like object blinking red which alternately* havered and moved in
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th© western sky between 9*00 and 9*30 PM ©n 9~5-65, Sinco'fenus had set
and Bfr* Desaare© was a former USAF C©iitr©I Tower operator who assured me
that it was not aa aircraft,, I thought the report was worth mentioning*

A Mr, Rice* wh© ©wns a CB radio told m® that h© was talking over his radio
wsth a^©rt3Houth,"N,lr<; police cruiser ©a 9«7~65 about 6:00 PM EDTe Th©
officer told h'im that-h© was out investigating a UFO report and asked Mr,
Rice to gjve Ma a call if h© spotted it, "e said t^e QF0 was supposed to
be over the Hamptoa Falls area noar where Mr0 Rice lives on Route S£, N©
UF0"was soea* by Mr0 Rice, Th© cruiser used call letters KKA«§616 and used
both channel ?r2 and ifS9

So Since the UFO sighting at th© Carl Dining field, many cars pull up and
watch for the object at ni^to Mr* Dining had to rope off the entrance to
Ms field and post it as people were littering his property,

fa MrSo Muscarello tMnfcs th© USAF Lieutenant *s nam© was Srant,

5o On lay fir3t two visits to th© Carl Dining field on the morning of 9-ll~65
I saw a low«flyiag C<=,H9 Flying B©xcar pass over the area ©a both occasions,

?, Oth©r civilian UFO Investigators were given the brushoff by th©"po3icea 1 if S
was very fortunate to have received sueh a good response from thest, 11

EyALUATXpa

Muscaroll© « G©aes from twice^broken h®ia© » has had problems x?ith
police and is w©ll«known hy the® - usually a cool calm
boy. Until my personal interview with him I ean say no

Bertrand & Hunt - Credible witnesses., good observers wit& a keen desire
to relate only facts « X- could not ©von persuade the®
to guess at estimates of th© ©bjeetffs r,©,^ sia© and
speed.

The Sj^jaga

Sgghtiag it i " There is enough similarity between £h© unidentafied
i*©san?s report and th© detailed sightings tr2 & v3 to
warrant its probable authenticity, Th© ©haaces of a
similar report-©ccuring the same storning;, unless it
wore authentic9 is astronomical o It is possible that
th© object she pointed out to Officer "Bertrand was
Jupiter and not the object that had chased n&d,

trie other correlated UFO reports and the military's
interest and actions concerning th© UFO'reports,, rat©
these as first-class UFO sightings by this Investigator,

Sighting #4 - Insufficient Information but interesting.
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if5 - Agaan? th© chances are astronomical that several people
entsrely independent of one another sh©uld"report that
th©y were "chased by a flying saucer" in the'saae
general area. It is possible concerning sighting #5
that someone could have been monitoring the police
radio conversations about th© UFO reports and decided
to play a little joke but this seems unlikely« K#t
saay pe©pleP other than responsible law ©aforcexaeat
officers ar© up tuning th© police radio band at these
we© h©urs of th© morning, Thus9 th© report is probably
genuiao, '"Why th© unidentified man did not or could not
complete his call to th© police will have to reaain'an
©pen question unless h© steps forward and relates what
happened,

2 was able to talk to many people during my investigation• Th© great
majority did not appear to~b© frightened about the incident. This is
contrary to what the USAF team th©ught t^ould occur if the story got in th©
ft3wspap©rs. Instead of fear, l^found a tremendous curi©j3|ty ©ajthopart of
nsot&e to .know mre!KnQI!2&» J^£i^3^eSlu^t manx ©ES^K vo£ee3j#e~ "~
interplanetary origin theory' w£tsSifeTS^* ©si^urageraont fro© m©r'~Several
y©^rs~a*go^'very'few;people Other than th©se wh© have read widely about OFOs
would talk like th£s0 Sl©wly but surely over "the years the pubHc has
he<m becoming/'UFO^consciouso Reports like this one coupled with wide
publication will help much ia informing the publi-e-at^large ©f th© reality
and problem of UFOs, .

46 Note- oFPiceoJs fcEcoftaaa east-WeiT HovEriBiT oPJJP©
* AcTUAur s -mf ay t»e amass #

yb^
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0^
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UFO DATA SHEET Page one

This questionnaire has been prepared so that you can give as much
information as possible concerning the "Unidentified Flying Object"
that you have observed. Please try to answer as many questions as
you possibly can. The information that you give will be used for
research purposes. Your name will not be' used in connection with
any statements, conclusions, or publications without your permission.
Thank you very much for your cooperation in this matter.

1.

Investigator! National Investigation Committee on Aerla^L Phenomena tJ_
Raymond £. Fowler
13 Friend Court .
Wenhair., Massachusetts *& *. -• ,,.„

\HC

When did you see the object?

DAY MONTH YsAR

2. Time of day

(Circle One): (A.M.

MINUTES

P.M.or

T »g

Time zone: (Circle One): (§} Eastern
b„ Central

c. Mountain

d. Pacific
e. Other

(Circle One): ^ Daylight
Saving Time

b. Standard

Time

4. Vihere were you when you saw the object?

Nearest Postal Address City or TDown

Mftf.
State or Country

Additional remarks:

5. Estimate how long you saw the.object. JO.
HOURS MINUTES SiKXJNDS

5.1 Circle one of the following to indicate how certain you are of
your answer to Question 5.

a. Certain

b.yFairly certain

c. Not very sure

d. Just a guess

rfhat was the condition of the sky?

(Circle One): a. Bright daylight d. Just a trace of daylight
bo Dull daylight e. ($$>trace of daylight
c. Bright twilight f. Don°t remember

If you saw the object during DAYLIGHT, TWILIGHT, or DAWN, where was the
SUN located as you looked at the object?

a. In front of you c. To your right e„ Overhead

b. In back of you d. To your left f. Don3t rememberrffi
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8. If you saw the object at NIGHT, TWILIGHT, or DAWN, what did you notice

concerning the STARS axid MOON?

8.1 STARS (circle one): a. None 8.2 MOON (circle one):
/ b A fewI c'cfiauw a° Bri9ht moonlight

dl Don^t remember b* I?*11 B0?illi2ht^ vc. No moonlight- dark
——_—___«__-_ d. Don't remember

9. Was the object brighter than the background of the sky?

(Circle one): (£) YES b. NO c. DON°T REM-MBER

10.If it was BRIGHTER THAN the sky background, was the brightness like that
of an automobile headlight appearing to be? (CIRCLE ONE BELOW):

a. A mile or more away?(a distant car)
b. Several blocks away?
c. A block away?
d. Several yards away? _y ,
e. Other? f?* i*HTe* T#*»J y£*-t>l'v/T# T

11. Did the object: (Circle One for each question)
a. Appear to stand still at any time? YES (md DON°T KNOW
b. suddenly speed up and rush away at any time? YES <|jp) DON'T KNOW
c. Break up into parts or explode? YES (STO DON'T KNOW
d. Give off smoke? YriS <|j£p DON'T KNOW
e. Change brightness? (£^> ££0^ DON'T KNOW
f. Change shape? YES (§(p D0N°T KNOW
g. Flicker, throb, or pulsate? <g^ no DON'T KNOW

12. Did the object move behind something at a.iy time, particularly a cloud?

(Circle One): YiiS (^jo) D0N°T KNOW If you answered yes, the.
tell what it moved behind:

13. Did the object move in front of something at any time, particularly
a cloud? y—v

YES (pOJ DON'T KNOW (Circle One)

If you answered yes, then tell what it moved in front of:

14. Did the object appear(Circle One): £_S0LIDfc TRANSPARENT? DON'T KNOW

15. Did you observe the object through any of the following?
a. Eyeglasses <^^NO d„ Window glass YES NO g. other
b. Sun glasses YES NO e. Binoculars YES NO
c. Windshield YES NO f. Telescope YES NO Z~ZZ"Z"



16.' Tell in a few words the following things about the object.
a- S0UND KjakjF- _

b. COLOR

Page 3

17.

Re-D

J^VJf^f* "J11 ShOW the 8hape of the obJect or objects. Labeland include in your sketch any details of the object that you saw such as
wings, protrusions, etc., and especially exhaust trails or vapour trails!
Place an arrow beside the drawing to show the direction the object was

f- vajBT'

/(

('! o

f f<*?>P~

s\ O i) '

~\
-\*)£$/- ^-i^ffSTr

s

Ft- fiS $IAJ e[

18. The edges of the object were:

(Circle One): a. Fuzzy or blurred
b. Like a bright star

c. Sharply outlined

19,

• Other 1*?/?!* \k)£-ALi

Sd e<x>l9//f The*

If there was MORE THAN ONE object, then how many were there?
tt^dfrSiSf^S^1^ th6y W6re arra^ed- and put an arrow to showthe direction that they were travelling.



20. Draw a picture that will show the motion that the object or
objects made. Place a; "A" at the beginning of the pathr
a "fl" at the end of the path; a ,d, show a .y changes in
direction during the course.

Page 4

B

21. IF POSSIBLE, try to guess or estimate/ what the real size of the object
was in its longest dimension. Ay fl

22.

23,

24.

How large did the object or objects appear as compared with one of the
following objects "held" i.; the ha d at about arm's length?

/
(Circle One) a. Head of a pi,

b. Pea

Cc Dime

do Nickel

2 " (£P Quarter
f. Half-dollar

/-
g. Silver dollar

Baseball

Grapefruit &*
~j. Basketball
k. Other

ISJL
<UM&**> 4-1

'22.1 CIRCLE ONE of the following to indicate how certain you are of
your a-.swer to Question 22.

rJuAltyo^i^ a« Certain @ Not very sure
b* Fairly certain d. Uncertai .y^fS**

^nsa^dULs

How did the object or objects disappear fron. view?

^<s-c^^e—s

In order that you ca.< give as clear a picture as possible of what you
saw, we would like for you to imagine that you could construct the
object? that you saw. Of what type MATERIAL would you n.ake it? How
LARGE would it be, a.id what SHAPE would it have? Describe in your
own words a common object or objects which when placed up in the
sky would give the sarie appearance as the object which you saw.

S>/*



i
25. Where were you located when you

saw the object? (Circle One):

a. Inside a building
b. In a car

c^l Outdoors
In an airplane

e. At sea

f. Other

26,

Page 5

Were you (Circle One):

a. In the business section of city?
b. In the residential section of

a city?
In open countryside?

T. Flying near an airfield?
e. Flying over a city?
f. Flying over open country?
g. Other

1

27. What were you doing at the time you saw the object, a.id how did you
happen to notice it?

tUgA/T To &ss ) s / •/&> 'yjto^- ^—*c*^

28. If you were MOVING IN AN AUTOMOBILE or other vehicle at the time, the*
complete the following questions:

28.1 What direction were you moving? (Circle One):

in»/t a. North c. East e. South
b. Northeast d. Southeast f. Southwest

g. West
h. Northwest

28.2 How fast were you moving?

28.3 Did you stop at any time while observing object?
(Circle One): YES NO

.miles per hour

29. What direction were you looking when you FIRST SAW the object?(Circle
One):

a. North c. East e. South g. West

Northeast d. Southeast f. Southwest h. Northwest

30. What disstio., were you looking whe;, you LAST SAW the object?(Circle One)
<Q North c. East ©. South g. West
b. Northeast d. Southeast f. Southwest h. Northwest

31. H«T™<-a ^far,iliar *J«J bearing terms(angular direction), try to
a^o X! 2£ 'mm£:r °! Je9rees the object was from true North andalso the the number of degreees it was upward from the horizon(elevation)
31.1 When it first appeared:

A/ffi a. Fron, true North

b. From horizon
..degrees

.degrees

31.2 When it disappeared:

a. From true North

b. From horizon

degrees

degrees
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32. In the following sketch, imagine that you are at the point shown.
Place a.. "AM on the curved line to show how high the object was above
the horizon (skyline) when you FIRST saw it. Place a WB" on the sarne
curved line to show how high the object was above the horizo.i (skyline)
when you LAST saw it.

33. In the following larger sketch place a,. -A" at the position the object
was wher. you FIRST saw it, and a «B» at its position when you LAST
saw it. (Refer to smaller sketch as a, exar.ple of -how" to complete
the larger sketch.) *^

33,1
Were there a .y KNOWN aircraft in the sky during your sighting?
(Circle One) s YES /^K

If you answered YES, was it following or attempting to intercept
the Unidentified Flying Object? (Circle One): Yes NO

If you answered YES, please circle TYPE of aircraft:

MILITARY? COMMERCIAL" PRIVATE? JET? PROPELLER.'
How many engines did the aircraft have?
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34. What were the weather conditions at the time you saw the object?

34.1 CLOUDS(Circle One) 34.2 WIND(Circle One)
<%^ Clear sky a. No wind
b. Hazy <|p Slight breeze
c.Scattered clouds c. Strong wind
d. Thick or heavy clouds d. Don't remember
e, Don°t remember

34.3 WEATHER(Circle One) 34.4 TEMPERATURE(Circle One)

<S2 Dry a. Cold
b. Fog, mist, or light rain £§P Cool
c. Moderate or heavy rain c. Warm
d. Snow d. Hot
e. Don°t remember e. Don°t remember

35. When did you report to some official that you had seen the object?
Official or Organization Name(s) Day Month Year

36. Have you read literature pertai ling to Unidentified Flying Objects?
(Circle One) <^g> NO if YES, how much? (Circle One) A LITTLE?

-_____«_ MODERATELY? EXTENSIVELY? _

37. Was anyone else with you at the time you saw the object?
(Circle One) ^fES^ NO

37.1 IF you answered Yes, did they see the object too?
(Circle One) ^E§^ HO

37.2 Please list their names a d addresses if you circled YES:

(Attach separate sheet for above)

•?-•

38. Was this the first time that you had seen an object(s) like this?
(Circle One) <Cggs) NO

38.1 If you a .swered NO, the.-- when, where, a d under what circurr.sta :ces
did you see the other o,,e(s)?

39. In your opinion, what do YOU think the object(s) was a d what might
have caused it?

P* K>'t>T Kmo uj



1

40. Do/you thi.Jc you ca ,estimate the speed of the object? Page 8

(Circle One) YES ^"^
If you a ^swered YES, the:* what speed would you estimate? MPH

41. Do you thi.Jc you ca i estimate how far away froxu you the object was?

(Circle One) (^ESy NO
If you answered YES, thev. how far away would you eay it was? /oO FEET

42. Did the Object(s) cause any interference with the operation of:

(Circle where applicable) RADIO? TV? LIGHTS? OTHER? K)0AI £• ^

IF you underlined a..y of above, explain the interference below:

43. Was a photo taken of the Object(s)? (Circle One) YES Qk^
^Would you be Willi, g to submit a copy? (Circle One) YES NO

^f you circled YES, please send copy indicating monetary rei :bursement»*?«

44. Do you belong to a y Organization which investigates Unidentified
Flying Objects? (Circle One) YES ® If YES, list them below:

45. May we publish your report if you name is kept confidential? Yt^i NO
May we publish your report a id use your name? ^e^P NO

(Circle One)

47. Please give the following inforn.atio.i ^bout yourself: £uii?k>-£.
NAME

Last Name First Natte Middle Name

ADDRESS ~

Street City mstate
TELEPHONE NUMBER Tf2~ *I9 *T "$

What is your present job? <PoL''ct O f* F= r'e e <k
AGE 3 "Z— SEX . .
Please iiidicate a y educational training you have had: (Nunber of year©*
a. Grade school ^ e. Technical"school
b. High school V lm_ -% •
c. College ZZZZZ (Type °f}
d. Post graduate f. Other Ojpecial training?

)

48. SignaturexuL^^e. £ 8 Qjt^&^^fl Date: F/u/tiS"
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This questionnaire has been prepared so that you can give as much
information as possible concerning the "Unidentified Flying ObjectM
that you have observed. Please try to answer as many questions as
you possibly can. The information that you give will be used for
research purposes. Your name will not be' used in connection with
any statements, conclusions, or publications without your permission.
Thank you very much for your cooperation in this matter.

Investigator: National Investigation Committee on Aerial Phenomena
Raymond &* **Aer ~Jj^j U/^fc/ a^AJL
13 Friend Court ^ Sju^cS^i^ZZB^^6

—, —37/2.9 M\Wenham, Massachusetts

1. When did you see the object?

3 7 jt^
2. Time of day:

INUTESy
DAY MONTH year (Circle One): ^M^ or P.M.

3. Time zone: (Circle One): (a.) Eastern
To. Central-
c. Mountain

d. Pacific
e. Other

(Circle One): (aT) Daylight
Saving Time

b. Standard

Time

4. Where were you when you saw the object?

Nearest Postal Address City or Town State or Country

Additional remarks:

5. Estimate how long you saw the.object. HET
HOURS MINUTES SECONDS

5.1 Circle one of the following to indicate how certain you are of
your answer to Question 5.

a. Certain

fbY)Fairly certain

What was the condition of the sky?

(Circle One): a. Bright daylight

b. Dull daylight

c. Bright twilight

c. Not very sure

do Just a guess

d. Just a trace of daylight

(e7\ No trace of daylight
f. Don't remember

VIE you saw the object duriiig DAYLIGHT, TWILIGHT, or DAWN, where was the
SUN located as you looked at the object?

b.

In front of you c

In back of you d«

To your right

To your left f.

Overhead

Don't remember
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8. If you saw the object at NIGHT, TWILIGHT, otydAWN, what did you notice
concerning the STARS and MOON? /
8.1 STARS (circle one): a. None ( 8.2 MOON (circle one):

i I^Man^ ^ ST^If
IT Don't remember ^ P*11 ^J1!?* vc. No moonlight- dark

d. Don't remember

9. Was the object brighter than the background of the sky?

(Circle one): (ao YES b. NO c. DON°T REMEMBER

10.If it was BRIGHTER THAN the sky background, was the brightness like that
of an automobile headlight appearing to be? (CIRCLE ONE BELOW):

a. A mile or more away?(a distant car)
b. Several blocks away?
c. A block away?
d. Several yards a«ay? .
(e^ Other? "Dttr./s-k-r-g^ "HWo K^LaAL.^\rh> <£X~

11. Did the object: (Circle One for each question)

a. Appear to staxid still at any time? YES (no) DON'T KNOW
b. Suddenly speed up and rush away at any time? YES Sg3 DON'T KNOW
c. Break up into parts or explode? YES WO) DON'T KNOW
d. Give off smoke? YES (get) DON'T KNOW
e. Change brightness? <£|§) NO DONBT KNOW
f. Change shape? YES @§) DON°T KNOW
g. Flicker, throb, or pulsate? (ga§) NO DON'T KNOW

12. Did the object move behind something at any time, particularly a cloud?

(Circle One): YES (no) DON'T KNOW If you answered yes, then
tell what it moved behind:

13. Did the object move i:i front of something at any time, particularly
a cloud? yj£S ^jgj DON'T KNOW (Circle One)
If you answered yes, then tell what it moved in front of:

14. Did the object appear(Circle One): (SOLID?) TRANSPARENT? DON'T KNOW

15. Did you observe the object through any of the following?
a. Eyeglasses <£E^ NO d„ Window glass YES NO g. Other
b. Sun glasses YES NO e. Binoculars YES NO
c. Windshield YES NO f, Telescope YES NO '
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16. Tell in a few words the following things about the object.

a. SOUND Moyg- ^
b. COLOR 'R«_<L .

17. Draw a Picture that will show the shape of the object or objects. Label
S««i" t i»4Your sketch any details of the object that you saw such as
wings, protrusions, etc., and especially exhaust trails or vapour trails
Sving?" arr°W b6Side ^ draWing t0 Sh°W the directio» tSe object wSs

I-M.V5 f l_(TtS V\ i UJ o

_, \ L
9i « ciocoj -^rn^-e,—^tht,.

18. The edges of the object were:

(Circle One): a. Fuzzy or blurred Q) Other L^lrVs oq<li«- 5&
b. Like a bright star I - In , • f i

c. Sharply outlined ~ , —"J SfcA
U<x.L* eyg^^V

19. If there was MORE THAN ONE object, then how many were there?
?SW^?^i^Ure*.Sf^ they Were «r"»-'4red# a..d put an arrow to showthe direction that they were travelling.

l',&"^s *«.•*: .o^ 0M i4o^^«o £*s-r- To v^rf

"T6 irtclv 01^t/L
* ^ 0



Page 4
20. Draw a picture that will show the motion that the object or

objects made. Place an "Aw at the beginning of the path;
a "B" at the end of the path; and, show a <y changes in
direction during the course. _ , i- {^

W ° cm. ft «J S <*- ~3-*" <=•» n-^c- t <6 iO

© 4 <£)

21. IF POSSIBLE, try to guess or estimate what the real size of the object
was in its longest dimension. i) I ft> p

22. How large did the object or objects appear as compared with one of the
following objects "held" in the ha id at about arm's length?

(Circle One): a. Head of a pin g. Silver dollar
b. Pea h. Baseball
c. Dime I. Grapefruit
d« Nickel j. Basketball
t Quarter k. Other .

Half-dollar

22.1 CIRCLE ONE of the following to indicate how certain you are of
your answer to uuestion 22.

a. Certain (c^ Not very sure
b. Fairly certain d. Uncertai .

23. How did the object or objects disappear frorr. view? *"P no o <D<a_A~ \e- -

24. In order that you can give as clear a picture as possible of what you
saw, we would like for you to imagine that you could construct the
object that you saw. Of what type MATERIAL would you make it? How

f\ LARGE would it be, a id what SHAPE would it have? Describe in your
\i own words a common object or objects which when placed up in the

sky would give the sane appearance as the object which you saw.



25. '.Where were you located when you
saw the object? (Circle One):

a. Inside a building
b. In a car
© Outdoors
d. In an airplane
e. At sea

f. Other .

Page 5

26. Were you (Circle One):

a. In the business section of city?
b. In the residential section of

a city?
(cj In open countryside?
d. Flying near ai airfield?
e. Flying over a city?
f. Flying over open country?
g. Other. .

27. What were you doing! at the time you saw the object, and how did you
happen to notice it?

r^iTv^vu

28^, If you were MOVING IN AN AUTOMOBILE or other vehicle at the time, then
u /^complete tho following questions:

*l 28.1 What direction wore you moving? (Circle One):
a. North c. East e. South
b. Northeast d. Southeast f. Southwest

g. West
h. Northwest

28.2 How fast were you moving? '

28.3 Did you stop at any time while observing object?

(Circle One): YES NO

.miles per hour

29. What direction were you looking when you FIRST SAW the object?(Circle
One):

a. North c. East e. South g. West

(£T)Northeast d. Southeast f. Southwest h. Northwest

30. What dirstion were you looking when you LAST SAW the object?(Circle One)
(aj> North c. East e. South g. West
b. Northeast d. Southeast f. Southwest h. Northwest

\7 Iifcrm*.arf,_£art,iliar wlth bearing terms(angular direction), try to
V estimate the number of degrees the object was from true North and
/Xaiso the the number of degreees it was upward from the horizon(elevation

ytV31.1 When it first appeared:

a. From true North ______degrees
b. From horizon .. degrees

31.2 When it disappeared:

a. From true North degrees
b. From horizon degrees



Page 6

32. In the following sketch, imagine that you are at the point shown.
Place an "A" on the curved line to show how high the object was above
the horizOii (skyline) when you FIRST saw it. Place a MS" on the sar.ie
curved line to show how high the object was above the horizo.1 (skyline)
when you LAST saw it.

33. In the following larger sketch place a,. "A" at the position the object
was when you FIRST saw it, a id a "B" at its position when you LAST
saw it. (Refer to smaller sketch as a.i exar.ple of Mhow" to comuiete
the larger sketch.)

33,1

^""^

lnnjpj&ov 1' > ^^r J3ft ^^w a

^ /-

Were there a.y KNOWN aircraft^ the sky during your sighting?
(Circle One): YES Rlioj

If you answered YES, was it following or attempting to intercept
the Unidentified Flying Object? (Circle One): YES NO

If you answered YES, please circle TYPE of aircraft:

MILITARY? COMMERCIAL PRIVATE? JET? PROPELLER•

How ma.iy engines did the aircraft have?

_ i.



34,

35

'• ' • Page 7

What were the weather conditions at the time you saw the object?

34.1 CLOUDS(Circle One) 34.2 WXMD(Circle One)
(S> Clear sky a. No wind
b. Hazy
c.Scattered clouds

d. Thick or heavy clouds
e. Don"t remember

34.3 WEATHER(Circle One)

®
c.

d.

e.

a^ Dry
b. Fog, mist, or light rain

Moderate or heavy rain
Snow

Don't remember

S) Slight breeze
c. Strong wind
d. Don°t remember

34.4 TEMPERATURE(Circle One)

a. Cold

(b) Cool
c. Warm

d» Hot

e. Donat remember

When did you report to some official that you had seen the object?

Official or Organization Name(s) Day Month Year

Q\ pi e<-*- i ° La tn <L ,

36. Have you read literature pertai jing to Unidentified FlyingObjects?
(Circle One) (Q> NO If YES, how much? (Circle One)(^LITTLE?

_ . MODERATELY? EXTENSIVELY?

37. Was anyone else with you at the time you saw the object?

(Circle One) $ES^) NO
37.1 IF you answered YeS, did they see the object too?

(Circle One) (Q) NO
37.2 Please list their names a d addresses if you circled YES:

(Attach separate sheet for above)

38. Was this the first time that you had seen an object(s) like this?

(Circle One) QTES*) NO

38.1 If you answered NO, the.-, when, where, ad under what circun.sta ,ces
did you see the other o,,e(s)? __ .

39. In your opinion, what do YOU think the object(s) was a :d what might
have caused it? c^ ^ oH_ ^^ ^ (



'40. Do/you thi.Jc you ca estimate the speed of the object? Page 8

(Circle One) YES (^)
If you a .swered YES, the:; what speed would you estimate? _ MPH

41. Do you think you ca.. estimate how far away fror.. you the object was?

(Circle One) (Ks) NO
If you answered YES, ther how far away would you say it was? T Q&h FEET,
<a-~^ r.Uo^&yV , So. <jo ocV a- \?o ^~\~ "^L — j3 /-w. ,Le,s Q*-> Hd^'TL^

42. Did the Object(s) cause any interference with the operation of:

/^(Circle where applicable) RADIO? TV? LIGHTS? OTHER? PpoN
V^ " IF you underlined a.y of above, explain the interference below:

43. Was a photo taken of the Object(s)? (Circle One) YES Q*0_
/*4fould you be Willi, g to submit a copy? (Circle One) YES NO

><CIf you circled YES, please send copy indicating monetary rei ibursements#

44. Do you belong to a y Organization which investigates Unidentified
Flying Objects? (Circle One) YES (mj If YES, list them below:

45. May we publish your report if you -lai.e is kept confidential? p| NO
May we publish your report a :d use your name? 0V»/rt»i *& j^-~~\***7 M0

rcle One)

47. Please give the following information about yourself:

NAME H-Q ^-V ~T)fi\j\ <L iRo 5o
Last Name First Nane Middle Name

ADDRESS /) r.Vlfl-llUeS £~f - H>( ^"K /U N> H•
Street City State

TELEPHONE NUMBER 1*]^ - 3 (o / b

What is your present job? Ko L""> oe- Qpfi.ce.ft- -
AGE- r2 L SEX- PAfrle-
Please iiidicate a y educational training you have had: (Nun.ber of yeare>

a„ Grade school a ea Technical school

d. Post graduate f. Other special training?

48. Signaturei^^-^ A .tf&^ZJr^ Date:_?////,< r~

.)

MJ
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Enclosed are Addendum^ to tho 9-3-65 Kensington, N.H. UFO
Report. Ono Addendum is a copy of the 10-2-65 issue of
"Saturday Review" which carried a write-up on our investigation*

Enclosed is a strange UFO report. Ordinarily I would write
off such a reportjhas misidentification of a conventional
aircraft but there ware enough puzzling facts in this report
to classify it as a probable unknov/n 4£ tn© data given me by
the witnesses is accurate. The configuration of the 9 objects
involved are totally different from any configuration I have
studied - UFO or conventional aircraft. I would be most
Interested to know if UFO© with a configuration of this type
havo been reported before. If they have been, it would confirm
tho accuracy of the sighting account.

E. Fowler
Investigator
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UNION LEADER

dice, Civilians Sight
'UFO' in Exeter Area

i EXETER - At least five
people here, including two police
officers, have reported seeing a
Iflying saucer in this area.

The incidents occurred early
Frida#i|orning. According to
those wh*r saw the unidentified
flying object, it was about the
size of a house and had a red
glow around it, and moved
silently through the night.

When Exeter police investi
gated a parked car on the
Exeter-Hampton b y -p a s s at
about 12:30 investigating officer
Eugtne Bertrand, who
prnadted the car and found(t'
women in a state of near shi
They told that they had been
chased along Rte. 101 all the
way from Epping, about 12<
miles, by a flying object which
glowed with a brilliant halo of
red. According to the women,
the "thing" followed their car,
until the/ stopped. .

Af'tte two women told their
story one of Item sighted the
object once more, about two
utiles away, which ^Bertrand
thought was a star tow on the
horizon.

as this are reported, the sight
ings take place over a period of
a few seconds, but in this
instance, the men observed the
object for 15 or 20 minutes at
what appeared to be a relatively
short distance.

One of the most amazing
points which Officer Bertrand
made while being interviewed
was the complete absence of
sound as the flying object
hovered over a nearby farm
building, casting a brilliant glow
over the dwelling, while the
farm animals in the barn
caused, a tremendous cora

tion. Horses whinnied and
icked the walls of their stalls,

en the object disappeared
rapidly in the distance.

Another Sighting
Officer Eugene Bertrand's re

port on the trio's sighting of the
strange object was made to

cer Toland, desk man at the

.**

.**

idey, September 6,196$

Exeter police station, at 2:55
a.m.

Then at 3:30 p.m. Officer
Hunt reported from his cruiser
that he had again sighted the
UFO, while he was at the
intersection of the Rte. 101 by
pass in Exeter and Rte. 87 to
Newfields from Exeter.

Topping the strange activities,
Exeter police reported that a
telephone call from an unidenti
fied pay station in Hampton bad
been made by a hysterical man,
but that the line had gone dead
before the call could be com-'
pleted or the pay phone station
identified. The man had dialed
the operator and cried "Get me
the police" and said he had
been chased by a flying saucer.

Hampton police were notified,
but nothing was determined
about the point from which the
call was made, what had
frightened the man—or why the
call was so abruptly broken off.

FUEL OIL
I3J

PAY CA!
Gallon

AND SAVE *M
OIL CO.

622-4901

.t&v*
r,nO

•TbvA/MWO

Reports Chaw \ ]
At 12 a.m., Norman J.|

Muscarello, 18, of 2Ur& Front
St.. Exeter, came into the.police;
station with a hair-raising re-)
port of having been chased by a
flying object as he was hitch- i
hiking towards Exeter on Route1
150 in Kensington. I

Muscarello told Desk Officer
Reginald Toland that as he!
walked along the highway, a1
large, brilliant object began;
making passes on an adjacentl
field and house and along the;
highway. Not knowing what it!
was and being understandably!
shaken, he crouched in a ditch!
along the road as the object, so'
brilliantly rod that its shape;
could not be determined in thej
glow, made what seemed tnj
him to be searching passes at
Mm...,

Shortly thereafter fee "thin*"*
disappeared silently, as qnfcwyk
as it had appeared. Moscarello!
then bitched a ride to the police
station and related what he bad
seen. •

Although MuscareUo's story
was extraordinary, Patrolman'
Bertrand drove him back to the,
scene of the incident hi the;
police cruiser. When they ar
rived, nothing was there. i

Police See UFO I
Officer Bertrand suggested!

that they walk into the field
where the flyingobject was last
seen, and they were joined
there by Exeter Patrolman
David Hunt, who also drove to!
tiie scene. Bertrand was tatting;
reassuringly when Muaeaiello.
shouted "Look, there it h,|
rising up from behind those,
trees." The officers spun around
and looked. i

From behind a stand of trees'
In the black of the night, a huge:
Winding glow of brilliant redj
light surrounding it, the object
rose, not fast but waveringly. I

It traveled slowly and yawed j
slightly from side to side. They
were stunned by the blading1
red l&it as it moved toward;
them across the field. Thel
object seemed to be coning!
toward them ' and Bertrand I
made a move toward his police

^service revolver but thought'
better of it. Then the three roenj
ran to the police cruisers. When1
questioned on the size of the;
object, Officer Bertrand es-;
tanated it to be "about the size'
of a house," ^ j

Usually, when'incidents socb
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When the tidal wave of reports about
Unidentified FlyingObjects hit even the
august pages of the New York Times
last summer, we n ade a mental note to
follow the story thiough to see justwhat
conclusions might eventually be drawn.
State police in Oklahoma, Texas, Kan
sas, and New MeJco had risked their
jobs and reputatior s forsanity in report
ing a wide numbei of observations, cor-

cer Bertrand, of the Exeter police
and the Pease Air Force Base in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

Understandably, the Air Force
tremely wary about the matter of
and the Pease base could only (
that a large number of sightings
been reported locally.

Beyond that, however, we were
to piece together theifollowing

Shortly after midnight, on St..
3, OfficerEugene Bertrand of the
police force was on routine duty
ing alongan overpass;on Route101
the town. He pulledtip beside a p
car and found in itftwo women
were visibly disturbed. They report
him that an airborne\object, brigh
and flashing, had beeh trailing the
nearly twelve miles, all the way
the town of Epping.f Bertrand, ar
Force veteran of the*Korean war,
skeptical, made a routine radio
and went on with his.cruising.

Within that same hour, ..>
Muscarello, an eighteen-year-old
dent of Exeter, was [hitchhiking
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from Amesbury, Massachusetts,
reached a point two miles out of
along Route 150, near Kensington,
cording to his statement to the
he looked up into thfe sky and
similar object approaching him wi
yawing, kitelike motioL He threw
self against a stone wa|while the 6
hovered over a nearbyjfarmhouse,
ing up the entire area; He finally
a run for the farmhouse as the o
sailed out of sight. Unable to make.
of his hysterical story^ the farmer
no further action ana the boy L
hiked into town. Here he reported
story to the police, evtin though he
in a state bordering on; shock.

It was now about 2 {A.m. Officer
trand was called on His car radio
instructed to take the boy back to
farm area to investigate.

"I was sure that these women
this kid had seen a helicopter, or
thing like that," Officer Bertrand
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ADDENDUM III - UFO RPT - 9/3/65
KENSINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
(Bertrand-HunJ>Muscar«llo )

(Continued ffom page 10)
us. "But we went j>ut to the spot, and
Iparked the cruiserjIt was aclear night.
No wind. No fog. We walked about a J
hundred yards out {on the field, near a

horses were kept.
There it is!'

bam where a lot
Then, the kid yell©

"He was right. It
a row of trees. Ther

'as coming up over
was no noise at all.

It was about 100 feet in the air, and
about 200 feet awsty from us. I could
see five bright red jlights in a straight
row. They dimmed! from right to left,
and then from left to right-just like an
advertising sign dots. It lit up every
thing around us. Bujt it was silent The
horses started kic
awful fuss, and th
started barking,
tracks, and I grab!
him toward the poli
my revolver and th
it. Then Officer Da„,
another patrol car. j

"We sat there and! looked at it for at
least ten minutes. Ml brain kept telling
methat this doesn't happen—but it was,
right in front of my feyes. There was no
tail, no wings, and again no sound. It
hovered there, still about 100 feet away,
sort of floated and wobbled. I don't know
what it was. All I caj» say is that it was
there, and three of lis saw it together."

Nobodyelse can tell you exactly what
it was, either. Lieutenant Cottrell will
tell you that the while story is on the
police blotter, and that you can't find
two better officers thjan Hunt and Ber
trand. "If I didn't beljeve these guys, I'd
put 'em in a locked Boom and give 'em
some blocks to play with," he says. The
Hampton police will! tell you that too
many reliable people navereported these
sightings to doubt th4m. The editors at
the Manchester Union Leader and the
ExeterNews-Letter v, ill tell you that the
reports are from t(o many reliable
sources to doubt.

Moreover, officials :uspect other local
UFO landings have

seen that thing—and
nobody else would

ig and making an
dogs in the farm
kid froze in his

id him' and pulled
car. I reached for
thought better of

Sd Hunt arrived in

gone unreported.
As Lieutenant Cottreill said, "If I had

I was all alone,
have ever heard

about it.' -J( phn G. Fuller.

Raymond E. Fowler
NICAP INVESTIGATOR
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NICAP MASSACHUSETTS INVESTIGATING SUBCGMMITTEB

13 Friend Court
Wenhaa, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: ADDENDUM 17 - UFO SEPC&T - 3 September 1965 (Kensington, HH)
(Bertrand-&unt-Muscarello)

DATE: 10 October 1965

FROM: Raymond E» Fowler
Chairman: NICAP MASS SUBCOM

TO: RICA?

Amesbury News, Wednesday* October 6,1965

ccJJ.G* Fuller, Saturday Review

Page 3 •*N*z&MM* Mrf*>

UFO Identified ,
:As Ad Gimmick'

• Tiie unidentified flying objert^
snotted in this area by many;

• residents, has finally been iden-^
J tiPed! •
[ It's a flying billboard which
' contains 500 high intensity lights

thai spell out an advertising
> message. • '
* The electronic billboard is
- towed by a specially-rigged light
5 aircraft owned by Sky-Lite Aerial
* Advertising Agency 'of Boston
* and piloted by Daniel C. Vale of
*. Londonderry,. N. H.
" . Recently the rig has been flown

treer the Amesbury, Seabiook
" and southern New Hampshire •
' area carrying the advertising,
1 message "Put a Tiger in Your
5 Tank—See Your Esso Dealer."
'r However, when spotted from

an angle not directly below the -
*•aircraft, it gives the appearance
J of a flying saucer, quite like the

"UFO's described by the area
residents.

A spokesman for the firm said
? the sign is 10-feet wide and" 40-
3 feet long. "The plane can turn

on a dime, and when it turns, it
gives the appearance of being.
stationary," the spokesman said.

^ • Earlier flights of the night-fly-
* ing billboard south of Boston also
* prompted a flash to UFO reports',

before the '-'secret" was dis- !
" covered. I

*Ehis newsclip identifying UFO reports in the
Southern New Hampshire area is misleading. At
the time of the 9-3-65 UFO sighting I checked with
the manager of "Sky-Lite Aerial Advertising Co.*
and its aircraft was not flying on this night.
Or October 9th I went over the advertising plane's
flight paths between August and October Bin, The
plane was not. even airborne between August 21st
and September 10th«

-Joseph Bodina also informed me that his aircraft
rarely flies into Southern New Hampshire and when
it does it is usually in the Salem and Manchester
area, miles away from the Exeter area* He told me
that h© had told the "Amesbury News" that perhaps
s.ome UFOs reported in New Hampshire could have
been his aircraft. Unfortunately, this newspaper
used his statement to explain the sightings in the
Seahrook area which borders Kensington, N*Ha

The "Sky-Lite" aircraft does not carry red flashing
lights. It carries a rectangular sign carrying
white flashing, lights. It was not airborne during
the s,E, New Hampshire UFO Flap, I have notified
the "Amesbury News" of the true facts and have
asked them to set the record straight, I am
issuing this addendum to avoid further confusion.

Raymond B, Fowler

Chairman: NICAP BASS SUBCOM

NOTE: This aircraft flies out of Beverly Airport,
Beverly, Massachusetts, Usually th* aircraft
flies along the coast to Boston and back. It
rarely is airborne after 11:00 FM.



NICAP MASSACHUSETTS INVESTIGATING SUBCOMMITTEE .;

13 Friend Court
Wenham, Massachusetts

October 10, 1965

The "AMESBURY NEWS" cc.|MICAP^
Amesbury, Massachusetts

Dear Sir:

Allow me to introduce myself: I am Raymond E. Fowler, Chairmanof thiX?Iachus^tr^ves^ating ^c^ittee^r^e National
Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena. w*shi^<»»4r~' ACh£ charter is to investigate UFO sightings in M^sachusetts and
Prepared detailed reports for headquarters in Washington, D.t.

Last month we investigated a UFO sighting in the j^J»£«iJ|JU
aT«flfl which took nlace in the early morning hours of September 3rd.We arrived shSrt?y after the USAFWe thtlr detailed investigationSd^talned siSed^tatements from two police officers who-had
witnessed the UFO as well as others to the area. We concluded,
after a serious and thorough investigation, that the object was^a
^od "unknown" - one of thousands reported this year from all over
the world.

On October 6 1965 on page 3 of the "Amesbury News" you ran anart^le^tt the captioS EufS IDENTIFIED AS AD &B1MICK". I want to
P^iS? ouTexplicitly that the UFO witnessed by *he poUcemen and
other witnesses that previous week before September 3rd was not the
Sky-Lite Advertising Aircraft. One of the f^8^*^3 ™ *° b°?*emaking an investigation is to phone Mr. Joseph Bodina,/onager of
the "Sky-Lite Aerial Advertising Company" in Boston and obtain the
flight plan of his aircraft. Mr. Bodina is cooperating with our
Subcommittee. I re-checked with him again last night and his
aircraft was not flying on September 3rd. In fact, it was not
flying between August 21st and September 10th. He told me.
^thermore. that only on a rare occasion does his plane fly IntosSuSe^Ne^r H^psh&e and then usually in ^e tocfiester area.
We^rr continually receiving UFO reports caused by his aircraft and
are very familiar vrith thrltrange configurations caused by his
SlxmiSItedsign. The UFO sighted in the ^^Slf^,^—borTno resemblance to an advertising plane. Enclosed is a summary
of a more detailed report sent to Washington, D.C, for yowfUes.
We would appreciate your ^^A^^OTV lo^Sa fald^e^de
on it- stands is misleading to the public, w. ooaxna saiunw *"*£"*i? clear^o your paper Sat perhapS a few reports could have been
sffiSKL^Wis »%aa^aim-•
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Lectures on Art and Music
THREE HUNDRED YEARS OF

FRENCH ART 1500 - 1800
Claude Marks, lecturer

Tuesday Evenings 6:00 - 7:15 October 12th
thru December 14th • 10 Sessions $20.00

STYLE AND FASHION-FROM

GINGERBREAD TO CHROME
Thomas M. Folds, lecturer

Tuesday Evenings 8:30 - 9:45 October 12th
thru November 9th • 5 Sessions $10.00

THE GOLDEN AGE OF PAINTING

THE GREAT MASTERS OF THE 17th CENTURY
IN ITALY, SPAIN, FRANCE & THE NETHERLANDS

Margoretta M. Salinger, lecturer
Wednesday Evenings 8:30 - 9:45 October 13th
thru December 15th • 10 Sessions $20.00

FOUR PAINTINGS
Leo Steinberg, lecturer

Thursday Evenings 8:30 - 9:45 October 14th
thru November 4th • 4 Sessions $8.00

REDISCOVERING THE PEAKS

OF WESTERN MUSIC
Edward Downes, lecturer

Tuesday Mornings 11:00-12:30 October 19th
thru December 14th • 8 Sessions $16.00

FIVE NEGLECTED

MASTERWORKS OF OPERA
Boris Goldovsky, lecturer

Monday Evenings 8:30 - 9:45 November 15th
thru December 13th • 5 Sessions $10.00

17th & 18th CENTURY ELEGANCE
ENGLISH & FRENCH FURNITURE AND

ARCHITECTURAL INTERIORS
James Parker, lecturer

Wednesday Evenings 6:00 - 7:15 November 17th
thru December 8th • 4 Sessions $8.00

ARCHAEOLOGY AROUND THE WORLD
For young people. Saturday Afternoons 3:00-4:00

November 13th thru March 26th
5 Sessions: $4.00 (Adults: $10.00)

Make check payable to:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, mail to Dept. S,
Auditorium Office, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
5th Ave. at 82nd St., New York, N.Y. 10028

PAPEKSACKS

have an excellent
selection of books in

and dozens of other subjects.
For complete list

write Dept. S,
UNIVERSITY OF

CHICAGO PRESS
Chicago, Illinois 60637
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1000 Name &
Address Labels $1

ANY 3 DIFFERENT
ORDERS $2 ppd.

Sensational bargain! Your
name and address handsomely
printed on 1000 finest quality
gummed labels. Padded —

ti Ban.nnaie. caw. 93107 a packed with FREE, useful
ff "j Plastic GIFT BOX. Use them
ihs..,.,..,. ^.-^_, ^„^ ^J on stationery, checks, books,
cards, records, etc. Beautifully printed on finest quality
gummed paper. 1000 only $1. SPECIAL-SAVE MONEY!
ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2. Makes an Ideal gift.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

HANDY LABELS, 10S4 Josperson Bldg.

Culver City, Colifornia 90230
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When the tidal wave of reports about
Unidentified Flying Objects hit even the,
august pages of the New York Times
last summer, we made a mental note to
follow the story through to see just what,
conclusions might eventually be drawn.
State police in Oklahoma, Texas, Kan
sas, and New Mexico had risked their
jobs and reputations for sanity in report
ing a wide number of observations, cor

roborated by radar trackings from the
Tinker and Carswell Air Force Bases.
Later, however, the Air Force made it
a point to release a statement that the
radar trackings did not correspond to
the visual findings of the Oklahoma De
partment of Public Safety, and the story
disappeared from the pages of the press.

Skepticism is a healthy thing, es
pecially when you get involved with
whirling saucers that defy the laws of
aerodynamics. But curiousity is also a
powerful force, and it was for this rea
son that we decided to track down at
least one specific case of UFO-chasing.

A phone call to the National Investi
gations Committee on Aerial Phenome
non in Washington, D.C., put us in
touch with Richard H. Hall, its acting
director. We learned from Mr. Hall that
the Oklahoma State Police had released
a nine-page report through its Depart
ment of Public Safety, contradicting the
Air Force statement and indicating that
without question the Carswell Air Force
Base radar trackings and the State Po
lice visual reports were identical. What's
more, a steady stream of new findings
had been received by NICAP. Most in
teresting was a report that the NICAP
representative in New England, Mr.
Raymond Fowler, was just completing a
survey on an alleged landing of a UFO
in Exeter, New Hampshire, witnessed
by not just one but two police officers.

We talked successively arid at length
tq{ Mr. Fowler; Lieutenant Cottrell of
the Exeter police; the Hampton, New
Hampshire, police desk; James R. Buck-
nam, managing editor of the Manchester
(New Hampshire) Union Leader; Offi

cer Bertrand, of the Exeter police force;
and the Pease Air Force Base in nearby
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

Understandably, the Air Force is ex
tremely wary about the matter of UFOs,
and the Pease base could only confirm
that a large number of sightings had
been reported locally.

Beyond that, however, we were able
to piece together the following story:

Shortly after midnight, on September
3, Officer Eugene Bertrand of the Exeter
police force was on routine duty cruis
ing along an overpass on Route 101 near
the town. He pulled up beside a parked
car and found in it two women who
were visibly disturbed. They reported to
him that an airborne object, bright red
and flashing, had been trailing them for
nearly twelve miles, all the way from
the town of Epping. Bertrand, an Air
Force veteran of the Korean war, was
skeptical, made a routine radio report,
and went on with his cruising.

Within that same Lovj, Norman
Muscarello, an eighteen-year-old resi
dent of Exeter, was hitchhiking home

from Amesbury, Massachusetts, and had
reached a point two miles out of town
along Route 150, near Kensington. Ac
cording to his statement to the police,
he looked up into the sky and saw a
similar object approaching him with a
yawing, kitelike motion. He threw him
self against a stone wall while the object
hovered over a nearby farmhouse, light
ing up the entire area. He finally made
a run for the farmhouse as the object
sailed out of sight. Unable to make sense
of his hysterical story, the farmer took
no further action and the boy hitch
hiked into town. Here he reported the
story to the police, even though he was
in a state bordering on shock.

It was now about 2 a.m. Officer Ber
trand was called on his car radio and
instructed to take the boy back to the
farm area to investigate.

"I was sure that these women and
this kid had seen a helicopter, or some
thing like that," Officer Bertrand told

(Continued on page 16)
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(Continued from page 10)
us. "But we went out to the spot, and
I parked the cruiser. It was a clearnight.
No wind. No fog. We walked about a
hundred yards out on the field, near a
barn where a lot of horses were kept.
Then, the kid yelled, There it is!'

"He was right. It was coming up over
a row of trees. There was no noise at all.
It was about 100 feet in the air, and
about 200 feet away from us. I could
see five bright red lights in a straight
row. They dimmed from right to left,
and then from left to right—just like an

. advertising sign does. It lit up every
thing around us. But it was silent. The
horses started kicking and making an
awful fuss, and the dogs in the farm
started barking. The kid froze in his
tracks, and I grabbed him and pulled
him toward the policecar. I reached for
my revolver and then thought better of
it. Then Officer David Hunt arrived in
another patrol car.

"We sat there and looked at it for at
least ten minutes. My brain kept telling
me that this doesn't happen—but it was,
right in front of my eyes. There was no
tail, no wings, and again no sound. It
hovered there, still about 100 feet away,
sort of floated and wobbled. I don't know
what it was. All I can say is that it was
there, and three of us saw it together."

Nohody else can tell you exactly what
it was, either. Lieutenant Cottrell will
tell you that the whole story is on the
police blotter, and that you can't find
two better officers than Hunt and Ber
trand. "If I didn'tbelieve these guys, I'd
put 'em in a locked room and give 'em
some blocks to play with," he says. The
Hampton police will tell you that too
manyreliable peoplehavereportedthese
sightings to doubt them. The editors at
the Manchester Union Leader and the
Exeter News-Letter will tell you that the
reports are from too many reliable
sources to doubt.

Moreover, officials suspect other local
UFO "landings have gone unreported.
As Lieutenant Cottrell said, "If I had
seen that thing-and I was all alone,
nobody else would have ever heard
about it." -John G. Fuller.

ikmmm*mmii^9nuMmvM!Mm.xai±\a,^v^!i\±^_it,&ri.

Solution of Last Week's

Kincsley Double-Crostic (No. 1642)

F. Knebel:

NIGHT OF CAMP DAVID

The shock had passed now, and
MacVeagh was following closely. You
fox, he thought. If I fail in the primar
ies, it's my fault and I'm out. But if I
win, it's with your power and help,
and I'm under complete obligation to
you for the duration. What a torturous
trade, politics!

16

Top of My Head
>^\

'••'. ^

aWUHUHLBMUMBB"! !'»ii;.>,».jw»

F YOU ever feel unloved, unwanted,
uncouth, uninvited, unphoned, un
written to, and forgettable, just

write a piece for this magazine and
make a mistake in grammar or arithme
tic. My friends, you will be phoned and
written to as if you were LBJ.

A few weeks ago there was a column
here deploring the fact that there is too
much lovein the world and not enough
like. It was a delicate little piece of writ
ing, I thought, fancifully setting forth
that people lovecrenshawmelon,a neck
tie, a sunset; a hamburger with onions,
and in the same breath they say they
love each other. Like has become the
neglected verb. And unfortunately so,
becausepeople are constantlyfallingout
of love. Seldom does anyone fall out of
like. And so on.

In developing this sensitively roman
tic hyperbole I somehow got entangled

with the hypotenuse of a right-angled
triangle in which I wrote that at school
I was taught the "square root of the
hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the
square roots of the other two sides."
Well, what can I tell you! The minute
the issue hit the stands I was hit with
four telegrams. Bells rang,postmenrang,
and what a wringing of hands at the
desk of the editor at SR\

The editor reminded me that any
twelve-year-old knew that the square
of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum
of the squares of the other two sides.
And his only regret was that the maga
zine's policy did not permit the hiring
of twelve-year-old writers. This is the
same editor, Mr. Jim Fixx, who could""
have fixxed it—my friend, my counselor,
my talkingencyclopedia who phonesme
at two in the morning to announce he
is deleting a superfluous comma after
"Oh say," as in "can you see."

Thisgeometric mistake was not easily
made. As I tried to reconstruct the rule,
I was torn between vaguely recalling
two versions of this Pythagorean theo
rem. I could have chosen one or the

Oops!

other by cutting high card for it. But
we don't operate in such a vacuum in
this office. We have this computer ma
chine into which I placed the written
question: "Is it the square root of the
hypotenuse equals thesum ofthesquare
roots of the other two sides, or is it the
square of the hypotenuse equals the
sum of the squares of the other two
sides?"

The machine went to work, mulled
it over, blinked a few lights, tilted, and
coughed out an answer that read: "What
was the question again, please?" So out
came the deck of cards. And that's how
it happened that I revised the theorem
of Mr. Pythagoras (530 B.C. —before
computers). In defense of my machine
I must add that it is a product of the
ABM people—Abacus Business Machines
—who should have stayed with turning
out abacuses—or abaci. I don't want any
letters about that. They are both prefer
able. Or about that.

The letters received represent a cross-
section of SR readers—a very cross sec
tion. They came from teachers, from
lawyers, from housewives, from patients
in hospitals who, having finished the
Double-Crostic, drew diagrams for me
proving the theorem. Coincidentally,
they all used the figures 3 and 4 for the
sides to prove that the hypotenuse was
5, with the figures enclosed in those little
ice cream cones with the tails. And some
of them asked irrelevant questions such
as "and how would poor Mr. Euclid
'like' the adaptation of his theory of
parallel lines in a plane put to elliptic
or hyperbolic geometry?" I put that one
into the machine and the card came out:
"Please, not while I'm eating."

When it comes to digging out the
.fundamental verities, computers are not
in the sameleaguewith SR readers, who
now have sent me to the blackboard,
where, before the entire class and the
ectoplasmic Miss Gilliam, I pay the
price of ignorance:

Thesquare of thehypotenuse isequal
to the sum of the squares of the other
two sides. Thesquare of the hypotenuse
is equal to the sum of the squares of the
other two sides. The square of the hy
potenuse is equal to the sum of "the
squares of the other two sides. The-,
square of the hypotenuse is equal to the N
sum of the squares of the other two
sides. The square of the . . .

—Goodman Ace.

SR/October 2, 1963



Trade Winds

When the tidal wave of reports about
Unidentified Flying Objects hit even the
august pages of the New York Times
last summer, we made a mental note to
follow the story through to see just what
conclusions might eventually be drawn.
State police in Oklahoma, Texas, Kan
sas, and New Mexico had risked their
jobsand reputations for sanity in report
ing a wide number of observations, cor

roborated by radar trackings from the
Tinker and Carswell Air Force Bases.
Later, however, the Air Force made it
a point to release a statement that the
radar trackings did not correspond to
the visual findings of the Oklahoma De
partment of Public Safety, and the story
disappeared from the pages of the press.

Skepticism is a healthy thing, es
pecially when you get involved with
whirling saucers that defy the laws of
aerodynamics. But curiousity is also a
powerful force, and it was for this rea
son that we decided to track down at
least one specific case of UFO-chasing.

A phone call to the National Investi
gations Committee on Aerial Phenome
non in Washington, D.C., put us in
touch with Richard H. Hall, its acting
director. We learned from Mr. Hall that
the Oklahoma State Police had released
a nine-page report through its Depart
ment of Public Safety, contradicting the
Air Force statement and indicating that
without question the Carswell Air Force
Base radar trackings and the State Po
lice visual reports were identical. What's
more, a steady stream of new findings
had been received by NICAP. Most in
teresting was a report that the NICAP
representative in New England, Mr.
Raymond Fowler, was just completing a
survey on an alleged landing of a UFO
in Exeter, New Hampshire, witnessed
by not just one but two police officers.

We talked successively and at length
to Mr. Fowler; Lieutenant Cottrell of
the Exeter police; the Hampton, New
Hampshire, police desk; James R. Buck-
nam, managing editor of the Manchester
(New Hampshire) Union Leader; Offi

cer Bertrand, of the Exeter police force;
and the Pease Air Force Base in nearby
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

Understandably, the Air Force is ex
tremely wary about the matter of UFOs,
and the Pease base could only confirm
that a large number of sightings had
been reported locally.

Beyond that, however, we were able
to piece together the following story:

Shortly after midnight, on September
3, Officer Eugene Bertrand of the Exeter
police force was on routine duty cruis
ing along an overpass on Route 101 near
the town. He pulled up beside a parked
car and found in it two women who
were visibly disturbed. They reported to
him that,an airborne object, bright red
and flashing, had been trailing them for
nearly twelve miles, all the way from
the town of Epping. Bertrand, an Air
Force veteran of the Korean war, was
skeptical, made a routine radio report,
and went on with his cruising.

Within that same hour, Norman
Muscarello, an eighteen-year-old resi
dent of Exeter, was hitchhiking horfie

fiom Amesbury, Massachusetts, and had
reached a point two miles out of town
along Route 150, near Kensington. Ac
cording to his statement to the police,
he looked up into the sky and saw a
similar object approaching him with a
yawing, kitelike motion. He threw him
self against a stone wall while the object
hovered over a nearby farmhouse, light
ing up the entire area. He finally made
a run for the farmhouse as the object
sailed out of sight. Unable to make sense
of his hysterical story, the farmer took
no further action and the boy hitch
hiked into town. Here he reported the
story to the police, even though he was
in a state bordering on shock.

It was now about 2 a.m. Officer Ber
trand was called on his car radio and
instructed to take the boy back to the
farm area to investigate.

"I was sure that these women and
this kid had seen a helicopter, or some
thing like that," Officer Bertrand told

(Continued on page 16)
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us. "But we went out to the spot, and
I parked the cruiser. It was a clear night.
No wind. No fog. We walked about a
hundred yards out on the field, near a
barn where a lot of horses were kept.
Then, the kid yelled, 'There it is!'

"He was right. It was coming up over
a row of trees. There was no noise at all.
It was about 100 feet in the air, and
about 200 feet away from us. I could
see five bright red lights in a straight
row. They dimmed from right to left,
and then from left to right—just like an
advertising sign does. It lit up every
thing around us. But it was silent. The
horses started kicking and making an
awful fuss, and the .dogs in the farm
started barking. The kid froze in his
tracks, and I grabbed him and pulled
him toward the police car. I reached for
my revolver and then thought better of
it. Then Officer David Hunt arrived in
another patrol car.

"We sat there and looked at it for at
least ten minutes. My brain kept telling
me that this doesn't happen—but it was,
right in front of my eyes. There was no
tail, no wings, and again no sound. It
hovered there, still about 100feet away,
sort of floated and wobbled. I don't know
what it was. All I can say is that it was
there, and three ol us saw it together."

Nobody else can tell you exactly what
it was, either. Lieutenant Cottrell will
tell you that the whole story is on the
police blotter, and that you can't find
two better officers than Hunt and Ber
trand. "If I didn't believe these guys, I'd
put 'em in a locked room and give 'em
some blocks to play with," he says. The
Hampton police will tell you that too
many reliable people have reported these
sightings to doubt them. The editors at
the Manchester Union Leader and the
Exeter Neios-Letter will tell you that the
reports are from too many reliable
sources to doubt.

Moreover, officials suspect other local
UFO landings have gone unreported.
As Lieutenant Cottrell said, "If I had
seen that thing—and I was all alone,
nobody else would have ever heard
about it." -John G. Fuller.



Trade Winds

Since we first reported the UFO case
involving Patrolmen Eugene Bertrand
and David Hunt of the Exeter, New
Hampshire, police in the October 2,
1965, Trade Winds, the phenomena
have continued to make front-page news
in the country's press and to get top bill

ing on radio and television. Gerald R.
Ford, House Republican leader, has
requested a full Congressional inves
tigation. The press, which previously
snickered at the subject, has now turned
to sober reporting.

The Air Force position makes intelli
gent analysis of the UFO phenomenon
difficult. Under a program known as
Project Bluebook, the Foreign Tech

nology Division of the Air Defense
Command at Wright-Patterson Field in
Dayton is supposed to analyze, corre
late, and supply the ammunition for the
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
to answer the requests of the press and'
public for information on the mystery.

So far, however, the Air Force has
provided no really complete informa
tion. Instead it has cast doubt on the
competence or veracity of literally hun
dreds of qualified pilots, radar techni
cians, state police officers, and local
police who have made detailed reports
on UFO sightings.

The Exeter case is a good illustration.
The incident there, as reported in these
pages, happened on September 3, 1965,
at about 2 a.m. (it was witnessed first by
Navy recruit Norman Muscarello, who
threw himself on the ground to avoid
being hit by the object) and later at
approximately 3 a.m. by Officers Ber
trand and Hunt. The object (apparently
some hundred feet in diameter, with bril

liant pulsating lights, and absolutely
silent) zoomed so close to Officer Ber
trand that he fell to the groundand drew t
his service revolver.

The official report to Project Blue-
book of the Director of Administrative*
Services of the Pease Air Force Base at
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, concludes
with this paragraph: "At this time have
been unable to arrive at a probable cause
of this sighting. The three observers
seem to be stable, reliable persons, espe
cially the two patrolmen. I viewed the
area and found nothing in the area that
could be the probable cause. Pease AFB
had five B-47 aircraft flying in the area
during this period but do not believe
they had any connection with this sight-
mg.

On October 27, 1965, the Pentagon
released an official explanation, reported
in the Haverhill, Massachusetts, Gazette:
"A spokesman said the several reports
stemmed from 'multiple objects in the
area,' by which they mean a high-alti
tude Strategic Air Command exercise
out of Westover, Mass. A second impor
tant factor was what is called a 'weather
inversion.'. . . The Pentagon spokesman
said this natural phenomenon causes
'stars and planets to dance and twinkle.'
The spokesman said: 'We believe what
the people saw that night were stars and
planets in unusual formations.'"

Nearly four weeks after the Pentagon
debunking of the sighting, Officers Ber
trand and Hunt received a letter from
the Chief of Project Bluebook at Wright-
Patterson Field. Oddly enough, it was
undated. The letter began by reviewing
the unusual sighting, then continued:
"This sighting at Exeter, N.H., on the
night of 2 September has been given

considerable publicity through various
news releases and in magazine articles
similar to that from the Saturday Review
of October 2, 1965. . . . Our investiga
tion and evaluation of this sighting indi
cates a possible association with an 8th
Air Force operation, 'Big Blast.' In addi
tion to aircraft from this operation, there
were five B-47 type aircraft flying in the
area during this period. Before a final
evaluation of your sighting can be made
[the italics are ours], it is essential for us
to know if either of you witnessed any
aircraft in the area during this time pe
riod either independently or in connec
tion with the objects observed. Since
there were manv aircraft in the area, at

SR/ April 16, 1966



that time, and there were no reports of
unidentified- objects from personnel en
gaged in this air operation, we might
then assume that the objects observed
between midnight and 2 a.m. might be
associated with this military air opera
tion. If, however, these aircraft were
noted by either of you, then this would
tend to eliminate this air operation as a

' plausible explanation for the objects ob
served"

On December 2, 1965, Officers Ber
trand and Hunt replied to the AF Project
Bluebook chief: "We were very glad to
get your letter during the third week in
November because as you might imagine
we have been the subject of considerable
ridicule since the Pentagon released its
'final evaluation' of our sighting of Sep
tember 3,1965. In other words, both Ptl.
Hunt and myself saw this object at close
range, checked it out with each other,
confirmed and reconfirmed the fact that
this was not any kind of conventional
aircraft, that it was at an altitude of
not more than a couple of hundred feet,
and went to considerable trouble to con
firm that the weather was clear, there
was no wind, no chance of weather in
version, and that what we were seeing
was no illusion or military or civilian
craft. We entered this in a complete
official police report as a supplement to
the blotter of the morning of September
3 (not September 2, as your letter indi
cates). Since our job depends on accu
racy and the ability to tell the difference
between fact and fiction, we were natur
ally disturbed by the Pentagon report
which attributed the sighting to 'multiple
high altitude objects' in the area and
'weather inversion.' What is a little diffi
cult to understand is that your letter
(undated) arrived considerably after the
Pentagon release. Since your letter says
that you are still in the process of mak
ing a final evaluation, it seems that there
is an inconsistency here. Ordinarily, this
wouldn't be too important except for the
fact that in a situation like this we are
naturally very reluctant to be considered
irresponsible in our official report to the
police station."

The letter from the patrolmen went on
to say that Patrolman Bertrand was en-

(Continued on page 77]^, \ «
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gaged in refueling operations in the Air
Force for four years, knew aircraft by
both sound and sight, and that both of
ficers had seen a B-47 after the sighting
that bore no relation whatever to the
huge, low-level UFO that hovered over
them.

"Another fact," the letter continues,
"is that the time of our observation was
nearly an hour after 2 a.m., which would
eliminate the 8th Air Force operation
Big Blast, since as you say this took
place between midnight and 2 a.m."

After pointing out that their sighting
took place at 3 a.m., the letter from the
patrolmen continues: "We would both
appreciate it very much if you would
help us eliminate the possibleconclusion
that some people have made in that we
a) might have made up the story, or b)
were incompetent observers. Anything
you could do along this line would be
very much appreciated.

By December 28, 1965, noreply had
been received from the Air Force. The
two patrolmen wrote a follow-up letter
that indicated they were still upset about
the result of the original Pentagon re
lease to the local newspapers, and re
minded the Project Bluebook chief that
the air operation attributed as the cause
of the sighting was not even in the air
at the time, and that Project Bluebook
had referred to the wrong, date of the
sighting.

The letter concludes: "We both feel
that it's very important or our jobs
and our reputations to get iome kind of
letter from you to say tliat the story
which the Pentagon put out was not true;
it could not possibly be, bee mse we were
the people who saw this, not the Penta
gon. Can you please let us hsar from you
as soon as possible?"

It was not until February 9,1966, that
the police officers heard f-om the Air
Force again, this time from the Office of
Information of the Secretaiy of the Air
Force. The letter reads: "lased on ad
ditional information you sibmitted to
our UFO investigation office at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base Ohio, we
have been unable to idenify the ob
ject you observed on September 3,
1965."

The letter goes on to expla in that nine
teen years of investigation hive brought
evidence that has proved ilmost con
clusively that reported aerial phenomena
have been man-made objects, atmos
pheric conditions, or celest al phenom-

With the new wave of
now swamping Michigan
states, the mystery continue^,
deepens. —John G

uro sightings
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thousands of sane human beings, just as
sane as the many police officers and air
plane pilots and scientists around the
world, have been seeing these things.
But to the Air Force they are hallucina
tions, flying stars, and planets. Dozens
haveseen UFOs of one type or another;
many have faith in their fellow men so
that they do not deem them liars and
fools."

The column also interested the editors
of Look, who asked us to do an exten
sive, detailed article on the incident at
Exeter. G. P. Putnam, the publishers,
also were interested in the incident for
a book. As a result we had the opportu
nity to spend the better part of a month
in the Exeter area, tape-recording more
than sixty interviews with people who
say they've encountered these objects
and give accounts of their observations
that coincide.

The total impact of these interviews,
many with people of considerable
standing in the community, cannot be

In our column of last October 2, we
reported on an incident at Exeter, New
Hampshire, involving an Unidentified
Flying Object, or.UFO, as the Air Force
likes to refer to them. The Exeter report
was interesting not only because it was
on the official records of the local police
but also because it had been verified by
two officers whose character and relia
bility seemed to be unassailable. Fur
thermore, at least five people observed
the object at altitudes ranging from
twenty to one hundred feet.

The Exeter incident, which occurred
on September 3, 1965, followed a rash
ofUFOsightings by statepolice, as well
as radar observations, in Oklahoma,
Texas, Kansas, and New Mexico, re
ported by the New YorkTimes and other
papers in August. All through the night
of August 1, for example, the teletype
at Oklahoma Highway Patrol headquar
ters chattered with reports from all over
the state. The phrases were terse: three
SHAWNEE OFFICERS HAVE FOUR OF 'JHE

OBJECTS IN SIGHT AT THIS TIME, ALSO
ANOTHER HAS CROPPED Up FROM THE

SOUTH OF TECUMSEH AND IS APPARENTLY

GOING TO FLY DIRECTLY OVER SHAWNEE.
. . . OKLAHOMA HIGHWAY PATROL UNITS

30 AND 40 HAVE ALSO MADE VISUAL
SIGHTINGS. . . . TINKER ATK FORCE BASE

HAS HAD FROM ONE TO FOUR OF THEM

ON RADAR AT A TIME AND THEY ADVISE
THEY ARE FLYING VERY HIGH AT APPROXI

MATELY 22,000 FEET, WHICH SEEMS TO
COINCIDEWITH THE VISUAL SIGHTINGS

On the same night that the Exeter
police watched their enormous object
hover silently at treetop level not more
than a football field's distance away,
Chief Deputy Sheriff B. E. McCoy and
Deputy Sheriff Robert E. Goode were
patroling an. area in Texas about forty
miles below Houston. Their patrol car
was approached by a luminous object
that came down from the sky to a pas
ture about 150feet off the highway and
about 100 feet in the air. In a report to
the Air Force the deputies said: "The
bulk of the object appeared to be dark
gray in color with no other distinguish
ing features. It appeared to be 200 feet
wide, and40-50 feet thick inthe middle,
tapering off toward bothaends. There
was no noise or any trail*

The report in this columnof the Exeter
sighting brought many letters from
readers. P. S. Hensel ofCleveland wrote,
"For the past sixteen years, especially,
14

overlooked or dismissed lightly. Their
testimony adds up to these things:

• There is almost overwhelming evi
dence that Unidentified jiving Objects
do exist. Reports arestill continuing.

• UFOs have moved and hovered
direcdy over cars and people, as low as
eight to ten feet above the ground.

• They have been reported not only
bypolice, but off the record by military
personnel and Coast Guardsmen.

• They have shown no evidence what
ever ofcreating physical harm, but they
have caused shock and hysteria among
those people who have encountered
them at low level. One co\iple had to
seek psychiatric help after reporting a
close encounter with a UFO.

•, At least fom women, living in
widely separated areas of southern New
Hampshire, areafraid to go outat night
alone since they encountered low-alti
tude UFOs, and refuse to do so. On the
other hand, observers recover from ini
tial shock quickly, and actually try to
see them again.

• At low altitude the motion of the

UFO is often reported to consist of a
yawing, kitelike motion, wobbling in the
air, moving slowly back and forth,
changing directions on a dime. There is
usually a total absence of sound, al
thoughsometimes a high-frequency hum
is heard. No wind, of the kind experi
enced from helicopterblades, is reported
by witnesses.

• The objects can hover motionless
for many minutes, then take off at in
credible speeds, disappearing within
seconds.

• They are often reported to cast a
brilliant red fight at low altitude, which
can illuminate the ground and houses
in an area 300 feet in diameter or more.

• The. objects are constantly reported
in the area of high-power transmission
lines.

• The objects are reported to cause
a violent reaction in dogs, cattle, and
other animals. Problems with lights,
radios, TV, and car ignition are also
reported.

• Among the sixty people whose in
terviews were taped, the similarities of
descriptions are amazingly consistent,
although many lived miles apart and
knew nothing about the other sightings.

• In the large majority of interviews,
we were able to determine that the re
spondent had a reasonable capacity to
differentiate between a B-47, B-52, com
mercial jet or prop plane, helicopter,
and the stars and planets.

• Some sightings were made in broad
daylight, and were described in detail.

While these taped interviews mayadd
up to strong evidence, they still do not
represent conclusive proof. The Nation
al Investigations Committee on Aerial
Phenomena has documented thousands
of sightings by trained personnel, pro
viding impressive evidence. Speculation
is that the government and the Air Force
may be fully aware of the entire story,
but are reluctant to admit its validity
because of its possible disruptive effect
on people. But the truth isn't likely to
remain hidden forever. In fact, many are
wondering if it isn't time for the gov
ernment either to explain whatever it
knows, or to ordera research project to
investigate the phenomenon and reveal
the facts. -John G. Fuller.
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Pease Probes
Exeter UFO's

PORTSMOUTH, N. H. <AP)~
Officials at Pease Air Force
Base are investigating numer
ous reports of unidentified fly
ing objects sighted in southeast
ern New Hampshire over the
past six weeks, it was learned
today.

Similar reports of -an object
which soars silently through the
Sky, its five red lights blinking
in sequence, have been received
frequently since July 29, a
source, said.

Tbe most recent rash of re
ports occurred Thursday and
Friday, when Exeter police
found themselves chasing uni
dentified flying objects for sev
eral hours.

At least one similar sighting
was reported almost every night
last week, sources at the air
base said.

Exeter patrolman Eu-,
gene Bertrand, an Air Force
veteran, said Norman J. Mus-
carello, 18, appeared at police

headquarters early Friday and
said that he had been chased by
a lighted object while he was
m^chhiking home from Kensing
ton. 6

Bertrand said he and anoth
er officer accompanied Musca
rello to the scene. When they
stepped off the road into a field,
Bertrand said, they saw the
lights come over a group of
trees toward them, then move
away.

Earlier the same night, he
said, he was patrolling the Exe
ter - Hampton expressway when
he found a woman parked in a
car by the side of the road. She
was nearly hysterical, Bertrand
said, as she told ofbeing chased
by a lighted object.

In Hampton, police said a
telephone operator reported Fri
day she received a call from a
man who asked her to get the
police, saying he was being
chased by flying saucers. The
man was cut off before she
could reach police, she said.

An Air Force spokesman said
that in the more than 10 years
that the Air Force has been in
vestigating reports of unidenti
fied flying objects, all but sev
en per cent of such reports have
been satisfactorily explained.
And in the most recent four-
year period, all but 2.4 per cent
of such reports have been ex
plained. ,

Gozerte <e)
HAVERHILL, Mass.

Circ 19,356

Widespread UFO Report^*
In Southern New Hampshire'

Kensington
ggprsrJnuTCift

Similar reports of efiier people

KENSINGTON, N H. - Art un
identified flyio&jayect has been
repoTfeg~asBeiiig sighted H at
least five persons, indudi.-j. \»o
Exter iwlicp rvfficers, in a field
off Rouip? 150.

Early Iriday morning, Norman sighting the object that same.
J. Muscarello 18. 205«4 Frontlnight came into the police sta-J
St.. Exeter was walking on tion. The descriptions were as-
Route 150 m Kensington, near sentiall-* similar. (fU^^. '
thr rcsi.l.nce of Carl Dining,! Mr. "and Mrs. CJyde Russell
wh.-- h» said he saw a large,'reported seeing • large myster-
r*ci object with flashing lights'ious obiect at fcbout 10 p.m.
rn.frpe from the woods in the Friday as they wen getting
ivar of the Dining residence. iready for bed. Their desertptdoa
! iMuscarello. on ijeing inter-|of tiie °bi«t ^ai a large red
viewed later stated he was at baI1 wlth ""huig Mg&B*- They
firsi stunned and then he lay °*W '* """'" ' "* '—
flat in the ditch until the hover-
in« object had withdrawn. He

sington with the youth and thev _. w . t <
were joined shortly bv Officer w,om™ sported being chased
David Hunt The trio walked f'°ngL Route 101 from EPP"W,

field towaM? ,fa for about 12 m,ies by a "Wdfield towards the object whjch ^| ^ »Vdown intc the field towards the „„-„, „ „ ,. , ,
area Muscarello reported seeing ffint taS 2°%
the obrcct materialize. Suddenly rt ,i ^ ^ *"L
the brilliant red object rose •UV1?"11 °bject was again
slowly ,„ the sky, theV Ld ™8hhd T^** thC W°men

Bertrand ran to the police 7 uZ^ ^V'0^to P°"
cruiser and notif.eethedesk of '"• *?""?, Eghted the *•
fieri ThpV «J tu* Z. ! J**1 and said " appeared to be

•ipproximately 15 or 20 minutes Lk° «Rhtmg was report-

rePorted t0 rtove OT a Ulted ^^ ^J8^ ™
rh.',!«- m_ .. ^ ^. Fr"day afternoon fa wbat po2eeDurmg tite time the object described as an TiysteriMr,

was in s,ght the horses at the condition, reporting thaVhTted'Duung farm caused considerable been chased by aflyZ saW
'commotion and the dap in the The line went <k»itbrforeT;
i!r.r^htw.were rep9rted toiScedcouid *•CSB^

=^-

I) -2L.

said it made no noise and was
moving rather slowly.

ing object had withdrawn He Watchers were out for about
then tried to rouse the nearbyfive hours Satuiday rightX but
Clyde Russell household but lhe unidentlfled fljdag object
wa? unsuccessful was not ssml- gwL_
. Muscarello flagged down a? ^CCOldJalJ° El6fer P0""passing car and was taken t0Miju^dentihed women were
;the Exeter Police station where , d m a state <* Bear shock
|he reported what he had seen „ a ^^ car oa the Exeter-
lto Off:.-*, Eugene Bertrand ."amPtoi, bypass at 12:30 Fri-

Bertrand returned to Ken- "J-™9™"?^ .. „ ,
Officer Bertrand said the
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Widespread UFO Reports
In Soufe^ Ha%shire

, KENSINGTON, N.H. - An un
identified flying object has been
reported as being sighted by at
least five persons, including two
Eater police officers, in a field

,off Route 150.

Early Friday morning, Norman
jJ. Muscarello, 18, 205 '/2 Front
St-., Exeter, was walking on
Route 150 in Kensington, near
Ithe residence of Carl Dining,
.when he said he saw a large
red object with flashing lights
emerge from the woods in the
rear of the Dining residence.

Kensington

Similar reports of other people
sighting the object that same
night came into the police sta
tion. The descriptions were es
sentially similar.

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Russell
reported seeing a large myster
ious object at about 10 p.m.
Friday as they were getting1
ready for bed. Their description

I Muscarello, on being inter- of tne object was a large red
viewed later, stated he was at'ba" with flashing lights. They
first stunned and then he lay said jt made no noise and was
flat in the ditch until the hover-|moving ratner slowly,
ing object had withdrawn. He' Watchers were out for about
ithen tried to rouse the nearbvlfive hours Sa-turday night but
Clyde Russell household but e unidentified flying objectl
was unsuccessful. ,was not seen.

• Muscarello flagged down a A5cording to Exeter police
passing car and was taken to•**""" unidentilied womdn were
the Exeter Police station where found in a state of near snock
he reported what he had seen'"1 a parked car on the Exeter
to Officer Eugene Bertrand ,Hampton by-pass at 12:30 Fri-

Bertrand returned to ken-'daX«m0rning-
sington with the youth and thev 0m9er Bertrand said the1
were joined shortly bv Officer wom?n reported being chased
David Hunt. The trio walked' a'°ngvRoute 101 from EPPingl
down into the field towards the J". a out 12 miles b* a nyin8'
area Muscarello reported seeine a0^1 which glowed with a
the object materialize. Suddenly br^&nt„ haI° ?f red"
the brilliant red object rose •Tr\,f£ing object was again
slowly in the sky they said Slghtued °v one of the women

Bertrand ran to the police ?-S %related the story to P°'
cruiser and notified the desk oN !'Cf B!rtra"d. sighted the ob-
ficer. They said the mysterious ] and said !t aPPeared to beobject hovLd fn Te vTSy ?o &Jgl '°W » *• ho™
approximately 15 or 20 minutes „A T sighting was report-
before it disappeared from steht K t P°,,Ce 0fficer at 3:30,again. MuscareHo sa!d\ fP- %mj,l£?%" the0 intersection -
peared to be as big as a house °/„ 2Utet 2J by'p8ss in Exeter
and completely sHen" It was ""l^* 8? * .Newfield*. N.H. «
reported to move on a tirted t . u°' 'i1 ""'^ntified manangle. "ted telephoned Exeter police later -

During the time the object Sibef'aT^n1" -^ P°'̂

commotion and the does in the rZ" ,?„ 7/ fl/lng saucer-

<\k

ahe

ipoiua*

l/3-
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! Pespite recent reports thati
5UFO sightings in Amesbury and J
j Kensington, N.H. "must have!
j l>?en" an airplane towing a i
{lighted advertising sign, there
!are indications that the local]
?"sightings" may have been hon- •,
I est-to-goodness UFOs. f
| A letter tc the editor which \
jappears on Page four of this ,'
• newspaper claims that the Keri-' ,

ij !sington area sightings are legiti- j
mate "unknowns" and not the'

-aircraft flown by the Sky-Lite 1
aerial advertising company. j

The letter, from Raymond E.:'
Fowler of Wenham, was ac- !
companied with a detailed, eight-
page report on the Kensington'
sightings. L

Fowler is chairman of '•'
the Massachusetts Investigating
Subcommittee of the National
Investigations Committee on!
Aerial Phenomena (NICAP). '

NICAP is a non-profit, fact
finding organization which was

"incorporated in Washington,,
B.C. in 1956. Its Board of Gov-'

•crn&rs consists of prominent •
scientists, educators and other
!*- i'^rg Citizens. - j

Its purpose is tc investigate
all yvyects of UFOs, to weed out
WTthkss information and to
publicise reliable data. It has,
as major goals, the intention of.,
bringing about open Congres
sional hearings tc make all the •
facts concerning UFOs public

'and to instigate a serious, scien
tific invesigation of these UFOs
to determine their full signifi-

'-cancc.

The organization has more
than 5.00C associate members
-mattered across the nation and
m 3fl foreign countries. These j
^•".-rtbers include scientists, mil-
iduy and civilian airline pilots,
^Jgtors^lerEwmei^n^engi-
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e Have Visitors From Outer Space?]
i -"Strangely enough," Fowler
^said, "many openly voiced the
.Interplanetary origin th e o r y
[without any encouragement
[from me. Several years ago very
?1ew people other than those who

had read widely about UFOs
would talk like this.

"Slowly but surely, over the
years, the public has been be^
coming UFO-Conscious. Reports
like this one, coupled with wide
publication, will help greatly in
informing the public-at-large of
the reality and problems of
UFOs," Fowler said. •

The Kensington "sightings"
took place on Sent. 3 injhp area
near Rtes. 101 and 150 and at
the farm property of Carl Din
ing and Clyde Russell.

Norman Muscarello first saw
the object during the early
morning hours (apparently
shortly after midnight) as he
was hitch-hiking from Amesbury
to Exeter.

Muscarello,' frightened by
what he said was an object with
four extremely bright, pulsating
lights which emerged from near
by woods and maneuver over
a field beside the road, ran to
the, Russell home but could not
get an answer at the door. He
flagged down a passing car and
was taken to the police station
where he reported what he had
seen.

He told police and later, other
investigators, that the brilliant

;object appeared to be about
_£G-90 feet long. It hovered over
Jthc Russell home/he reported,
and bathed the house in a red
glow.

The lights were red, he said,
and extremely bright.

The object, according to Mus

carello, was "completely silent."
(The advertising aircraft of

the Sky-Lite firm is rigged
with high intensity WHITE
lights.)

Muscarello persuaded Exeter
police officer Eugene Bertrand
to return to the scene with him.
While Muscarello and Bertrand

"were.in the field, the object
appeared again, according to
Bertrand. Bertrand said he saw
a "large, dark object with a
straight row of four extremely
bright red, pulsating lights com
ing onto the field .at tree-top
level."

Bertrand drew his service
revolver as the object closed,
on the pair. Fowler's report:
says Muscarello later told Ber-'
trand that he (Bertrand) shout-',
ed, 'Til shoot it!"

But thinking twice, Bertrand
replaced the gun and he and,
Muscarello took cover in the
cruiser. He immediately radioed'
officer David Hunt who sped to'
the fiekL The three men, ac-] outer spfce'
cording to the report, watched'
the object move away and over}
the tree line.

The weather," Fowler explains,,
was bright and clear. Unusually,
fine for good visibility. '

While flie exact shape of the
object could not be clearly de
fined, Bertrand said it appeared
to be round or egg-shaped with
definitely no protrusions," such
as wings, rudder or stabilizer. •

Fowler's report also states
that the Sky-Lite Advertising
aircraft, was not flying that;
night "We checked with Mr.;
Bodina (owner of the firm which]
flies the lighted 'billboawl' con-'
traption) after every sighting toJ

Why have they undertaken
this mission? According ""to
literature distributed by NICAP,
."Because 4he official U. S. Air
Force investigation was bogged
down in secrecy, denials and
ridiculing of observers; the sub
ject had become distorted by
publicity given to wild and un
believable tales of trips to other
planets and. personal visits
from spacemen. A" responsible
private agency was needed to
search'for the truth somewhere
between these extremes..'

To this end, NICAP members
conduct thorough investigations
of every "sighting" they hear
about and the Kensington inci
dent is no exception^ ;' " ~ •
> Fowler's report, on Kensing
ton is a masterpiece of detail,
complete' with drawings and
diagrams showing. what "it"
looked like to observers.

He also includes an analysis
of each person involved and
compares stories of each per
son who saw the object

Says Fowler, "I was able to
talk to many people during my
investigation (at Kensington).
The great majority did not
seem frightened about the inci
dent.

"This is contrary to what an
Air Force investigating team
thought would occur if the story
got in the newspapers. Instead
of fear, I found a tremendous
curiosity on the part of the
pcoDlc to know' more about
LFCK

be sure he wasn't in the area,":*
Fowler said.' J

His report also includes state-1
mentsabout AirForce investiga- (
tors who questioned all who hadj
seen, the object, "The Air Force]
tried to keep the entire thingj
quiet but were unsuccessful,".
Fowler said.

He also mentions other people
in the area who apparently sawj
tho. object. . i

Fowler's report has been sent]
to NICAP headquarters in Wash-i

~ . p

• ington where it will receive',
careful study and the facts will j
be compiled and compared to;

•the the hundreds of other "sight- j
ings" which are reported j
throughout the United States
each year.

, His observations and analysis
of the Kensington event certain- I

•ly do much to discredit the Sky- ]
Lite theory. Perhaps," after all, ]
this area did have visitors from •

-^3

po
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'Flying Saucers'Blink,
Upset New Hampshire

PORTSMOUTH, N. H. (AP) _ Officials at Pease
Air Force Base are investigating numerous reports of
unidentified flying objects sighted in southeastern New
Hampshire, over the past six .
weeks, it was learned Tuesday.

Similar reports of an object
which soars silently through the
sky, its five red lights blinking
in sequence, have been received
frequently since July 29, a
source said.

The most recent rash of re
ports .pccurred Thursday and
Friday, when "Exeter police
found themselves chasing un
identified flying objects for
several hours. ^ .

At least one similar sighting
was reported almost every
night last week, sources at the
air base said.

Exeter Patrolman Eugene
Bertrand, an Air Force veteran,
said Norman. J. Muscarello, 18,
appeared at police headquarters
early Friday and said that he
had been chased by a lighted
object while he was hitch-hik
ing from Kensington.

Bertrand said he and another
officer accompanied Muscarello
to the scene. When they stepped
off the road into a field, Ber
trand said, they saw the lights
come over a group of trees
toward, them, then move away.

fl,y.



EXETER — Fridaw'6 sighting of .an
unidentified flying object in the area wasn't
an isolated Incident.

Lt. Alan B. Brandt, who's assisting in
(he Pease AFR investigation or sightings,
said thi.~> morning his office had averaged
one report ;> night last week of unidentified
flying objects.

Two Kxfler patrolmen were among
those who saw ihe bright red lights in the
«k> early Friday morning. The officers who
made thr sightings are Engene Bertrand
and David Hunt.

^ checkout of a car parked along the
Exetrr-libinpton Expressway at 12:30 a.m.
Friday nrought the first indication that a
Mrnngr night lay ahead.

'I he investigating officer found a very
upset woman inside the cai. She told him
tln> obj.^rt had followed her car for 12 miles
and left only when she stopped.

ffT On July 29. another woman in the Kxe-
ftter area reported a similar object landed on
/the highway in from of her.

Friday night, police didn't seek to iden
tify the woman because the sighting wasn't
considered a police matter.

When the officer returned to the sta
tion, he was Inbodnced to iS-year-old Tiar..

Flight Like That of a Kite ^fjiMta i, \?a f^fe^
UFO Startles Area Motorist

man J. Muscarello of 205% Front St.. who
also had a run-in with the object.

Muscarello told police he had been hitch
hiking home along Rt. 150 In Kensington. He
saw the object passing over a field.

The UFO made a pass over the highway,
and Muscarello took cover. Then he ran to
a house and asked to use a telephone, but
his request was refused.

Muscarello returned to the highway and
caught a ride to the police station.

Police returned with him to the area,
mainly to calm him down.

The two officers sat with Muscarello in
a cruiser and then decided to take a walk in
the field where the object was first sighted.

Suddenly from behind a line of trees in
the clear nigbt. the object came silently
toward them.

U was described as one object, with a
line of perhaps five brilliant red lights which
flickered along its side. Its flight was like
that of it kite.

. Police said it flew silently, although lt
seemed to be close enough so that engines
would be heard if there were any. Gttfers

(Pit

From Page Ona

UFO IN AREA
generally don't fly at night. »nd
reports of the object's flight pat
tern indicate H wasn't a glider.

The three men watched the
lights for more than 15 minutes,
apparently close to them and
wavering left to right.

Muscarello reported earlier
the object had hovered over a
barn, brilliantly illuminating it
and panicking the livestock.

More than two hours later,
police spotted the object over
the Rt. 101 bypass.

Shortly before this, a tnan in
Hampton called an operator and
frantically asked for the police.
He said the object was hovering
over him.

The man was cut off before'
he was connected and hasn't j
been heard from since, as far as j
the police and telephone com
pany know. a.(vfl

Last night, 'a Massachusetts
man reported what apparently
was the same object in the Exe
ter area. Police hurried to the
scene but didn't see anything.

The Air Force couldn't con
firm that all the sightings re
ported were of the same oblect.

From 1088 to 19©, the last re
ported period for which figures
of Air Force investigations ire
immediately available, «& fit
per cent of wfldentified rtjefb
reported remain UFOs. ''•'•

Tin invatigarJoo of ffe»;&»
cent sightings b egpetaS to
take at leatg NvenJ
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Science & Mechanics

i$ fesr
time/place of sighting: September 3, 1965, at
about 2:00 a.m. EDT on Route 150, three miles
southwest of Exeter, New Hampshire.
duration: Longest period of observation was about
15 continuous minutes, but object was sighted re
peatedly for periods of from five to eight minutes
before it disappeared.
number of observers: First one, then joined by
two others.

type OF observer: Young man about to enter.U.S.
Navy and two police officers.
number of objects: Five that moved as one.
obsebver reliability: Good for all three.
shape: Five lights close together in a row that was
tilted about 60° to the landscape; each was round.
dimensions: Lights were each about the size of a
baseball.
color: Bright red.
sound: None.
altitude: From a few feet to about 100 feet.
speed: Not estimated.
tactics: The lights moved over a large field and
sometimes fluttered to a lower altitude in a ma
neuver that resembled a falling leaf; they repeatedly
descended behind houses and trees and then re
appeared after an interval of time.
comment: These mysterious lights were so bright
that they illuminated the surrounding landscape
with a red glow. They flashed in sequence from one
to another along the row they formed and after the
last flash, the sequence would be repeated in re
verse. They never varied their formation, were al
ways the same distance apart at the same angle to
the horizon. Sometimes they descended so low that
they almost seemed to be settling to the ground or
to be attacking the observers. Except for minor
differences,, this UFO sighting at Exeter, New
Hampshire, oddly resembles a sighting by two
housewives driving in a car through Naperville,
Illinois, at 10:40 p.m. about three and a half years
earlier, on March 26, 1962. The Naperville lights
were also bright red, also flashed (but not neces
sarily in sequence) yet in a different manner—more
like rotating beacons—and flew in formation. The
formation, however, was not constant and varied
considerably during a comparatively lengthy sight
ing. One of the observers said she saw from six to

eight lights. She was the driver. The passenger ob
served oily two lights. • • •
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/fAabley's Report:

Do We Have
Visitors from
Outer Space?

BY JACK MABLEY

t* »£«*••».

<

He suggests life on other planets
may be millions of years more ad
vanced than that on Earth. Later I
want to do a whole column on Dr
Libbys lucid explanation of man's
Place in the physical universe

The reference to Dr. Libby today
s to lend some weight to the idea that

-there is life out there, and with a mil-
lion-year jump on us in develops
intelligence, they just might be visit"

MaYs"5' ^ S6nt 3 flying SaUcer to
Northwestern's Dr. Allen J

£5-' J"* f°rCe consu«tant on un-dentjfted flying objects, says people
l*e osee things. I'll g0 Dr. Hynek
one step farther. People like to believe

^reprobabiyarespa^Scr^.^-
JACK MABLEY

«-££." 5?rj3rrr,ed *•* •*-Saturday Review waT™,™, f""*' a "1™* in
m. He'pieced ,igXClSrsr70U8h " '*" n° "" -

*-»iSir^Xiis^ - -
veteran, was skeptical Hp m»H " ' a Korean ^r
continued his pX ' **r°Utlne radio reP°rt- and

^i^-^X^T^ hran into the Exeterhome, looked up and sawTtiJSf t ** WaS "diking
with a yawing ktelikVrLntfn^ °bjeCt aPPr°aching him
area. He Tew hmt,fTa , he °bjeCt ,ighted ^ entire
^rmno^ZnZ^S^Jf0^ ^ then ran to apouce took his story £*(£jed °Ut °f siSht' After the
Bertrand and as£ L, t0 Se XT^ °fficerto the spot. Norman Muscarello back

OFFICER BERTRAND SAVc «i
and this kid had seeuTheuZt W3S SUre *« women
But we went out to tie ^S\m T*™"6 tte **
was a clear night No w.nd V ^ *Parked *• «"*»:*
yards out on the fie^d near ah^ ^ ***«* about™were kept. Then'hS ^ ^-a» **»
There^"^ at 3"ItT^ ff T" *"" °f *«*•us. Icould see five brW&TSJST '1^ ™* iro™
dimmed from right to left ^L * ^ *strai*ht row. Theylike an advertising $$£* *"" fr°m left to «*hS

dogsin the farmSedlTut18 ^ ^ ^ "* ** '
pullJnfm^StoJ^^S^Wrt him and
and then thought bettloTitihLZ? -' my revolver
rived in another oatrol car. f,Cer David Hu°t *•

• • •

"WE SAT THERE AND LOOKFn af v ,
minutes. My brain kept teuL ^il?^* * for at ,eas* *>but it^was, right .fi^J"th,S*""* haPP*«-
hove7edhTherrstm atuUcS « ^ n<> S°UND' »wobbled Idon-t know whaT f was In^ fl°ated - '
*was there, and three of us sawn'togethe?- "* "**

said if he didn't believe Z„nl '̂ "?"' tteir suPeri°r>
locked room "and give 'em hM L ?6n,he d put **** * a

"Rii* »h u , blocks t0 Play with."
lieutenant%?0hied^ %£,!* ^ W°tter•" —^e
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Mabley's Report: 'Si&WNfr-

State Ending"
Preposterous
FundHandling)

BY JACK MABLEY

keep ail fe tateres, ta ' ™«•» »"*. «•<! be could
resp«W, to „ !aietJ, s„ *«* iS™

If this policy were in effect today
the state treasurer's office would be
quite a plum. Bill Scott could leave
office at the end of this year 80 million
dollars richer than when he went in

Scott is coUecting interest for the
state at the rate of $1,697,777 a month
In his first 3 years state funds in his
custody earned $61,119,999.

This is delightful to contemplate
now, but it is sickening to think of the
money that has been lost to the state
m past years.

Hundreds of millions of dollars
were deposited in banks thruout the
office atthe end of this year 80 million
dollars richer than when he went in I
state collecting no interest. The
favored banks made huge cash dona- I

'36 John stelle collected $282,960. and

in ff^S?1 WAS first t0 *™ «* ^ion mark,
« mS'fi. k Maveraged im>m a month for the
J X£ T^ °ffiCe- J°e L°hman uPPed the average

Scott will nearly triple Lorenz' rate.

hnlriPrrl %n0t ^e m0St PoIitically sophisticated office Iholder Ive known, but he is the kind I like. It is nreDMtenS
and sTorM^™ t0l"rated ^ diversion of istssand Scot is the man who put an end to it. Everyone who
follows htm will have Scott's mark to shoot at and the sSe j
will be hundreds of millions ahead. ^ , I

JACK MABLEY

m.n^f^M ? ,LnNCH *"W dayS aS° aske* a»*herman at the table to tell about the flying saucer "Sure " he
said, and described an evening last faTw^rBrand a dozen
others were sitting in their back yard in a west suburb

Its the same as hundreds of other flying saucer stories,
The disc was large, noiseless, round. It hovered over them
for a short time, then sped off like it was shot from agun
but with no sound. B '

They all saw it. The man telling about it was a flyer
1 In toe air force, and trained in aircraft recognition He
, matter-of-factly said he didn't report the object because
; be probably wouldn't be believed. But there's no question

' m his mind what he saw. .

' t uLa^t„faI1 We reP°rted on the sighting in Exeter, NH
I John FuUer in the Saturday Review told of two policemen
I; whose character and reliability are unassailable seeing a

saucer at very close range for several minutes. '

FULLER WAS ASKED to do a book on this and other
sightings, and has spent :'most of a month interviewing
witnesses. Here is what he thinks: .

There is almost overwhelming evidence thafunidentified
flying objects do exist. They have moved and hovered
directly over cars, and people ae low as 10 feet above "tfie 1
ground. ™ '

They have been reported by police and military men *
whose rationakty and ability to know what they, are seeinsr t
can't be questioned. s S

They have shown no evidence of creating physical harm
They hover almost like a kite as low altitudes, wobbling'

in the air, moving slowly back and forth. When fhey shoot
off there is no wind. They frequently cast a brilliant red,
light at low altitudes. y

They have been tracked on radar.
The National Investigations Committee on Aerial

Phenomena has documented thousands ."of sightings by quali-'
fied personnel. The government may be fully aware of the
whole story, but reluctant to make- it public because of a
possible disruptive effect on the'public;.

>^ The time is near when it must be made public.
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Police, Civilians Sight
UFO' in Exeter Area

EXETER - At least five
people here, including two police
officers, have reported seeing a
flying saucer in this area.

The incidents occurred early
Friday morning. According to
those who saw the unidentified
flying object, it was about the
size of a house and had a red
glow around it, and moved
silently through the night.

When Exeter police investi
gated a parked car on the
Exeter-Hampton b y -p a s s at
aboul 12:30 investigating officer
Eugtne Bertrand, who ap-'
proached the car and found two.
women in a state of near shock.|
They told that they had been
chased along Rte. 101 all thej
way from Epping, about 12
miles, by a flying object which
glowed with a brilliant halo of
red. According to the women,
the "thing" followed their car
until they stopped. j.

As the two women told their!
story one of them sighted the
object once more, about two '
miles away, which Bertrand
thought was a star low on the
horizon. «-., .-,ve^<v.

Reports Chase
At 12 a.m.. Norman J.

Muscarello, 18, of 205% Front
St.. Exeter, came into the police
station with a hair-raising re
port of having been chased by a
flying object as he wa^ hitch
hiking towards Exeter on Route
150 in Kensington.

Muscarello told Desk Officer
Reginald Toland that a- he
walked along the highway, a
large, brilliant object began
making passes on an adjacent .
field and house and along the
highway. Not knowing what it
was and being understandably
shaken, he crouched in a ditch
along the road as the object, so
brilliantly red that its shape

Icould not be determined in the
glow, made what seemed to
him to be searching passes at
him.

i Shortly thereafter the "thing" >
(disappeared silently, as quickly
ias it had appeared. Muscarello -
ithen hitched a ride to the police •v '
jstation and related what he had ^
;seen.

Although Muscarello's story
was extraordinary, Patrolman
jBertrand drove him back to the
Iscene of the incident in the
[police cruiser. When they ar
rived, nothing was there.

Police See UFO

Officer Bertrand suggested
that they walk into the field '
where Dhe flying object was last •
seen, and they were joined
there by Exeter Patrolman
David Hunt, who also drove to
the scene. Bertrand was talking
reassuringly when Muscarello
shouted "Look, there it is,
rising up from behind those
trees." The officers spun around
and looked.

From behind a stand of trees
in the black of the night, a huge
blinding glow of brilliant red
light surrounding it, the object
rose, not fast but waveringly.

It traveled slowly and, yawed
slightly from side to side. They
were shinned by the blinding
red light as it moved toward
them across the fiejd. TheI
object seemed to be coming1
toward them and Bertrand
made a move toward his police1
service revolver but thought1
better of it. Then the three men1
ran to the police cruisers. When!
questioned on the size of thel
object, Officer Bertrand es-l
timated it to be "about the size
of a house."

Usually, when incidents such

OWN UEAPed
sepr. <», laics'

;as this are reported, the sight-'
;ings take place over a period of |
a few seconds, but in thisl
instance, the men observed thei
object for 15 or 20 minutes ail
(what appeared to be arelatively j
short distance.

! One of the most amazing
points which Officer Bertrand

imade while being interviewed
was the complete absence of

!<ound as the flying object
hovered over a nearby farm
building, casting a brilliant glow
over the dwelling, while the
farm animals in the barn!
caused a tremendous c o m-j
motion. Horses whinnied and
kicked the walls of their stalls.
Then the object disappeared
rapidly in the distance.

Another Sighting

Officer Eugene Bertrand's re
port on the trio's sighting of the
Grange object was made to
Officer Toland, desk m?n *i the

Exeter police station, at.2.55
a.m.

Then at 3:30 p.m. Officer
Hunt reported from his cruiser
that he had again sighted the
UFO. while he was at fche
intersection of the Rte. 101 by-
Ipass in Exeter and Rte. 87 to
Newfields from Exeter.

Topping the strange activities,
Exeter police reported that a
telephone call from an unidenti

fied pay station in Hampton had
been made by a hysterical man,
but that the line had gone dead
('before the call could be com-
|pleted or the pay phone stationi
identified. The man had dialed1
the operator and cried "Get me1

'the police" and said he had'
been chased by a flying saucer.:

J Hampton police were notified;'
bill nothing was determined
about the point from which the
call was made, what had
frightened the man—or why the
call was so abruptly broken off.

•4
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(N. H.) UNION LEADER — Monday, September 6, 1965

AN UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT
over Kensington and Exeter was seen by
three of the persons in this picture, the
sightings occurring over a 2%-bour pe
riod, according to the witnesses. Left to
right, Norman J. Muscarello, 18. 205]/2
Front St., Exeter, who reported to Exe
ter police that he saw the UFO near
Rte. 150, Kensington; Exeter Patrolmen

David Hunt and Eugene Bertrand, who
returned to the Rte. 150 scene with Mus
carello and also saw the mysterious ob
ject in same area, and Exeter Patrolman
Reginald "Scratch" Toland, desk officer
that night, who recorded the incidents
in the police blotter.

(Paul E. Marston Photo)

Kfr-
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News-Letter

EXETER, N. H.
Weekly - Circ. 4,285

Last Week's' Fireba

Editor:

Last week The News-Letter

and other papers carried ac
counts of a fireball or fireballs

seen by many in this region
(unidentified flying objects).

Putting the reports together
it seemed to have been first

seen in Kensington over the
section of Drinkwater Rd. be

tween the main road, Exeter to
Amesbury, and the old road.

It bounced along over the
Great Meadows, beyond Haver
hill Rd. Corner, up over Kim
ball's bill into Plaistow, etc.
Reports are still coming in from
those who saw it in other places.

We had a similar incident in

Massachusetts around Boston

in November and December of
1925. V ' , '

Federal people made an
examination as did Harvard
College and a magazine called
Popular Astronomy published
a series of articles on the same.

This writer has bad in
quiries from clergymen- in
Massachusetts who are very

conservative and accept the
Bible literally and find these
episodes foretold in the Bible.
And in the Bible such items

precede great events.

One pastor from Massachu
setts came over from a city
there and had this writer show
him the trail of the fireball,
etc.

Around 100 years ago the
Bachiler family heard a fireball
or shooting star, strike the
marsh. The next day they dug
it out and hauled it home tc

their front yard where it still
rests.

We sent a snapshot of it to
the Smithsonian Institute in

Washington, D. C, who sent
him a letter of thanks.

Those who do not accept the
incident as one among several
such think it's srmt to us from

some of the Russian vessels off

our coast with whom we are in

contest as to which nation can

be first in exploration of look
ing on our planet or circling
above it.

Rev. Roland D. Sawyer.

Kensington, N. H.,
Sept. 14, 1965. J

/v/./V
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THIS POOR scrivener is opt alone in recently
insisting that Unidentified Flying Objects are
something more than the products of imagination.
Supporting testimony has come from another—
and most unexpected—source; the staid "Satur
day Review."

John Whitcomb, division manager for South
western Bell here who goes in for all sorts of
culture, was thumbing through the "Saturday Re
view" of recent date, noted therein a report on
that publication's careful and factual investigation
of the sighting of strange flying objects a few
weeks back in both the Texas-New Mexico-Okla
homa-Kansas area and in New Hampshire. While
there wasn't much reported on the Texas-New
Mexico-Oklahoma-Kansas affair, aside from the
"Saturday Review's" refusal to accept the "tch-
tch" attitude of Carswell AFB in Fort Worth, the
New Hampshire sightings were given quite a full
treatment.

No individual not dedicated to trying to pooh-
pooh reports of Unidentified Flying Objects
(UFOs) could read the latter treatment in the
"Saturday Review" and still staunchly claim
"there ain't no such thing."

ACCORDING TO this careful investigation, short
ly after midnight on September 3, two women,
badly shaken, reported to poljae officer Eugene
Bertrand, of Exeter, N.H., that-Jhey'd seen an
airborne object, bright red and flashing which
bad, in addition, been trailing their car for nearly
12 miles. Bertrand, a Korean war Air Force veter
an, took the report with a grain of salt but did
pass it along by car radio to his headquarters.

Within an hour, an 18-year-old youngster re
ported to Exeter police that he'd seen this strange
object, that it hovered over a barn and lighted
up the whole countryside. He was nearly hysteri
cal and in a state of shock.

Policeman Bertrand took the youngster back to
where he had reported seeing the UFO. The night
was clear as a bell. Suddenly the youngster yell
ed, "There it is!" and, so swears Policeman
Bertrand, "there it was." It was noiseless and
about 100 feefnip in the air. "I could see five
bright red lights in a straight row," reported
Officer Bertrand. "They dimmed from right to

.left and then from left to right, just like an ad
vertising sign does. It lit up everything around us
but was quiet."

RIGHT ABOUT then another officer, David Hunt,
arrived in another patrol car and he saw the
object, too. He says the officers and the young
ster sat there for 10 minutes, watching the sky-
ship, or whatever it was.

"My brain kept telling me," says Hunt, "that
this doesn't happen—but it was, right in front of '
my eyes. There was no tail, no wings and again
no sound. It hovered mere, still about 100 feet
away, sort of floated and wobbled. I don't know
what it was. All I can say is that it was there
and the three of us saw it."

A number of other residents of the Exeter area
reported seeing the UFO. Many of them, accord
ing to editors of the Manchester, N.H., Union-
Leader and the Exeter News-Letter, were people
of unquestioned and unquestionable judgment and
integrity. Even the Air Force, which always
claims "there ain't no such thing," unbent a little
in this instance. Pease AFB, at Portsmouth, ad
mitted it had received reports of a large number
of sightings.

So there you are, take it or leave it. Me. I'll
take it.

I firmly believe that there are some strange
goings-on in the skies, as so frequently reported
by people well known for integrity, including a
number of professional airplane pilots who are
more familiar with sky views than anybody else.

Whether these UFOs are some of our own
secret gadgets, or of some other countries—or
whether they may be inter-planetary, I have no
idea. But they aren't just so much hogwash.
There's just too much sound testimony to'the
contrary.

SefT. 3

1

i

A SERIES OF electrical power blackouts of last
Fall and early Winter have been generally for
gotten by the U.S. public. Time spent in guessing
and discussing possible causes of the strange
failures in and around New England—including
New York—Southwest Texas and Southeastern
New Mexico, Philadelphia and St. Paul now is
being otherwise put to use. .

But among those who have not forgotten are
•the men—someof whom are scientists—of the Na
tional Investigations Committee on Aerial Phe-
homena. This is the organization which runs down
all reports of Unidentified Flying Objects and,
despite the U.S. Air Force's continued insistence
that "there ain't no such things," believes there
very well may be.

Certainly, the NICAP people are not "nuts,"
any more than many of those who have reported
seeing UFOs are "nuts." Instead, they are in
telligent people, some trained in professions and
technology linked with the general subject.

THANKS TO A reader, C. A. Robinson, of Plain-
view, I have had an opportunity to peruse the
November-December, 1965, issue of the "UFO
Investigator," publication of NICAP. Most inter
esting it is to note that numerous reports of
UFOs were made simultaneously with the black
outs in New England, Philadelphia and SJt Paul.
None were reported in connection with thl power
failures in the New Mexico and El Paso areas.

As it always does, NICAP painstakingly is
probing all the reports and although it states that
up to now no links have been proven, it shall
continue its meticulous ' investigations. 'The No
vember-December issue of its publication lists
other, various recent reports of UFOs, a number
of them authenticated and by people of known
and acknowledged intelligence and integrity.

Little by little, responsible newspaperand mag
azine editors are joining the chorus of "let the
people know the truth." They want the truth not
only about Air Force investigations, always kept
secret, but, also, about the whole UFO story as
the Government has it.

One of these days, enough Congressmen will
be prodded into action to force a public report
oh the whole kit and kaboodle.

• It's about time.

MS-
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r HURT MY tEYF$

2 Officers, Teenager

Spot Mysterious UFO
sighting of an unidentified"
flying, object.

Patrolman Eugene Bert-—
rand, a seven-year veteran of
the Jxeter police force, a fek_
low officer and a teenager
viewed the glowing object^
for some 10 minutes Sept. 3.

THE SIGHTING by the_
New Hampshire patrolmen is
only one of a series of Un
identified Flying Object inci
dents in the past year, inci
dents to be discussed by re-_
tired Marine Maj. Donald E.
Keyhoe at Veterans Memorial
Tuesday night.

Bertrand said he was taken
•to the scene of the sighting-
by the teenager, whom he de
scribed as a "wild kid." The_
'youth said he was walking
along a country road near

"Exeter when an object dovej-
out of the sky at him. j

The teenager said he laid
on the ground to escape the1"

object, and then watched it.
as it hovered over a house.

BERTRAND admitted he.
was skeptical,'particularly
after searching the area
where the teenager reported
the sighting and finding noth
ing.

-The officer said the youth
asked him to take one more
look in a nearby horse pas
ture. "Suddenly an object ap
peared from behind a row of
trees at the edge of the field,"
Bertrand said. .,_ jl-

By JACK HICKS
Dispatch Staff Writer

EXETER, N.H. —"I don't

know what I saw, but it

glowed red and hurt my
eyes," is how an Exeter, N.H.,
policeman described liis

NAME _

SUBJECT

"DATE

"It was about 100 feet off
the ground and glowed red
It hurt my eyes to look at
it, but I could make out it
had no wings or tail.

"IT HOVERED in the air,
moving slightly to the sides
and up and down. We were
about 100 to 200 yards
away," the officer said.

-I Bertrand said he ran to
his cruiser and radioed for
another officer. Patrolman
David Hunt arrived in a few
minutes and joined the awed
observers. i

"In all, we watched it tot-
about 10 minutes," Bertrand |

The patrolman said the ob-'
. iect abruptly zoomed away

toward the Atlantic Ocean
Land jv.ent out ofsight. ExeterUna jSLeni. uui. ui ajg"«.. "<»—:

-js- In Southeast New Hamp
shire, a textile and prep
school town of 8000 near the
ocean.

_ BERTRAND SAID he is-
confused by the sighting. "I

^had been hearing about fly-_
—ing saucers ever since school

in 1947. I always thought
_they were something the Air-

Force was doing but wasn't
_talking about. I guess I still_

do . . . but I don't know . . .
It kind of makes you won-

-der."

Bertrand said he and the
_others involved in the sight
ing have been interviewed at
length by an associate ofKey-

-hoe. —

*
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5E LOW-LOW-

.Y PRICES!
Pentagon Doesn't
Believe UFO

Exeter Sightings
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The

Pentagon believes that, after in-
tensive investigation, it hat
come up with a natural explana
tion of the UFO sightings in";
Exeter, N.H., on Sept. 3.

A spokesman said the several

reports stemmed from "multiple
objects in the area," by which
they mean a high-altitude Strate
gic Air Command exercise out
of Westover Mass, was going on
at the time in the area.

A second important factor
was what is called a "weather
inversion" wherein a layer of
cold air is trapped between
warm layers.

The Pentagon spokesman said
this natural phenomena causes
"stars and planets to dance and
twinkle.1'

The spokesman said "We be- .
lieve what the people saw that '
night nus .?tai*s and planets sn
unusual formations."

In other words, the Pentagon
doesn't believe the Exeter sight
ings were of men, or something,

[in flying saucers from outer

THIS IS THE OFFICIAL AIR FORCE "EXPLANATION" FOR THE SEPTEME:.. 3, 1965
UFO Jir-HTINGS IN THE KENSINGTON-EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE AREA. I HAVE
1-SKL1 THE USAF PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER AT THE PENTAGON FOR A COPI
JF THEIR- OFFICIAL EVALUATION FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEE AND NICAP FILES.

71AYM0ND E. FOWLER
CHAIRMAN: NICAP MASS SUBCQK
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Red Terror in tfie Sky ~i

T'HE National Investigations
j Committee on Aerial

Phenomena, a private non
profit organisation with more
than 6,000 members, head
quarters in Washington D.C.,
and a president who was for
merly in the Marines, Major
Donald Keyhoe, has had a busy
summer, evaluating reports of
UFOs, as unidentified flying
objects are called.

One of the most baffling reports
has come from its representative
in New England, Raymond
Fowler, and it intrigued a contri
butor to next week's issue of the
Saturday Review so much that he
spent a long time telephoning
police officers, newspaper editors
and local Ak Force officers in an
attempt to get to the bottom of
it. He failed.

The writer, John Fuller, sum
marises the report as follows: —

Shortly after midnight on
September 3rd an officer of the
Exeter, New Hampshire, police
force. Eugene Bertrand, was on
routine patrol in his car when he
noticed a parked car. pulled up,
and found two highly disturbed
women in it. They told him that
an airborne object, bright red
and flashing, had been following
them for nearly 12 miles. The
officer, a veteran of the Korean
war, was sceptical, filed a report
over his car radio, and went on
his way.

At about tie same time, how
ever, a youth of 18 who lives in
Exeter and who was walking
home saw a similar object ap
proaching him. and threw himself
against a stone wall while it hov
ered overhead, lighting up the en
tire area.

When he arrived in town he
went to the police station, where
he appeared to be in a state of

shock. The officer who had inter
viewed the two women was in
structed to pick him up and take
him back to the spot where he
said he had had this experience.
The officer sadd then that he felt
suce that both the boy and the
two women had seen a helicopter,
or something like that.

'* But we went to the spot," he
now says, " and I parked the
cruiser. It was a clear night. No
wind. No fog. We walked about
100 yards out on the field, near
a barn where a lot of horses were
kept. Then the kid yelled:
'There it is!' He was right.

" It was coming up over a row
of trees, There was no noise at
all. It was about a hundred feet
in the air, and about two hun
dred feet away from us. I could
see five bright red lights in. a
straight row. It lit up every
thing around us. But it was
silent.

" The kid froze in his tracks,
and I grabbed him and pulled
him toward the police car. Then
officer David Hunt arrived in
another patrol car.

" We sat there and looked at it
for at least ten minutes. My
brain kept telling me that this
doesn't happen—but it was, right
in frpnt of my eyes. There was
no tail, no wings, and again, no
sound. It hovered there, still
about a hundred feet away, sort
of floated and wobbled. I don't
know what it was. All I can
say is that it was there, and three
of us saw it together."

Lieutenant Cottrell, of the
Exeter police force, can offer no
explanation. He says it is in the
department's records, and that
two better officers than Bertrand
and Hunt could not be found. "If
I didn't believe these guys", he re
marked, "I'd put 'em in a locked
room and give 'em some blocks
to play with".

tt>t\
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1 l/FO Sighting in New Hampshire
T

Mysterious Lights Seen by Officers

r

Cy BULKLEY GRIFFIN

Third of a series

lighted object that was noise
less and close to the ground.

. „ Several persons apparently ob-WASHINGTON - One of the!served it^three oiZem> ^dnd.
more impressive sightings of an!ing tw0 p0]lcernerii at one time.
unidentified flying object! The conc]usion of Project
(UFO) occurred neay Exeter Blue Book _ the name of the
N.H. last September. /\ \ Air Force VF0 probe that dn.

As narrated, it was an ex-|nounces the final verdicts on
sightings — was that the New
jHampshire watchers saw low-
!flying airplanes. This is of a
Ipiece with many other Air
Force "explaining-away." It
doesn't make sense.

Woman Hysterical

The sequence of events near
Exeter began at one o'clock in
the morning of Sept. 3. Exeter
Police Officer Eugene P. Ber
trand Jr., 30, cruising in his pp-

tended closeup obervation' of a
ADVERTISEMENT

Helps Solve 3 Biggest^ . a^.|

lice car, came upon an auto
drawn up by the side of the
road' and in it an hysterical
woman, who, according to the
officer's report to the invesiiga
tive officer from Pease Air
Force Base, N.H., "stated she
was too upset to drive. She
stated a light had been follow
ing her and had stopped over
her car."

The officer stayed with her
about 15 minutes, sought to
reassure her, saw nothing, and
departed for the police station.

There he found Norman J.
Muscarello, 18, of Exeter who
had come to the station to tell
of his experience while a few
miles out of Exeter. He said
something big with dazzling
flashing red lights had ap
peared .moving just above the
treetops. It had moved rather
slowly toward him. He had
jumped into the ditch for saftey.
Then the thing had disappeared.

Officer Bertrand took Musca
rello with him in his patrol car
and they returned to the field
where Muscarello had had his
alarming experience. They both
got out of the car and walked
into the field, Bertrand having a
flashlight. At this point, Officer
Bertrand's report to an exam
ining officer at Pease AFB can
be taken.

5 Bright Red Lights j, „..,„,,.,
(<TTT, , , , ,,Jn unofficial Washington organ-

When we had gone about 50 . ° b
feet a group of five bright red ?atl0n-

-lights came from behind a
' group of trees near us. They
^were extremely bright and
;flashed one at a time.

believes the Exeter "people
were looking at low level air
craft."

The effect of a UFO on ani-_
mals had been rennr'°d in r

New York state case about two
weeks before the Exeter event.-
An investigating officer from
the Niagara Falls Air Force.
Base, commenting on the sight
ing of a low-down UFO near
Cherry Creek, New York, on"
Aug. 19, said.

"Preliminary analysis reveals."
object not explainable in con
ventional terms. Object caused,
reduction in farm cows milk
from two and one-half cans to

one can. Disturbed bull in field."
Caused dog to bark." This
sighting, by the way, is one of the-
very few • that Project Blue
Book has marked "unidenti
fied."

Familiar Charge

The Exeter UFO produced a
fairly familiar charge, namely
that the Air Force sought to
suppress news of the sighting.
In this instance the charge came
from Raymond Fowler of Wen-

ham, Mass., head of a local
area NICAP group who went to
the scene to investigate for NI
CAP. The latter stands f$r
National Investigations Coiri-
mittee on Aerial Phenomena,

art!
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"At one time they came so
close I fell to the ground and
started to draw my gun. The
lights were so bright I was

'unable to make out any form,
i "There was no sound or vi-

jbration but the farm animals
Iwere upset in the area and mak
ing a lot of noise. When the

•j lights started coming near us
'again Muscarello and I ran for}
.the car . . .

"I radioed Patrolman David
Hunt who arrived in a few min
utes. He also observed the

lights, which were still over the
ifield at an estimated altitude of
jlOO feet and finally disappeared

-Jn the distance at the same alti-
jtude. The lights were always in
line at about 60 degree angle
When the object moved the
lower lights were always for-

-ward of the others."

, In this case the Air Force,
hwhich generally appears to
hang back from much inves
tigating of UFO reports, did do
some investigating. It inter
viewed the sighters and neigh

bors.

Probe Finding

~~ The Pease AFB officer, who
headed this local probe and

-who, by the way, was a com-
;mand pilot, made this finding:

J- "At this time have been
!unable to arrive at a probable
:cause of this sighting. The three

"observers seem to be stable, re
liable persons, especially the

-jtwo patrolmen. I viewed the
[area of the sighting and found

^nothing in the area that could
be the probable cause. Pease

iAFB had five B-47 aircraft
"flying in the area during this

period but do not believe they
_| had any connection with this
isiehting."

However. Project Blue Book
lists low-flying airplanes as
probably responsible for this

jExeter sighting. Maj. Hector
Quintanilla, in charge of Bide
Book, states that the 8th
Force SAC (Strategic Air C<
mand) group at Westover/Air
Force Base, was conducting a
low-level operation, called/"Big
Blast," at the time. He said he

*
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NewHamp^hTr^^
' Reports Saucers
^ Portsmouth, N.H., Sept. 7(AP) -

—Officials at Pease Air Force
. Base are investigating numerous

reports of unidentified flying ob-.
• jects sighted in southeastern New

'Hampshire over the past six
, weeks, it was disclosed today. Re

ports of an object that soars si-
' • lently through the sky, its five

•red lights blinking in sequence,
- have been received frequently

since July 29, a source said.
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UFO Incident in Exeter' happened 25 years ago
By TAMMY ANNIS

Democrat Staff Writer

EXETER — The lights of the
UFO were so bright that it was im
possible to get a good description
of it early in the morning on Sept.
3, 1965, according to one UFO ex
pert, describing the famous "inci
dent at Exeter" UFO sighting.

Monday will mark the 25th anni
versary of the night a wild-eyed
Norman Muscarello rushed into
the Exeter Police Department to
report an unidentified flying ob
ject.

According to Peter R. Geremia,
state director of the Mutual UFO
Network, Muscarello had been
hitchhiking to Exeter just off
Route 150 in Kensington when he

saw the big oval object with red
pulsating lights.

Geremia will discuss the "inci
dent at Exeter" at the Exeter Pub
lic Library Sept. 11 in honor of its
25th anniversary, along with John
G. Fuller, author of "Incident at
Exeter." Fuller will be unavaila
ble for comment until that date,
but Geremia was eager to talk
about the incident, which he has
been vigorously researching since
he was asked to give the talk.

According to Geremia, it was
about 2:30 in the morning on Sept.
3 when Muscarello saw a large
oval-shaped object bathed in red
light hovering in the sky. Geremia
said Muscarello hitchhiked to the
police station, where he told offi
cer Reginald "Scratch" Toland

Exeter library has UFO specials
By TAMMY ANNIS

Democrat Staff Writer

EXETER — Anyone wanting to
see UFO's should visit the Exeter
Public Library the week of Sept.

In celebration of the 25th anni
versary of the "Incident at Ex
eter," the famous unidentified fly
ing object sighting of Sept. 3,1965,
the library is sponsoring a weekof

about bis sighting. He was so visi
bly upset, the officer believed him
and sent officer Eugene Bertrand
with Muscarello back to the field

UFO-related movies, speeches and
activities for children.

The mystery starts at 7 p.m.
Sept. 10 with a screening of one of
the best known UFO movies. The
library's public performance video
license restricts advertising, so
people interested in finding out the
title of the movie should call the

it Exeter library
Please turn to Page 16

where the object had been sighted,
according to Geremia.

At first, the object was not to be
seen, but suddenly it appeared

again. In Fuller's book, Bertrand
is quoted as saying, "It came up
like it was a big red ball when it
was still behind the trees... it
looked like it wwas waving back
and forth. And no noise. That's
what got me. No noise."

A second officer to arrive at the
scene, David Hunt, got a short look
at the UFO before it disappeared,
according to Geremia. Fuller
quotes'Hunt as saying, "Just to the
right of the big trees, that's when I
saw that fluttering movement and
the pulsating lights. A little lower
and it would have looked like it
was skiming the trees. And it was
rocking over them. An airplane

Or UFO *"V.
Please turn to Page lB.;.r4,..
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couldn't do this if lt tried."
Geremia said the "incident at

Exeter" was not just one sighting,
however. He said during the

« pourse of the night "there were ap-y
proximately five strange incl-

_, Rents'' (hat took place, with Mus;. „
carello'sbeing the most dramatic. '

Fuller's presentation" at the li
brary will Include never-before-re
leased material on the events of
Sept. 3,1965. Geremia said most of
the information will concern the
problems Fuller encountered when
he was researching the incident.
"He'll talk about the bureaucratic
turmoil that one has to go through
in the process of researching UFO
information,',' he said. Fuller is In
the process' of writing another
book titled, "Return to Exeter."

The library is hoping to get the
officers involved in the incident,
all of whom still live in Exeter, to
talk at the program. Bertrand and
Toland could not be reached for
comment before press time. When

contacted and asked about the
UFO sighting, Hunt said, "I'm re
ally not interested in talking about
it."
. Geremia said he does not know
why some of the officers in this
particular case may be reluctant'
to talk about It," but said many
times people who have seen UFOs
have a "fear of ridicule." He said,
"It's a very strong emotion in
many UFO cases."

No one has been able to locate
Muscarello, and Geremia said he
is uncertain, if he will try to con
tact him. Geremia said he bas not
had a great deal of time to get his
presentation together, but said he
will have slides to go along with
his speech.

While Geremia has never seen a
UFO himself, he said he is certain
they exist, and particularly cer
tain that Muscarello and the police
officers actually saw one. "It's a
classic. UFO case that's been
around for a long time," he said.
"It put us on the UFO map."

I

'Incident at Exeter'

anniversary noted
EXETER — The Exeter Public Library invites

everyone to a week-long celebration marking the 25th
anniversary of the "Incident at Exeter" UFO sighting.
Activities have been planned for all.ages. r
Jj'EventsJbegin-'at:7 p.m."Monday, aSeptf'10, with a
screeningof the 'line1 of^e^est-Jmown1 UP(Onibvies:"
The library's public'performance'video license restricts "
advertising, so those interested should call the library
for the title.

John G. Fuller, author of "Incident at Exeter"*wiD
speak in the library's meeting room at 7:30 p.m. Tues
day, Sept, 11. His presentation will include never
before-released material on the events of Sept. 3,1966
when a wild-eyed Norman Muscarello startled thi
Exeter Police Department with his claim that he hac
encountered a UFO on the road from Kensington.

Fuller will be joined by Peter R. Geremia, state di
rector of the Mutual UFO Network, and retired Exete:'
police officers Eugene Bertran and Reginald "Scratch*
Toland.

The doors will open at 7 p.m. Attendees are en
couraged to park at the town lot and other locations to
avoid traffic congestion at the library. Seating is lim
ited, so the program is restricted to adults and teens
only.

All UFO Week activities are free. A flyer with full
details is available at the library, or call 772-3101 or
772-6036 for more information.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXETER — John Fuller, au
thor of Incident at Exeter, speaks
today at Exeter Public Library as
pun of UFO Week. Week cele
brates 25th anniversary of Sept 3,
'05 UFO citing. He says he'll reveal
new material about UFO citing..

Exeter library
Continued from Page 1

library.
John G. Fuller, author of "Inci

dent at Exeter," will speak in the
library's meeting room onSept. 11
at 7:30 p.m. His presentation will
include never-before-released ma
terialon the events of Sept. 3,1965,
when a wild-eyed Norman Mus
carello startled the Exeter Police
Department with his claim that he
had encountered a UFO on the
road from Kensington.

Fuller will be joined by Peter R.
Geremia, state director of the Mu
tual UFO Network, and retired
Exeter policeofficers Eugene Ber
trand, who said he, too, saw the
UFO with Muscarello, and Regi
nald "Scratch" Toland, who
dispatched a cruiser to the scene
and believes a UFO was sighted.

The doors will open at 7 p.m.
Seating is limited, so the program
is limited to adults and teen-agers
only. Attendees are encouraged to
park at the town lot and other loca
tions to avoid traffic congestion at
the library.

On Sept 12, children can make
their own Exeter UFO in the craft
room between 12:30 and 5 p.m. At
3:30 p.m., a UFO movie will be
shown in the meeting room. All
ages are Invited to either of these
programs.

Geremia returns to the library
Sept. 13 at 3:30 p.m. with a special
slide program for children in
Grades 1-6. Titled "Have You
Ever Seen a UFO?'' the show will
highlight the Exeter sighting, as
well as other UFO experiences in
New Hampshire.

The week will also include a
third UFO movie oh Sept. 15 at
1:30 p.m., which is especially for
children, but adults are also invit
ed.

All UFO Week activities are
free.

Library Director Ellen Hardsog
said to get the staff better acquain
ted, employees were each given a
reference question to answer that
would require them-to use books
from the various floors.

Ms. Hardsog's question asked
the date of the "Incident at Ex
eter?"

"When I saw that this year
marked the 25th anniversary of
the incident, I knew we had to do
something about it," she said. "We
couldn't let this go without a pro
gram."

A flyer with full details of UFO
Week is available at the library, or
interested people may call 772-3101
or 772-6036 for more information.



Incident At Exeter Presentation
Draws Hundreds

by Bonnie Meroth

"The police officers
involved put their careers
on the line," said Peter
Geremia, State Director
of MUFON, the Mutual
Unidentified Flying Ob
ject Network, Iner

Geremia, a Rye res
ident, presented a pro
gram onTuesday evening
Sept. 11 at the Exeter
Library on the famous
"Incident at Exeter," an
unidentified flying object
sighting which occurred
25 years ago this month.
The incident took special
precedence over other
UFO sightings because of
the credibility of the Exe
ter policeofficers, Eugene
Bertrand, David Hunt and
Reginald Toland, who was
dispatcher and super
vising officer on Sept. 3,
1965 when Norman Mus
carello came into the Exe
ter Police Station claim
ing he had encountered a
UFO.

"They courageously
came forward and stated
what they saw at the time
when .witnesses were not
allowed any credibilityon
the subject. They simply
reported what they saw,
not saying it was a space

ship from Zelda," said
Geremia. The director
added that the officers,
who are in the public eye,
should be appreciated for
"sticking to their guns,
their guts and persev
erance."

Originally, Ellen Gard-
sog, director at the Exeter
Library, had scheduled
John G. Fuller, author of
the best seller, "Incident
at Exeter," to speak. His
appearance was to culmi
nate the series of events of

UFO Week which com
memorated the local, but
internationally recognized
sighting. *

Fuller, who was to dis
close never-before-re
leased material about the

events of that night, was
unable to attend due to a

serious illness.

"John was going to
include problems with
government agencies and
events which happened as
he was researching var
ious sources concerned
with the incident," said
Geremia who noted that
Fuller's elaboration on
government cover-ups will
be included in the author's
forthcoming book.

In spite of Fuller's
absence, Geremia pre-

1NTERESTED MEMBER OF THE AUDIENCE - Betty
Hill was among those attending the UFO program at the
ExeterLibrary recently, sharing herstory ofbeing taken on
board analien spacecraftonthenightof Sept. 19,1961.

(Atlantic News Photo/Meroth)

sented his slides to a full

house. Two large meeting
rooms at the library were
filled tocapacity, onewith
a video monitor for closed
circuit television. The
video will be available at
the library in October.

Gardsog apologized for

over 100 people being
turned away.

Geremia's slides ofpho
tos, clippings & maps,
gave a visual chronologi
caldepiction of what hap
pened the night of the

UFO's, page 10•



UFO's
/'incident at Exeter."

"I'm not trying to pull a
hoax," said the speaker
about his composite slides.
Geremia produced special
photoswjth a unique sev
eral projector overlap to
display his interpretation
of the sighting.

•'•I wanted to come up
with a decent rendition of

-what happened," said
Geremia.
>-'What happened was a
series of events on a late

summer night on Sept. 3.
1965 when a frantic Nor
man Muscarello burst into

the Exeter police station
claiming he had encoun
tered a UFO on the high
way.' Dispatcher Toland

\ sent •Officer •Bertram to
,• investigate. Officer Hunt
t followed. The two officers
Ifand Muscarello watched
Jas an object came from
£behind a group of trees
i and silently hovered about
1,100 feet off the ground,
•i casting a scarlet glow over
<everything beneath it. It
7 finally moved away,
-towards Hampton,
'stopping at intervals
.before it rose and dis-

vappeared.
') Several people con
firmed sightings that
'night. Toland had also
"spoken to a woman in a

parked.car who had been
chased on Route 101 by a
jiow-flying, large, round
object with flashing-red
lights."
j Also documented was a
jreportithat a hysterical
man called the police from
the Hampton area talking
about the object. He was
/suddenly disconnected.
! Retired police officers
Bertrand andToland were

on hand to comment.

"I still don't know what
it was," said Bertrand.
"WhatdoyoucallaUFO?
Was it from another

planet? We just couldn't
identify it."

Although Bertrand, an
Air Force veteran, could
not put aname to the UFO,
he was able to describe it
in detail as a "huge,
shapeless object with five
sequentially pulsating
(from left to right) bright
red lights, so bright you
couldn't look at it."

The Pentagon denied the
sightings but the incident
was read into the

Congressional Record in
April 1966.

In addition to Geremia,
Bertrand and Toland who
answered public questions
about the incident at Exe
ter, Barry Greenwood,
author of "Clear Intent."
and Betty Hill, protagonist
of Fuller's "Interrupted
Journey," the true story
of a couple who believe
they were abducted by
extraterrestrials, were
present to comment and
answer questions.

"My book is a summary
of 10 years of research
from government files of
various agencies," said
Greenwood. "I feel it

presents a good case in
which the government has
quality information but no
answers," he said.

Greenwood added that

the incident at Exeter was

a catalyst that contributed
to his initial interest in

unidentified flying ob
jects.

"It is hard to get away
from the strangeness, the
fascinating appeal. The
mysterious drives us back.
It is still a serious subject
in spite of negatives and
silliness displayed in
movies. It is a strange
phenomenon, defying
explanation and we' re still
working at it."

The audience was also

fascinated with Betty Hill
and her story. Hill testi
fied to being abducted on

Sept. 19,1961on Route3 in
the White Mountains when

a spaceship accosted them
and aliens took them on

board for a physical
examination.

"The publicity about our
experience broke in the
middle of the incident at

Exeter." said Hill.
"Fuller was at the police
station asking questions.
Because of my position as
social worker, I had occa
sion to be at the station,"
Fuller's book followed.

In her introduction to

the evening's program,
Ellen Hardsog noted that
she had" nopromises that
mysteries would be
solved."

None were, but as the

assembly left, ^many
commented that they
found the evening in
formative and fascinating.
They requested more
programs concerning
unidentified flying ob
jects.

The Exeter Library

£

3

/ maintains two copies of
JohnFuller's"Incidentat
Exeter." one for circula
tion. In his book John
Fuller states: "I think I
have to say that I'm con
vinced that these people
believe what they saw.

Now Iguess thequestion is
: Did they seewhat they
believe?"
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Local UFO sightings
still stir up interest

Eugene Bertran speaks during Tuesday's
program marking the 25th anniversary of
UFO sightings in Exeter.

By Susan L. Wood
RCN Staff

EXETER — A series of une
xplained incidents during the early
morning hours of Sept. 3, 1965,
brought the eyes of the nation to focus
on the town of Exeter.

It was then that several people re
ported seeing an unidentified flying
object in the area.

Even though the event happened
more than 25 years ago, a fascination
with the subject still exists, as shown
Tuesday evening when a crowd of
about 150 people gathered at the
Exeter Public Library to view a slide
presentation anddiscuss the incident.

The library's meeting room was so
crowded, a video camera and closed
circuit television was set up for view
ing in the craft roomto accommodate
the overflow of eager participants.

The events of that Sept. 3 morning
were eventually immortalized by a
book, "Incident at Exeter," written

by John Fuller.
Fuller, who was scheduled to ap

pear, was absent because of medical
problems.

But present was Peter R. Geremia,
state director for the Mutual UFO
Network, and two former police of
ficers who were on duty that fateful
morning.

Also in the audience was Betty Hill,
the New Hampshire resident who
claimed she and her husband, Barnie,
were abducted by a UFO and given
physical examinations before being
released Sept. 19.1961.

Geremia, using a slide presentation,
showed those in the audience via
maps the locations of the Exeter
sightings.

The first occurred about 12:30 a.m.
on Route 101 when a woman driving
from Epping claimed she was chased

' "by a red. glowing UFO." said Gere
mia. The woman pulled her car along-

SeeUFO,Page8
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side the road. A short time later,
she was found sitting in her car by
then Exeter Police Officer Eugene
Bertran.

About 30 minutes later, Exeter
resident Norman Muscarello, while
walking on Route 150 from Ame
sbury, Mass., to his home, saw in
the distance "an odd looking
light," accordingto Geremia.When
the red light drew nearer, he ob
served the UFO hover over a house
and bathe the area in a red light.

Muscarello saw the lights dis
appear over a nearby field.

Shortly afterward, he got a ride
to the Exeter Police Department
and reported what he saw to Regi
nald "Scratch" Toland, the super
vising officer that evening.

Toland called Bertran into the
department to hear Muscarello's
story. Bertran and Muscarello then
returned at 1:25 a.m. to the area
where the red lights were seen.

About 3:30 a.m. both Bertran

and Muscarello saw the red lights
near routes 85 and 101 in Exeter
while they were standing in a field.
Geremia said .Bertran grabbed
Muscarello's arm and pushed him
toward the police cruiser. The en
tire field was glowing from the red
lights. "

The lights were last seen heading
toward Hampton.

Shortly after, said Geremia, a
hysterical man called the Police
Department to report seeing a
UFO. In the middle of the conver
sation, the man's phone went dead.

Was this all a coincidence or had
a UFO really been in the area that
morning, Geremia asked.
- The only thing for certain, he
said, is that the police officers and
Muscarello should be commended
for sticking to their stories, despite
being ridiculed.

"I think the officers that came
forward and stuck to their story
deserve a lot of credit," said Gere
mia.

Those who witnessed the lights

were not able to identify exactly
what is was they saw.

The Pentagon did not believe it
was a UFO sighting. The United
States Air Force blamed the lights
on "twinkling stars and planets,"
said Geremia.

Despite that, the military was
later forced to admit there were
sightings, after Raymond Fowler's
report on the incident was read into
the congressional record April 5,
1966.

The mid-'60s was a time of a lot
of UFO activity, said Geremia.
Most UFO sightings take place
near marshes and power lines —
like the area where Muscarello's
sighting took place.

Toland and Bertran said during
Tuesday evening's program that
they took a lot of teasing about the
incident after it became public
knowledge.

Bertran also said he was asked by
government officials to keep
"quiet" about the incident.
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Commentary

Commentary On A UFO
by Bonnie Meroth

Einstein said. "The
most beautiful thing we
can experience is the
mysterious. It is the
source of all true art and

science."

If we dwelt on this

thought for only a
moment, most of us would
probably agree.

Whether the topic be an
unidentified flying object,
strange happenings in
English wheatfields, a
murder or neighborhood
gossip, the inexplicable,
that which we do not know

and can't easily figure out,
is intriguing.

Twenty-five years ago,
something happened in
our Seacoast which
unnerved the scientific

world, an event which has
fascinated thousand"? of

people to this day: The
Incident at Exeter.

Credible witnesses tes

tified that indeed, a mys
terious object floated and
flew through the area.
Extra-terrestrial? No one
has proved otherwise.

The town of Exeter

recently commemorated
the event with a series of
programs films, lectures,
etc. The number of people
who took part in the activ-
ities was amazing,
perhaps proving that
many find the mysterious
beautiful, as Einstein
noted.

The assemblage that
gathered to hear of the
incident at Exeter was
huge. Crowdswere turned
away and some who had
come to learn more about
thesighting of a UFOwere
rlisannointpd Thnsp

present discovered that
the Pentagon originally
had denied the whole
thing. That denial was
short-lived, however,
when a few months later a
now renowned compre
hensive report on the
incident, compiled by UFO
investigator Ray Fowler,
was read into the
Congressional Record.
Thus, the Air Force had to
admit it was a sighting of
an unknown object.

In a gallop poll, 50 per
cent of the people involved

»in the survey believed in
unidentified flying objects
as alien-oriented.

How many of us would
admit they saw a flying
conveyance they truly
believed to be a starship
from outerspace?

UFO's arpnnthirtPn«»w

Some say they may have
been around longer than
modern man. Millions of

people have given reports
about strange objects in
the sky.

Some are explained.
Some are not.

How does one explain a
description from the 12th
century William of New-
burgh's Chronicle which
states that "a flat, round,
shining silvery object flew
over the abbey and caused
the utmost terror."

A meteor, comet or fal
ling star?

Maybe.
Maybe not.
In this huge universe of

which we are a tiny part,
who are we to say that
man, as we know our
selves, is the only intelli
gent sDecies?



Outer-Space
Ghost
Story

Condensed from Look
John G. Fuller

Was it delusion? Hoax? Or did

more than 60 people around
Exeter, N.H., actually see fly
ing objects from somewhere?
72

At 2:24 a.m. ,oa September 3,
l\ 1965}. Norman Muscarello

A. A. walked into the Exeter,
N.H., police station, apparently near
shock. Patrolman Reginald Toland,
on duty at the desk,helped him light
a cigarette before he was calm
enough to talk.

Muscarello had been hitchhiking
north on Route 150 from Amesbury,
Mass., to his home in Exeter, a dis
tance of 12miles.Traffic was sparse,
he said, and he was forced to walk
most of the way. About 2 a.m.", when
he was passing an open field near

COPYRIGHT © 1966 BY JOHN G FULLER ADAPTED FROM HI3 BOOK • 'INCIDENT AT EXETER,1*
TO BE PUBLISHED LN JUNE BY G. P PUTNAM'S SONS .LOOK ( FEBRUARY' 22, '66), PUBLISHED

BY o0Wt.ES COMMUNICATIONS, ING , 48B M'ADISON .AVE., NEW YORK, N-V 10022
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Kensington, N.H., a huge object
came out of the sky. Brilliant, pul
sating red lights outlined its rim,
which appeared to be 80 to 90 feet
in diameter. The object wobbled,
yawed and floated directly toward
him, making no noise whatever.
Afraid that it was going to hit him,
Muscarello dived off the road.

The object backed off slowly and
hovered over the roof of one of two
nearby houses. Finally, it backed off
far enough for Muscarello to make a
run for one of the houses. He
pounded on the door, screaming.
No one answered. At that moment,
a car came by, and Muscarello hailed
it frantically. A middle-aged couple
picked him up and dropped him off
at the Exeter police station.

"Look," he said to Toland, "I
know you don't believe me. I don't
blame you. But you've got to send
somebody back there with me!"

Impressed by Muscarello's sincer
ity, Toland called a cruising patrol
car. Within five minutes, Patrolman
Eugene Bertrand pulled into the
station. After hearing Muscarello's
story, Bertrand reported that about
an hour earlier he had come across a
car parked on a bypass approximate
ly two miles from Exeter. The wom
an at the wheel told him that a huge,
silent, airborne object had trailed her
from the town of Epping, nine miles
away. The object had brilliant, flash
ing red lights, she said, and kept
within a few feet of her car. When
she reached the bypass, it suddenly
picked up tremendous speed and

soon disappeared among the stars.
"I thought she was a kook," Ber

trand told Toland. "So I didn't even
bother to radio in." The object the
woman described, Muscarello said,
sounded exactly like what he had
seen.

It was nearly 3 a.m. when Ber
trand and Muscarello reached the
field between the two houses. The
moonless night was clear, there was
no wind, and the stars were bril
liant. Visibility was unlimited.

Bertrand parked his cruiser. He
radioed back to Toland that Mus
carello was still so tense that he was
going to walk out on the field with
him to investigate further. As they
walked, Bertrand probed the dis
tance with his flashlight. They saw
nothing, arid Bertrand tried to con
vince Muscarello that he must have

seen a helicopter. But Muscarello
insisted that he was familiar with all

types of conventional aircraft and
would have recognized a helicopter.

About 100 yards from the road
side was a corral, where farmer Carl
Dining kept his horses. As Bertrand
turned his back to the corral to

shine his light toward the tree line
north of them, the horses began
kicking and whinnying. Dogs in
the nearby houses began howling.
Muscarello screamed, "I see it! I
see it!"

Bertrand turned. Rising up slowly
from behind two tall pines beyond
the corral was a brilliant, roundish
object. Soundless, it moved toward
them like a leaf fluttering from a
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tree, wobbling and yawing as it did
so. The entire area was bathed in
brilliant red light. The white sides
ofCarlDining'shouse turnedblood-
red. Bertrand reached for his .38,
thought better of it and yanked
Muscarello toward the cruiser. He
called Toland at the Exeter station.
"I see the damn thing myself!" he
shouted.

From the cruiser, Bertrand and
Muscarello watched the object
hover. It was about 100 feet above
them, rocking back and forth, still
absolutely silent. They found it
difficult to make out a definite shape
becauseof the brilliance of the lights
—"Like trying to describe a car com
ing at you with its headlights on,"
Bertrand said later.

After several minutes, the object
began moving slowly eastward
toward Hampton. Its movement was
erratic, defying all conventional
aerodynamic patterns. "It darted,"
says Bertrand. "It could turn on a
dime."

As it began to move away, Patrol
man David Hunt, in another cruiser,
pulled up. He had heard the radio
conversations between Bertrand and
Toland.

"I could see that fluttering move
ment," Hunt says. "I could see those
pulsating lights. I could hear horses
kicking out in the barn there. After
the thing moved out of sight, a B-47
came over. You could tell the differ
ence. There was no comparison."

Moments after the object slid over
the trees and out of sight, Toland,
at the police station, took a call from

an Exeter night switchboard opera
tor. "Some man had just called her,
so hysterical that he could hardly
talk straight," says Toland. "He told
her that a flying saucer came right
at him, but before he could finish, he
was cut off. I called the Hampton
police, and they notified Pease Air
Force Base."

At one o'clock the next afternoon,
Maj. David Griffin and Lt. Alan
Brandt arrived in Exeter from Pease.
They went to the scene of the sight
ing, interviewed Bertrand, Hunt
and Muscarello at length, and re
turned to the base with little com
ment. By nightfall, a long series of
phone calls was coming into the
Exeter police station, many from
peoplewho had distrusted their own
sensesbefore the police report.

Soon after, I began a search in the
area that was to continue for many
weeks. My objective was to bring
out every fact possible in a single,
limited area regarding an Unidenti
fied Flying Object. No such inten
sive UFO investigation had ever
been focused on a singlearea before.

I interviewed Ron Smith, 17, a
high-school senior, whoa fewweeks
earlier had been driving with his
mother and his aunt, shortly after
11 p.m., not far from the spot where
Muscarello had been hitchhiking.

"All of a sudden, my aunt told
me to look up at the sky," Smith
told me. "I stopped the car, looked
up and saw an object. It had a red
light on the top, and the bottomwas
white. And it glowed. It passed over
the car once, stopped, then went
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back over again. It didn't make
much sound, just sort of a humming
noise, like a cat purring."

Mrs. Virginia Hale, of Thomsen
Road, Hampton, a UPI stringer and
a local news correspondent, kept a
UFO in clear view over a 10- to

20-minute period. "I was standing
by the sink, looking out the kitchen
window, about 6:25 in the evening.
It caught my eye because it was
bright and going very slow. Then it
stopped dead over by that house. I
marked my window here with a
smear from the dishwater so I could
remember where it lined up. Sud
denly, this thing cut back toward
the southwest, losing altitude so fast
I thought it would crash. At this
point, I could see that it was dome-
shaped and flat underneath."

At the home of Mrs. Rudy Pearce,
on the Exeter-Hampton line, I met
with a delegation of neighboring
housewives. Their accounts of multi
ple sightings continued for more
than an hour. Some of the women
were afraid to go out alone at
night. "Some of these things," said
Mrs. Alfred Deyo, "sit in the air as
long as half an hour. Just sit there."

So many leads began coming in
from the police blotter, newspapers
and ordinary citizens that it was im
possible to follow them all up. But
I did record lengthy interviews with
more than 60 people. Certain com
mon denominators emerged:

Many observers were reluctant to
report their findings because of the
fear of ridicule.

Most people reporting sightings

were familiar with commercial and
military aircraft because of the con
stant traffic at nearby Pease Air
Force Base.

Mostobservers reported luminous,
disk-shaped objects, either white or
orange, or changing in color. Many
people said they saw red, pulsating
lights around the rim.

Most reported absolute silence by
the objects, although in some cases
a high-frequency hum was heard.

A few noted odd behavior of ani
mals, as well as electrical, ignition
and broadcast disturbances.

In some 200 pages of typed tran
scripts, 73 mentions were made that
the UFO's were observed near or
over high-power transmission lines.

None of this information is par
ticularly new to NICAP (the Na
tional Investigations Committee on
Aerial Phenomena, in Washington),
a privately sponsored organization
which has been collating reports
from viewers over the past 20 years
and pushing demands for public
enlightenment on the subject of pos
sible interplanetary phenomena.

Any air base receiving a UFO
report sends an officer to investi
gate. The information is relayed to
Wright-Patterson Field in Dayton,
Ohio, where it is analyzed by scien
tists and technicians. The report is
forwarded to the Pentagon, which
claims that only 6.4 percent of the
thousands of objects sighted remain
unidentified. The rest of the cases
are ascribed to other causes such as
temperature inversion, weather bal
loons, mistaken identity of planes,
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stars, planets, clouds, reflections and
so forth.

Last November, I returned to Exe
ter to gather more confirmation on
the sightings.A particularly graphic
report came from Joseph Jalbert, 16,
a high-school junior. His house is
almost under the poles supporting
the power lines on Route 107. One
evening at dusk, toward the end of
October, he noticed a reddish, cigar-
shaped object high in the sky. In a
moment, he saw a smaller, reddish-
orange disk emerge from it and
begin a slow descent toward earth.
It drew nearer, then skimmed along
the power lines and stopped within
200 feet of him, just a few feet above

the wires. Then, very slowly, a sil
very, pipe-like extension descended
from the disk until it touched the
wire. It remained in contact with the
power line for several seconds, then
was retracted into the disk. Finally,
the disk took off toward the sky at
tremendous speed and disappeared
inside the cigar-shaped object again.

Confidential comments made to
me by Coast Guardsmen and mili
tary men in the area support the lay
men's testimony. Collusion, hoax
or mistaken identity by so many
people seems improbable. The con
tinued official reticence surround
ing the subject of UFO's seems as
mysterious as the Exeter story itself.

Banner Days
Infuriated by the caterwauling of neighborhood felines, I leaped from

bed one warm evening, snatched up a stick the children had left on the
porch and dashed outside to pursue the cats. Car lights suddenly spot
lighted me—barefoot, nightgown flapping, wildly brandishing the stick.
I skidded to a halt, embarrassment changing to humiliation as I realized
the sight I made. For there, from the end of the upraised stick, fluttered
a small but unmistakable American flag. -contributed by Ruth b. wood

Last Memorial Day, my neighbor's two sons were putting up a flag in
their yard. An elderly lady, out for her morning stroll, noted that the flag
had only 48 stars and brought this to their attention, pointing out that it
did not represent the true state of the union. "Oh, that's all right," said
the younger lad. "My mother doesn't recognize Alabama and Mississippi."

— Contributed by Mrs. J. A. Carrington

XXX

\L-ax Burden. The taxes are indeed very heavy, and if those laid by the
government were the only ones, we might easily discharge them. We are
taxed twice as much by our idleness, three times as much by our pride,
and four times as much by our folly; and from these taxes the commis
sioners cannot ease Or deliver US. -Benjamin Franklin
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Newsmen

se Koce 1*LWJL^ w Sills ^
BY JOHN G. FULLER 5<«^» <"./.«**«»* "^ *«"<-*"

I TOLD KIMBALL about

the interviews I had had that

day and wel
comed the
chance to

analyze them
with some
one who- had
a technical

• ' and Journalistic attitude. As
; a newsreel man, Kimball had

covered every kind of story
and had a healthy show-me
attitude. The contrast was

welcome after the charged
! .atmosphere of the Pearce

meeting.
I played him some of the

Pearce interview tapes on the
battery tape recorder.'

'•THIS THING gets crazier
every day," he said. "And
just to show you I'm a com
plete nut, I'm going to bring

'. my Filmc- tonight and keep
it on hand."

We picked up Mrs. Pearce
and Mrs. Deyo at 7:30 and
drove to several spots where
she had said she sighted the
objects.

The first was along 101-C,
about 2 or 3 miles west of

Last

of a

Series

John C. Fuller, colum
nist tor the Saturday Re

view, decider' to check out

reports t h s t unidentified

flying objects had beau
sighted r.e.i.r E::et-r, N. K.,

just a year aro this month..

His exhaustive investiga- •
ticn changed his mind

about flying saucers, and
his report comprises a

fascinating book from'
which' this series is taken.

Hampton. It was at the bot

tom of a moderately long hill,
at the junction of the Exeter
and Hampton Electric com
pany power lines. They
crossed 101-C ac right angles,
cutting a wide swath thru the
woods on either side of the
road.

We waited for several min

utes, but as we expected,
nothing happened. I was in
terested,' tho, to note the
location by the power lines,
for it seemed to suggest that
one of the theories put for

ward by the Exeter police
might have some substance.
But tliero were so many re
ports and theories that it was
hard even to guess at any
thing.

THE VARIATIONS in de
scription of the U. F. O.s
could result not only from'
the apparent changing light
patterns on the objects, but
also from the tendency of all

^people who witness anything
to report subjectively on what
they see, projecting their own
personalities and past experi
ences into the descriptions.

The powerline theory was
at least objective: either they
were, or weren't, seen fre
quently in the vicinity of
power lines, and this could
only be examined in the light
of many interviews.

WE COVERED two or three

locations on highway 38 that'-
both Mrs. Pearce and Mrs.
Deyo described as places
where they had seen the
objects.)

When we reached "the field
where the colonel and the
major had been confronted
by Mrs. Pearce's wrath, we
got out of the car to see if
any strobe lights were visible
from the runway' of the air
base, more than 10 miles
away, and to study the land-
mg-and running light patterns
of planes which might be
over the area.

Both Kimball and I wanted
to dc this to examine with
Mrs. Pearce and Mrs. Deyo
the possibility of mistaken
identity of planes.
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OVER A 15-MINUTE period
we saw the running lights of
four planes, which Kimball
pointed out would be making
a landing pattern for the air
base.

Both Mrs. Pearce and Mrs.
Deyo immediately recognized
them as running lights on
planes, and didn't, as I had
half expected, attempt to con
vert them Into U. F. O.s.

This was a strong point in.
their favor and helpful in
making a better assessment
of the amazing testimony
given me that afternoon.

THE NIGHT was dark,
moonless, with a very high
overcast. No stars were

visible, of course, so that the
winking running lights of the
planes stood out clearly
against the gray void above.

Just as we were getting
ready to get back in the car,
Kimball noticed the running
lights of a smaller plane,
moving at a considerably
faster speed than the lumber
ing B-47s and B-52s coming
up from the northwesterly
horizon from the vicinity of
the air force base.

THE PLANE WAS coming
toward us, moving southeast
at a rapid clip. Its running
lights were plainly visible,
in conventional aircraft
pattern.

It took perhaps 20 seconds
for it to get almost abeam
of us, and the roar of its jet
engine could now be heard.
Its altitude seemed to be
about 6,000 to 8,000 feet, ac
cording to Kimball.

We were both watching it
rather intently because its
pattern was entirely different,
from the other planes we had
observed.

Just before .it drew abeam
of our position, Kimball
nucgad me. "What the hell
is that?" he said.

I LOOKED and saw a rcd-

dlsh-oranfia disk, about one-
fifth the size of a full mocn.
It was about three or four
plane lengths in front of the
jet, which appeared to be- a
fighter. The plane was mov- i
ing as if in hot pursuit. j

The disk was perfectly •
round, dull orange more than •,
red. It was luminous-, glowing, .
incandescent. The plane was i
net closing the distance be- i
twsen it and the object.

We followed both the plane ;
and the object for 18 or'' 20
seconds until they disappeared
below the southeasterly hori- [
zon. i

The whole thing happened •
so fast, that I'm not sure ..
how I reacted. I said to Kim- !
ball, "Well, that sure as hell I
is the most interesting thing '
I've seen."

Mrs. Pearce, however," :
seemed to shrug it off. "That
was nothing," she said. "Wait
until you see one close up."

DRIVING BACK to Exeter

.will Kimball, we rehashed
what we saw, sc that we
would neither minimize nor
exaggerate it.

It had happened so fast
th"t Kimball couldn't -'have
taken a film of it even if he
hadn't left his Fumo on the
front seat of the car. Only
special lenses and a tripod
would have made it possible
to set even some kind Of a *
liffht smear. f

Bi't w. h?d seen something
which was totally without •
logics' explanation, and th?re .
was no question that we :
a~"eeri on what we saw.

Knowing that we would get ,•
no information from the air '
force, we saw no reason' to
report it.

[Condensed from "Incident at Exeter,"
copyright 1966 by John G. Fuller. Re
printed by permission of G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York.J
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BY JOHN G. FULLER

I TURNED to another

neighbor. "Tell me what
you've'

Ninth seen."
"Well," she

of a said, "it was
the first

Series time rve
seen one.

This was last night, as we
were driving on the highway,

' Route 101-C. All of a sudden
it came right across the road,
it dipped right in front of the
car. It had Mghts, we .only
saw two lights on this one,
the width of a wingspread.
They were white, or yellow.
There weren't any red lights
on it. It dipped, it came over
the car, and went up in the
sky.
,„ '.'We lost it, it just dimin-
' )d. As it goes up, it
\v.-/iinishes and they go so
high up they seem to become
stars. But not really stars,
because they come down, and
then up again. This one went
down in the road almost, and
then up over the trees. I
believe they land."

Another neighbor spoke.
'"It's fascinating and
it's weird. And none of these
•things have any sound to
them at all."

John G. Fuller, columnist tor the Satur
day Review, decided to check reports that
unidentified Hying objocts had bean sighted
near Exeter, N. H. just a year ago this
month. His exhaustive repetft changed Ful
ler's mind about "flying/kaucers" and com
prises a fascinating book from which this
series is taken.

MRS. PEARCE spoke up
again. "The real close ones
I've seen have been 4 or 5
feet above the ground, if. not
on the ground. They hover
right in the fields. That's what
these people, up at the air
base are so foolish about. I
•mean it's stupid. I don't know
why someone can't catch one
of these things or get within
distance of It." '

A Mrs. Edmund Liscomb,
who •lived a few houses up
Wa r n e r lane from the
Pearces' spoke. "The one I
saw last night was a big,
orange ball. Nothing but
orange."

"I've seen an air force
plane chasing one," a teen-
aged girl said. •"It was be
fore dark, the sun had just
barely gone down, about 7
o'clock. And several people
saw it, because I was over
in North Hampton.

"It was reported by several
others that day. It 'was light
enough so that you could
make out the jet plane clearly
and it was tearing across the
sky. Just ahead of it, and up
a little bit from the plane,
was this orangish-red ball,
like a red ball of fire. And
they were both tearing across
the sky. And the plane
couldn't get anywhere near
it."

"THEY SEEM to send
planes out after these things
all the time," Mrs. Pearce
added. "On the 17th of Sep
tember—I made a note of it, •
because I've now begun to
keep track of these things—
we were going up to Exeter.
This thing with red, green,
and white lights on it stopped
over a house. We watched it
for 2 or 3 minutes, and then
a jet plane came. And when it
did, every single light on the
object went out.

"The plane went by, and
the lights came on again. The
plane came back, and the
lights went out. Then the ob
ject went off, and the plane
remained there circling and
recircling the spot. And the
air base tells you nothing.
That's why I get sick of
telling them about it."

The atmosphere in the liv
ing room had simmered down
a little now, and I was
anxious to turn my attention
to the younger people. I
spoke first with Mrs. Pearce's
13-year-old daughter Sharon.
She was an attractive young
ster, a little nervous under
questioning.

"Can you tell me what you
saw, and when?" I asked.



"WELL," SHE said. "This

was in July — the one my
mother mentioned to you."

"That's all right," I said.
"I want to hear what it looked

like' to you."
"We went over to Mrs.

Shaw's house, and we were
coming home' about 11:30.
And we saw these bright

• lights in the field. And my
mother thought it was a
wreck, so she started down
the side of the road. We

didn't know what it was, and
' as we got close to it, we

stopped and we were sitting
there for a couple of minutes.
And we heard no sound at all..,

We just didn't know what it
was. It was sitting just above
the road, and it was hover
ing."

"How high from the ground
was it hovering?"

"It wasn't over the trees."

"AND ABOUT how big did
it appear?"

"About as big around as a
car, maybe bigger."

"As big around as a car.
And could you make out the
shape?"

"The lights were so bright,
it was hard. But I think it was.
kind of oval-shaped."

"What were the lights
like?"

"They were steady, they
weren't blinking."

"Then what happened?"

"WELL, WE drove away.
My .mother told me to keep
watching out back." .

"How far were you from
it when you watched it
hover?"

Sharon looked out the win- j
dow, pointed to a car about i

' 30 feet away. "About from |
• here to that car,'v she said. >

"Could you give me a bet
ter idea as to the shape?"

"We couldn't see too well.
But the top was molded, like
a dome."

"It was just hovering be- i
low the treetops, over the
road or ove rthe field?"

"Over the field."

"AND YOU and your
: mother drove away?"

"Yes, 'cause it looked like
it was coming toward us. So
we took off fast. We were
really scared."

I was watching Sharon
closely during the' interview.
There was no question at all
that she was telling the truth
as she saw it. What impressed
me was that the people here,
in this modern development,
with its ordinary streets, its
tidy lawns, its typification of
suburbia, reported so convinc
ingly a phenomenon which,
if it turned out to be true,'
would signal a whole new era
of history.

Their spontaneous reactions
indicated that there was no
hoax here, no collusion, no
attempt to fictionalize their
stories. Mrs. Pearce, the most
verbal, the natural leader of
the group, was 'vociferous
and strong. She had, accord
ing to both her own and
Patrolman Novak's testi
mony, stood tpe to toe with
the air force colonel and^ma-
jor, demonstrating a fTrm
conviction.

[Condensed from "Incident at
Exeter," copyright 1966 by John G.
Fuller. Reprinted by permission of .
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.]

TOMORROW: The author '
sights a "flying saucer."
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Entire Neighborhood
Affirms-That U.F.O.
Played Tag

John G. Fuller, columnist for the re
spected Saturday Review, decided to check
out for himself repeated reports that uniden

tified flying objects had been sighted near
Exeter, N. H., just a year ago this month.
His exhaustive study changed Fuller's mind —
about "flying saucers" and comprises a fas- •

cinatmg book from which this series is taken.
Condensed from "Incident at Exeter," © 1966

by John G. Fuller. Reprinted by permission
of G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York City.

(&!*•/*, S.J. ClQfCi**/ ^/c*S
BY JOHN G. FULLER

CONTINUING MY investigation of the Exeter U. F. 0.
sightings, I visited the home of Mrs. Lillian Pearce. I was
almost stunned by what I found inside. Sitting in a,semicircle
was a group of a half a dozen or so of the neighbors, waiting
for me, and anxious to tell me of their many experiences
with U. F. O.s. Also in the room were several teen-agers,

mostly of high school age, who were ready
to volunteer their personal stories.

I had been expecting a single description
from Mrs. Pearce and instead, I was faced
with a neighborhood meeting. It was helpful,
of course, because I could compare several
stories with the others I had heard. For the

first time in the research. I got the feeling that the U. F. 0.
incidents were far more widespread, more frequent, and more
recent than I had suspected.

The room was so crowded, it was difficult to keep the
meeting coherent. Mrs. Pearce dropped the opening bombshell
by -announcing that she had encoutered a low-level U. F. 0.
only the evening before, as she was1 driving her children and
those of a neighbor home from a dance. I quickly scanned
the other faces—both the housewives' and the teen-agers'—
to see if any disbelief was registered. None was. There were
only nods of assent. I was a little numbed by this, but went
on with the questioning.

"This was a real odd craft last night, I kid you not," Mrs.
Pearce said. -

•"It was definitely not a plane?" I asked.
"Definitely. It was treetop level and had an enormous

span."
••'Where was it in relation to your house here?"
"It was up by the next farm," Mrs. Pearce said. "Just

as you turn the corner here on Route 101-C.
"WE WERE on Warner lane, just off this road, one of the

main highways from Exeter to Hampton."
"About what time?" I asked.

' ' "About ten," Mrs.'Pearce said. "These kids here were
with me."

Eighth

of a

Series

I looked around the room, at the teen-agers. If there is
any proclivity that can be said to be certain, it is that of
teen-agers to debate or neutralize any parent who tries to
exaggerate in front' of them. I was watching carefully for
this reaction. "All of you saw this?" I asked the teen-agers.

They replied, almost in concert, that they had.
"It was real wide," said Mrs. Pearce. "It went right

over our car. I'm not kidding you. Mrs. Deyo—Doris here—
was with us."

I LOOKED in Mrs. Deyo's direction. She nodded in assent.
"How can you be sure it wasn't a plane?" I asked.
"Do planes make no noise?"
"This was silent?" . ,
"This was absolutely silent. This was not a plane. All of

us here know planes, day or. night."
Mrs. Deyo spoke. "It looked like it had a lot of little, I

call them portholes, except they were square. Thelight coming
through them was solid white."

"There were other lights on it, but they were dim," said
Mrs. Pearce. "Several colors, red, green, orange. All over.
And the surface seemed to be metal. I don't mean that
metal, can change shape, I mean the lights all around it,
they can change the pattern, and make it seem to change
shape. I say the lights can camouflage it in the air, they def
initely can. I b.elieve that 100 per cent."

"This thing just dropped down toward the car," Mrs.
Deyo said. "It dropped down, and it seemc _t take on red
'lights, and it followed us. My son was in another car pear
us, and he saw it over our car."

"How close over the car?"

"I mean close," Mrs. Pearce said. "Not more than 8 to
10 feet above it. The lights seemed to circulate, rotate around
it. Airpline lights don't do this. They flash on and off."

THE ATMOSPHERE in the room was tense and electric.

It was still hard to control the group, toNkeep everybody from
speaking at once.

"Let's go back," I said to Mrs. Pearce, "to your first
experience. And the objects you saw closest to you." -

"The first .experience I had was on July 29, this past
summer. This was before anybody had seen anything around
here. That I know of, anyway.

"I was with my daughter here, my 14-year-old, and we
first thought it was an accident down the road. With these I
bright, flashing red lights. It seemed to be right on the road. !
When we got near it, I could see this wasn't an accident. It !
was a huge craft, right on.a field beside the road. Then it
suddenly took.off. My daughter won't go out at night alone
anymore, since then. I'm not a brilliant brain, but I'm not
stupid, either. I can tell you what I saw. I don't care if any
body believes me or not. These things I saw. And nobody's
ever going to try to convince me any way different."
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"IT'S JUST LIKE I told the colonel at the air base: 'You
show me the craft,' I said. He said he couldn't show me the
craft, the air force had no such thing. I said, 'Then what is
it?' He said, 'It's a U. F. 0.' All right, I-was told that over
•the phone, when I called the base after this July incident. I
wasn't even going to call them. I told one of my friends that
•they'll think I'm nuts.

"All right," I said. "Let's get back to the closest sighting
you made.

"This is the one that went right over my car, and I hung
. out the window trying to get a picture of it. And the air
force wanted' the negative. Unfortunately, it didn't come out.

"I would say it was as big around as a jet. The front was
rounded. And it had sort of fins in the back, flat out, not
upright. There was a dome shape to the top and it looked
sort of like hammered metal. It had smaller lights all over
it, both sides, the bottom and the top. It had larger red
lights surrounding the edge of it. The lights go on and off
all over it. And it can glow all over. And the underneath
part, like the old dirigibles, there was what I call httle
square windows .across, square compartments on the bottom
of this thing."

"How did it maneuver?"

"THE THING WAS ahead of mc. It would play tag with
me, whatever you want to callit. It went ahead of me, with
red, orange and white lights on at that moment: All right,
the thing turned, and I stopped my car there, I had the motor
running and the lights on dim, but I- had stopped.

"Doris Deyo was on the road, I was hanging out this side
of the car, out the window with a camera. That thing turned
around and came directly, like this, right over the top of
my car. Now there was no noise, no rush of air. I know that
sounds foolish, but there wasn't. The first thing I saw then
was like floodlights hitting the street, right into the middle
of the street. But I felt no heat."

TOMORROW: The neighbors continue their reports on
U. F. 0. sightings.
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By John G. Fuller

THE STREETS of Exeter at midnight are ghostly and quiet. The shops
on Water street, which sprawl along the bank of the Squamscott river, are
dim and silent. Across from Batchelde r's bookstore the faint blue fluorescent

light POLICE flickers and glows unce rtainly from the side of the Town hall
building.

Inside, Desk Officer Scratch
Toland holds a nightly rein
on cruisers No. 21 and No. 22,
most frequently manned by c
Patrolmen Bertrand and Hunt '
on the midnight to 8 a. m.
tour of duty.

Scratch Toland, with a
round and impish face, is a

veteran officer on the force. ,•
With his help, I was able to
cull the names of over a doz- "'•
en witnesses to UFO incidents '••
—many more than I had an
ticipated—from the police ••
blotter. »

"This is interesting," I told' <
' Toland. "I didn't know you :

had so many leads." •
"Lot of people were keep- •

ing 'em quiet," Toland said, j
"Afraid people might think ;
they were1nuts. Thing that '

• brought so much attention to \
the Sept. 3 sighting was that i
there were two officers on !
hand to testify directly." \

"Do you think there are •
many more sightings unre- ,
ported, not on the blotter?" !

"I know so," said Toland. }
"Keep running into people I

-who tell me they saw such- J
and-such quite a few weeks 1
ago, a few nights ago, or '
whenever it was. It's getting i
now so that people aren't j
even bothering to report
them."

First Viewer

Was 'Shook-up'
ALTHO I KNEW it was

going to be repetitious, I
asked Toland to go over the
night of Sept. 3 with me in
detail. Somewhere, I felt,
some new- clews might
emerge.

"When' was the first you
heard of this?" I asked.

"Well," Toland said, "the.
Muscarello kid come in. He
must have come in around
25 minutes past 2, I think it
was. And he was all shook
up. He said he'd been watch
ing this thing, and said it had
been hovering over the field
out there."

"How shook up was he?"
I asked.

"He was real shook up,"
Toland said. "And he ain't
the kind of kid that shakes up
too easy, either."

Witness Describes

Light of Object
"WELL, I DID and I

didn't," Toland said. "You
could tell he meant what he ,
was saying. You don't get all •
upset like this over nothing. '
And this kid wasn't faking." ;

"He was so shook up you .
were inclined to believe him?" -

"When was the next you t
heard from Bertrand?"

"When he got out there on ,
route 150," Toland said. The '
low, dim light over the police
desk, the small dark room ,
with shadows cast up from ,
the single desk light, madp it ,
an ideal place for a ghost
story, space age or not. ;
"When he got out there with ,%
Muscarello, he called in on
the radio. He didn't see any

thing, he even sounded bored.
But, he says, we're going to
take a walk down the field.

• Then . the radio was silent.

"IT WAS SILENT for quite
a few minutes. And then the
damnedest noise you ever
heard, couldn't even rec
ognize Gene's voice!"

"What was the reaction?"
"Reaction? That's no word

for it. He was hollering. I
never heard him- holler that
way before or since. 1 see
it! I see it!' he was holler
ing. And I started to laugh
then, because I figured he
was pretty scared."

- "What about Hunt?" I
asked. "Where was he at this
time?"

"Well, Dave, he was hear
ing all the talk between Gene
Bertrand and me over his
cruiser radio. Dave was. in
the other cruiser, No. 20. By
the time Dave got there, the.
thing was just taking off over
the field toward Hampton.
And right after that, I got the
call from the telephone oper
ator about the man in the
phone booth at Hampton."

Toward Hampton? I decid
ed to check for further de
tails there.

John G. Fuller, col-
u m ti i s t for the re

spected Saturday Re
view, was no believer

in "flying saucers."
However, when he read

reports of repealed
sightings of Unidenti
fied Flying Objects
near Exeter, N. H., he
decided to check them

' out. After preliminary-
research he 'went to

Exeter and began to
interview all' persons
who reported seeing •
UFOs. Today he con
tinues his quest. Pub
lication of this series

does not imply that-
C li i c a g o's American
either believes or dis

believes in the exist

ence of UFOs, but we
do like a highly read
able book.



Women Reporter's
Careful Report

MRS. VIRGINIA HALE —

the UP I stringer and re
porter for the Haverhill
[Mass.] Gazette—lived in a

. generous ranch house on a
trim residential street in
Hampton, not far from the
ocean.

Mrs. Hale was an experi
enced observer. She knew
every conventional flight pat
tern of nearby Portsmouth
air base, as well as the com
mercial air lanes reserved for

, air liners on their way to Bos-
,' ton.
s She took me immediately

to her kitchen window, set
above her spotless stainless-

• steel sink, and pointed out the
portion of the sky in which
she first saw the unknown

. craft. She had kept it in clear
view over a 5 to 10 minute
period. She pointed to a soap-
ish smear on a pane of her

_ window.

"I put my finger in the
dishwater the minute I saw
this thing in the sky," she
told me, "because I wanted
to clearly mark the position
.where it was when it first*
came into view. The only
thing I had handy to do this
was the soapy water, and

; you can still see it there—
•' faintly, of course. But it's
•' there."

WE MOVED OUTSIDE, as
she reenacted what had hap-

' pened. "At the moment the
oject stopped I came out here
on the terrace. Now, I would -
estimate that it was out be- -
yond the coast guard, station •
which is right on the shore, '.•
just over these houses here, f
After it started up again, it •
moved much faster. The '
B-47s go further east and fur- !
ther north before they cut i
back. And when this thing cut f
back toward the southwest,
coming directly back and los
ing altitude fast, coming in

• really fast, and coming, al
most, I swear I thought it was
coming right at me.

"Could you get a clear look
at it at this time?"

"Well, at this point 1 could
see from underneath, too. It
was dome-shaped, and under-

- neath, it was flat. Its altitude
was now about twice the
height of that chimney. By
the time it was over here, I
could see the bottom and the

. front of it plainly. •And here '
I got a full view of the hot- '
torn and the back, and tail if
you want to call it that. It
didn't really have a tail, may
be you'd call it a fin. Then I
went into the house and
looked out the front window."

- "You could definitely rule
. out a plane?"

"DEFINITELY," she said.
"If you're around here any
time at all, you'll notice the
B-47s come by here on their
landing pattern, and they go
just about directly over this
house. Then they head out to
sea, to the east, turn slightly
west, and come in by Rye
and North Hampton.

"So I 'am familiar with all |
• that. And, 0, there was one I
° thing I forgot to tell you. '
. Right after I saw this, there '*
: was a commercial plane mov- ,
'. ing on a steady flight pattern (

and I used that to contrast it '
, with this thing, and to check '
i the altitude and erratie mave-
* ment of the object. I also '
, checked the time, and called
' this girl, another correspond- '
; ent, in Seabrook. I thought
i she might have seen what I
' didn't see.

; "Now what -exactly did it
; look like? I'd say maybe it .
' looked like a golfball, sliced

off more than half, and with
another slice taken off where -
this fin was. As close as I
can describe, it was very ,
bright, not like any kind of
light I can think of. I know
I've seen something like the
texture of this light, not a reg
ular electric light. Matter of
fact, the Puritron was the
first thing I thought of."

. ' "What's a Puritron?"
"It's an ultraviolet light, .

an air purifier. I have one
here, and I'll show you. The

: light was bluish-green, • but
more green and white than it '

. was biue. It had very defi
nite outlines, and that was -,
what I wasn't quite sure of at

.- first. It did have a httle glow
' around it, but that could eas- N
. ily have been a reflection of

what was coming from with
in."

Mrs. Hale showed me the
, Puritron, an air purifier

which glowed inside with a '
bright, greenish-blue ultra
violet light. We also experi
mented with putting a light
bulb inside a semi-opaque-
plastic pitcher, which, if the
light had been brighter, she
felt would have approximated •
the appearance of the strange
light of the unknown object.

TOMORROW: A host of >
UFO sighters 'report.
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Every year, scores of persons report sightings of.

Unidentified Flying Objects—Flying Saucers. John
G. Fuller, columnist for the Saturday Review, was
skeptical of such reports—until, he investigated
reputed sightings at Exeter, N. H., just a year. ago.
Fuller's account is.presented here in the first of a
series.

A
By John G. Fuller # '

T 2:24 A.- M. ON Sept. 3. 1965, Norman Muscarello, 3
weeks away from joining the navy, plunged into the Exeter

police station in a state of near shock. He.was white, and
shaking. Patrolman Reginald "Scratch" Toland, on du:y i:
the desk, helped him light a cigaret before he calmed uowii
enough to talk.

His story came out in bursts. He had bee.i hitchhikir*2 ou
Oute 150 from Amesbury, Mass., to his home L. Hxeusr, a

stance of 12 miles. Traffic was sparse,' and he- wa» Jcread
to walk most of the way. By 2 a'. m. he resciiec-K^^ian,
a few miles short of his home. Near an opir. iitslil ^v^n

, two houses; the Thing, as he called it, cuine t>u; ,.i' ,. e sky
directly toward him. It was as big as or bi^er \t.:-r. . r.-;„^.
It appeared to be 30 to 90 feet in diameter, w"..".. j. ''
sating red lights around an apparent rim. ii voce
and floated toward him. It mwlo nn noise v.... v-.

seemed as if it was going so i»ii hh.i. i.j 'n ....
shoulder of the road. Then the object c.j.-.co-
slowly, and'hovered directly over the tool a o... ..

, Finally, it backed off far enough for .\ii,.-,ear.- '.„ ,j
for the house. He poundcu oi\ ihe door,

•answered.

At that moment, a car tvnic by. mov;/ig in the direction of
Exeter. He ran to ,the midt.i.; of the road and waved his arms
frantically. A middle-aged couple drove him into Exeter and
dropped him off at the police station.

THE KID !..u. cahiK-ii down a little i'ou, oliho he kepi
lighting one cig.-i^i. after another

"Look," said l^uscarelio. "I -know you ,0.1't believe me.
I don't blame yoa. But you got to send ioniittody back out
there with me!"

The kid pei.- :cd. Officer Tolar.d. puz^.c
impressed by h -. ancerify. He called in Crui-c.

Within 5 mu.utes', Patrolman Eugene Beiw\
the station. Bertrand, an air force nan dura:
war, with air-to-air refueling- expensive 0

..:. pj.-

• •.. V• Md it

:.: . .•i.'.r.V.i.V
.C ^.UC-C C.l.

i"\.. -10U.SOS.

vig. i\o on»

ai first, was
Nc. 21.

d puhed into
i.:ie Korean

aC-S? tankers,
• 30 cei'ori, cruising
:..'.:zs cut of Exeter

he had come across a car parks:! 0:-. .i.c cy^ass, a lone woman
at the wheel. Trying to keep he. ccir.posvie, she had said that
a huge, silent, airborne object had trailed her from the town

/^""reported an odd coincidence. An ho.r
V^liear-the overpass on route 101 ^••••- •

[Continued on page 8,. col. 5]

ying Sauce

ey Real!
[Continned from page 1]

of Epping, 12 miles away,
only a few feet from her car.
It had brilliant, flashing red
lights. When she had reached
the overpass, it suddenly
took off at tremendous speed
and disappeared. among the
stars.

"I thought she was a
keck," Bertrand told Toland.
"& I didn't bother to radio
in." '

Toland turned to the kid
with a little more interest.
"This sounds like the thing
you saw?"

"Sounds exactly like lt,"
said Muscarello.

It was nearly 3 a. m. when
Patrolman Bertrand, still try-
k;: to calm Muscarello down,
i.rr. ,-od bacl: ac the field along
Rc.dc 150. The night was
clear, moocless, and warm.
Visibility w^s ..r.Ihr.itcd.' Ee
ple^oC up che radio mike :o
ca':" 10 Toland that >s w;\v

naming at all, but that the
ycw.jster was still so tense
tboLct U.e situation he was
gong 10 walk out or. the field
with him to investigate far-

. ther. "I'll be out c~. v:,n crud

er for a few mmuces," -.^
said, "so if you don": get an
answer eo the rac-o, den't
worry about it."

nSRTRAND sr.d .v;.:.,vv.-

rello walked down t':s slop
ing field in the dark Z^nrand
probing the trees c. zir.e as,-
taacs with his, nashll^lic.
About 100 yards av- ay 'iro.'a
the roaclsids wat * corra^,
where horsos weru kept.
When they reached the fence,
;U;d still saw nothing, Bert
rand tried to reassure the kid,
explaining that it must have
bean a helicopter. Muscarello
I'li/used to be placated. He in
sisted that he was familiar
with all types Of conventional
aircraft.

Then, as Beru-a^a :i;rn^d
his back tc :hc c:-.ts: to

shine his h;r.t x'-v.-.rj the
tree line t'. the (.Ci.., th?
horses in the. corral begM tc
kick and whinny and bit £
the sides of :he r>arn <=-",c

fence. Dogs 1". the nearby
houses begsr: howling. Mus
carello let out ^ yell.

"I see it! I see it!" ha

screamed. '
Bertrand reeled and looked

toward the trees beyond the
corral.

IT WAS RISING slowly

from behind two tall pines: a
brilliant roundish object,
without a sound. It came to^
ward them wobbling and
yawing. The entire area was
bathed in brilliant red light.
The white sides of Carl Din-
ing's house turned blood-red.
The Russell house, 100 yards
away, turned the same color.
Bertrand reached for his .38,
then thought better of it and
shoved it back in its holster.
Muscarello froze in his tracks.
Bertrand yanked him toward;
the cruiser.

Back at the Exeter police
station, Scratch Toland was
nearly blasted out of his chair
by Bertrand's radio call. "My
God. I see the damn thing
myself!"

I
BERTRAND AND Mnsca- ;

rello watched the object hov- •
er about 100 feet above them, i
about a football field's dis- :
:a;:ce away. It was rocking
oack and forth on its axis,
s.'ili absolutely silent. The
pulsating red lights seemed to
dim from left to right, then
from right to left, in a 5-4-3-
2-1, then 1-2-3-^5 pattern, cov.-
enng about 2 \econds for each
cycle. It wa; hard to make '
oi.t a definite ^.ape because .
of the brillia.-.v of the lights.

rr HOVEi'.iliJ tiiere, 100

">.er above the f.eid, for sev
eral minutes. Sali no noise, •
except for the .-orses and
cogs. Then, *'"'h it began-
to move away -. .uw^rd, to- ',
ward Hampto •

At that mor.c. - f _'.rolman !
David Hunt, puiiea up. He .
h:.c heard the radio conver- ,;
iCtions between Bertrand and ,
Toland atv the desk, and had
scrambled out to the scene.
Bertrand jumped out to join I
Hunt at the edge of the field. [

"I could see that fluttering >
movement," Hunt says. "It ]
was going from left to right, •
between the top; of two big |
trees. I could s;-i ">.ose pul
sating lights v.'ss rock
ing when it did '.'".1 . . Air
planes don't dc .:. •• - er it ;
moved out of s^- , :. vard ,
Hampton, toward re cfan. '
we waited awhiic ,\ B-47 I
came over. You co.Ja .e "•*?
difference. There \.as :.c cc...- '
parison."

[Condensed from the book/ "Incident it !
Exeter," by John G. Fuller Reprinted
by permission of -G. P. Putnam's Sons, .
New York]

MONDAY—More details on

the UFO sightings.
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SYNOPSIS: Norman Muscarello, a young man

about to enter the navy, plunged into the Exeter, N. H.,
police station Sept. 3, 1965. He was white and shaking.
He had seen a "Thing,"' as he called it. Patrolman
Eugene Bertrand went with him to a highway where
Muscarello said he saw the U. F. O. Some minutes

later, police heard Bertrand's radio call: "My God. I see
.the damn thing myself !"

BY JOHN G. FULLER

WITHIN MOMENTS after

the object slid over the trees
•and out of sight of Bertrand,
Muscarello, and Patrolman
David Hunt, Scratch Toland
took a call at the police desk
from an Exeter night oper

ator.

"She was all excited," says
Toland. "Some man had just •

called her, and she traced
the call to one of them out
side booths in Hampton, and
he was so hysterical he could
hardly talk straight. He told
her that a flying saucer came

right at him,
Second butbefore he

could finish,
of q he was cut

off. I got on

Series thVho"S
and called

the Hampton police, and they
notified Pease Air Force
base."

The blotter of the Hampton
police department covers the
story tartly:

Sept. 3, 1965: 3 a. m.
Exeter Police Dept. reports
unidentified flying object in
that area. Units 2, 4 and
Pease Air Force alerted.

ucers—A 3 J Real Th: ¥) o \ v

usual had happened. He said
that I wouldn't believe what

he saw during the night, and
then he told me about it. And

I still didn't believe him.

Until after all the reports

came in."

For days afterward, when
ever he went to bed Bertrand
would think about it. "It's
a startling thing," lie says,
"and you think about it be
cause you wonder what it is.
Your mind imagines the im
possible. The world is going
so fast that it could be some
thing from outer space. It
makes you wonder what it is.
It makes you wonder, it really
docs. Dave and I talk about
it often. I get the feeling
from him that he doesn't

think it belongs to the air
force. I want to keep, my
mind open. Look for a rea
sonable explanation.

"But then, as I look back
in my mind again, I wonder.
When I first heard the kid
tell about it, I thought it
must have been a plane. But
the more he talked, I knew
it couldn't be one. Then I
was sure ho was talking about

2 ? g .a .s Sig « s §
S> si .-9 §..3.2-a S

.•s^?l:-;^li
^•fVl <** CU w rrtO~

-•SOTJuogcj.S g
SUSS o. ra •— -y o 5? g

a helicopter. 1 did ask him
on that 4-mile ride out to
the place, did you feel any
wind? 1 know from a helicop
ter, lie's bound to feel some
wind from it. But he said
he didn't. I thought he might
have got scared and was mis
taken. When wc watched it,
Dave and I and the kid tried
to listen, to hear a mtor. We
did everything to check it
out.

"We weren't believing our
eyes. Your mind is telling
you this can't be true, and
yet you're seeing it. So you
check out your eyes to make
sure you're seeing what
you're really seeing. We just
couldn't come up with an an
swer. I kept tolling Dave,
what is that, Dave? What do
you think? He'd say, I don't
know. I had never seen an

aircraft like that before, and
I kno w damn well they
haven't changed that much
since I was in the service."

LT. WARREN Cottrell was

on ihc desk at 8 o'clock that

morning. He read Bertrand's
report, a rough piece of yel
low manuscript paper hunt-
and-pecked as a supplement
to tho regular blotter. It read:

At 2:27 a. m., officer To
land on duty at the desk
called me into the station.

Norman J. Moscarcllo,
205Vfe Front street, was in
the station and he was up
set.

lie had told Officer To
land thai on the way home
from Amesbury, Mass., in

Every year, especially Rt this time, scores
of persons report sightings of Unidentified
Flying Objects, usually called Flying Saucers.
John G. Fuller, columnist for the Saturday
Review, was highly skeptical of the reports—
until he investigated reputed sightings at
Exeter, /V. II., a year ago. What he learned is
'as fascinating as a superlative mystery story.
Fuller's account is presented here without
evaluation by us as to whether UFOs really
do exist.

Kensington, N. H., while
walking along Rt. 150 an
unidentified flying object
came out of the sky with
red lights on it.

He got down on the road
so that it would nt get him.
Officer 'Poland sent me lo

this place where Muscarel
lo had seen this thing.

The place was a field
near Tel. and Tel. pole No.
608 on Rt. 150. I did not see
anything.

It got out of the cruiser
and went into the field and
all of a sudden this thing
came at me at about 100

feet off the ground with
red lights going back and
forth. Officer Hunt got
there and also saw this

thing. It had no motor and
came thru the air like a

leaf falling from the tree.
By the time Hunt got to

this field, the U. F. C. had
gone over the trees, but
he saw it.

COTTRELL called Tease

Air Force base to reconfirm

, the incident, and by 1 in the
afternoon, Maj. Thomas Grif
fin and Lt. Alan Brandt ar
rived. They went to the scene

of the sighting, interviewed*
Bertrand, Hunt, and Musca
rello at length and returned
to the base with little com

ment. They were interested
and serious.

By nightfall that evening,
a long scries of phone calls
began coming into the police
station, many from people
who had distrusted their own

senses in previous sightings
before the police report.

Nightfall also marked the
beginning qf a 3-wcek nightly
vigil by Muscarello, his moth
er, and several friends. In the
short time left before he was
to go to Great Lakes naval
training station, he was de
termined to see it again. He
did.

Condensed from the book, "Incident
at Exeler," copyright 1966 bv John G
Fuller. Reprinted by permission of
G. P. Pulnam's Sons, Mow York Cily.

TOMORROW: The author's

skepticism, and how he hap
pened to go after the "flying
saucer" story.
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G-fl„ <*&(, 'Incident at Exeter
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/o/in G. Fuller, a columnist for the Sat-
'urday Review, was no, believer in "flying
saucers." But he decided to investigate re
ports of repeated sightings of unidentified
flying objects at Exeter, N. H., just a year
ago. What he found out changed his mind
about V. F. O.'s. His report, in a fascinating
book, "Incident at Exeter," is partly re
produced in this series. It is presented here
without evaluation by this newspaper .as
to whether U. F. O.'s do exist.

BY JOHN G. FULLER

- ON THE MORNING of Sept. 14, 1965, 11 days after officers
Bertrand and Hunt had filed their report, I was faced with a
deadline for the regular column I write for the Saturday
Review. At this time, I knew nothing about the incident at

Exeter and little, if anything, about Unidenti
fied Flying Objects. !

I decided it might make an interesting
column to take a single isolated' case of a
U. F. 0. sighting and track it down to prove .
it out as either an iilussion, a mistaken iden
tity, or something which had to remain a

mystery. It would, if nothing else, be an interesting space-age
; ghost story, and it was on this premise that I put in a long-;
! distance call to the National Investigations Committee on,
j Aerial Phenomena i.i Washington.
j -N. I. C. A. P. was set up in 1956 under the direction of
i Major Donald E. Keyhoe, USMC [Ret.]. It is known for its
j conservative and technical approach to the subject. Among its

board of governors and par.al of special advisers are former
air force officers, commercial air line pilots, engineers, tech
nicians, clergymen, astronomers, retired naval officers, and
NASA technicians.

On the phone, Richard Eall, the Assistant Director of"
N. I. C. A. P., was cooperative and helpful.

"Couldyou give me some examples?" I asked.- ' -
"Well," he said, "on September third—just a week or so

ago—there were two extreme low-level sightings reported to
us. One'in Exeter, New Hampshire; the other southeast of
Houston, Tex.

"BOTH OF THEM ARE police reports, so we can count on
them at least being fairly reliable. In the Texas story, two
policemen from Angleton, started to investigate a large object
which had landed in a field. When it moved toward them, they
jumped back in their car and drove off fast.".
^i "What about the Exeter case?" I asked.

^J Ke gave mo s. brief summary of oflicers Bertrand and
Hunt and t.ie^r story. I made a not2 to contract their New
England subcommittee member, u Raymond Fowler, who was
a technician with Sylvania Electric's Minute Man program.

*~y Third
of a

Series

I REACHED RAYMOND FOWLER, the New England sub
committee member, on the phone later in the day. He had, he
told me, returned from Exeter, N. H., a few days before, and
had just filed an 18-page report to Washington which had prob
ably not arrived there yet. He had obtained signed statements .
from both policemen involved, surveyed the area, and con
firmed as much detail as possible about the .sighting.

"I can't seem to find any holes in it," he said. "Both the
officers are intelligent, capaole, and seem to know what
they're talking about. The sighting was near, and it was low.
Bertrand's experience in air force refueling makes him
capable of discriminating between a .U. F. 0. and anything
else in the air, commercial or military."

The call to Fowler was the first of seven. But the incident
still had to be confirmed direct from the source, and it wasn't
until after nearly three hours of long distance conversation
that I was satisfied that I could report at least the-available
facts.

AFTER CONFIRMING with the Exeter police desk that
the story was officially on the blotter of Sept. 3, 1955, I 'talked
with Lt. Warren Cottrell,- who told me that both Bertrand and
Hunt were level-headed and calm, and not at all inclined to
exaggerate. What's more, the station had been getting too
many reports from too many reliable people to question the
fact that something was being seen, and being seen regularly.

•"They're still coming' in from all over," the lieutenant
said. "And either you believe these people or call them nuts.
Well, I know a lot of them, and they definitely are not nuts.
They're good, quiet respectable people who wouldn't be
inclined to go around making up yarns like this.

"Now take Bertrand, for instance. He's one of the tough
est boys on the force. We send him out on all the rough lobs.
Not afraid of anything. But boy, he was scared this time. I will
say this—if only one of these boys saw this thing, I might have
taken the live ammunition out of his gun. Or if I had any
reason to doubt him and Hunt, I'd put 'em in the back room
and give 'eni some blocks to piay with. • "

"And I'll tell you this much—if I.had seen this thing, the
way they describe it, and I was alone—nobody else would've
ever heard about it."
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I WAS UNABLE to reach Patrolman David Hunt, but

finally got through a call to Patrolman Eugene Bertrand, who
patiently wont through his story in detail, "

. "I was sure this was a helicopter that the kid-was describ
ing. But when it come up from behind the trees, I knew right
away that it .wasn't a helicopter or any kind of craft I ever
ran into. Then when it started coming at lis, I kept wonder
ing why we didn't feel any breeze "from the blades, and no
sound. No sound at all, that's what got me. No tail, no wings,
no sound. Ail I can tell you is that it was definitely a craft,
a big one, with the lights so bright that you couldn't make out
the shape at all. And it was low. Not much over the tree-
tops. ..."•• ." . " '' - / ,

THERE WAS NO doubt that these people took this thing
seripusly, and all seemed of better than average intelligence.
Even though I had been warned that I would get little or no
information from the Pease air force base in Portsmouth, a
dozen or so miles away from Exeter, I put in a call to the
public information office 'there and spoke with Sgt. Robert
Szarvas. ' • ,'

"About the only thing I can do," he said, "is to confirm
•the fact that there have been a large number ,of sightings
reported to us. Some of them.come from important and influ
ential people, there's no doubt about that.

"The air force has a set procedure,. and our hands are
tied for releasing any specific information. When we get a
report on a U. F. 0. we take down the information, send out
a rated officer who gathers as much mformation as possible.
This is sent along to Wright-Patterson air force, base in
Dayton, where they have a team of scientists who evaluate all
the reports that come in. They're supposed to come up with
the answers, but any release of information is made directly
from the Pentagon."

"How much information does the Pentagon release?" I
asked him. . '

"Well," Sergeant Szarvas said, "I don't think it's so much
censorship as it is that the local bases aren't able to supply
as much competent information on the subject as the Wright-
Patterson air base can supply."

As Richard Hall of N. I. C. A. P. had suggested, it looked
as if the air force position was a one-way street. .

TOMORROW: The author begins his "on site" investiga
tion of the U. F. 0. sightings with some research preliminaries.
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'Incident at Exeter'

for
John G. Fuller, columnist for the Satur

day Review, was no believer in flying sau
cers, but- he decided to check reports of
sightings near Exeter, N. H. His new book,
"Incident at Exeter? is condensed in this .
series. Publication does not imply that Chi
cago's American isfor oragainst U. F. O.s— ,
we simply think this is a fascinating story.

I**.* S.J. L»««*» *"*S

'& ik^ BY JOHN G. FULLER
** *)*' I DECIDED TO investigate the Exeter sightings on the

spot. I met with" Joseph Budina and Daniel Vale, owner and
pilot respectively of the Sky-Lite Advertising company, on
Oct. 19 at the new Boston Sheraton hotel. They had with them

a letter which I had asked them to write,
me, indicating that their plane could not be •
involved with the incident at Exeter.

"Dear Mr. Fuller," it read. "Regarding
the newspaper reports that our airplane
was the source of the recent U. F. 0. sight
ings inExeter, N. H., lateat night and early

In the morning cf Sept. 2d and 3d, 1S55: Please be advised
that our airplanes and equipment were not operating at any
time immediately before, during, or after the above-men
tioned dates." It was signed by Vale, as chief pilot and
manager of operations. I had figured, and rightly so as I
was to'discover later, that many people would be reticent to
discuss their sightings if skeptics could accuse them of being
unable to tell the difference between an advertising sign and

[ a U. F. 0. N. I. C. A. P. was aware that many people are
[ extremely reluctant to discuss their sightings because of

possible ridicule.
Both Budina and Vale were helpful in filling me in on the .

background of the area and the area U. F. 0. stories. It was
| pilot Vale's theory that newspapers thruout New. England
\ had received so many phone calls from people sighting

strange objects that they seized happily on the advertising
plane as a quick explanation of the phenomenon. The
reporters that I've tallied to," said Vale, "said they received
an awful lotof calls, at any time of the day or night.

"And this thing got to the point where it was never-
ending. Of course they really couldn't explain anything. They
were left up in the air as to what to say about the things.
So as soon as they found out about our airplane, about our
equipment, what it did, they immediately got hold of Joe
and myself. . ...... „,^
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"ONE REPORTER CALLED me up at home, and was
pushing very hard about the story on the Exeter police.
Well, when I found out that this took place sometime after
midnight, I told him that this couldn't possibly be our plane,
because we were never airborne any time after 11, at the
latest."- •

• The discussion "with Budina and Vale failed to reveal
anything new and significant, but did furnish a clear warning:
Any testimony about U. F. O.s seen in the neighborhood of
Exeter should be checked out carefully against the possibility
of people mistaking the advertising aircraft for a U. F. O.
The plane, Budina told me, would of course make conven
tional aircraft noise. It was a Piper Tri-Pacer, especially
equipped to carry the advertising sign;

Budina revealed one other thing of interest: At about 9
p. m. two evenings before he had received a call from the

, police in a southern Maine town asking if his craft was in the
air. A mysterious object was sighted and tracked on radar
nearby, and both the police and a federal aviation authority
tower wanted to know more about it. Budina's equipment
was on the ground at the time, and he never heard more
about it. •

I planned that day to visit Ray Fowler, the N. I. C. A. P.
representative, at his home in Wenham, Mass., and also to
check further news items in Boston. The UPI office had
little information to offer: They kept no special file on
U. F. O.s, altho they had of course written up the sightings
around Exeter and Portsmouth. The AP also had little new
to offer. Both news services were wary of the crackpot
element involved in seme sightings, as I was, and our con

versations underlined the importance of being extremely

conservative in reaching any conclusions.

I ARRIVED AT FOWLER'S house in Wenham that evening

tired and puzzled. It was a modest, cheerful home in which

his English wife marshaled his three scrubbed and polished

young children at dinner with easy British grace.

Fowler, a level-headed, serious college graduate with
training as a minister, worked as a reports administrator on

Sylvania's Minute Man project in nearby Waltham. He also
works for N. I. C. A. P. without pay, as all subcommittee
members do, taking in enough money from donations at
lectures to. cover phone calls and investigating expenses.

In his small upstairs office, jammed with books and

papers, he revealed his concern about air force policy, which
he thought was based on the erroneous belief that it would

prevent par.ic thrucut the country. He felt that since even
the air force admitted that U. F. O.s seemed to pose no'

threat to national security, the investigation and dissemination

of information about the phenomena should be turned over to

scientific agencies.

He was also concerned about 'far-out and irresponsible
U. F. G. groups who publicized anything and everything
related bj cveremotional people, and whose flagrant exaggera
tion damaged carefully documented cases.

He was impressed by an interview he had with Patrolman
Bertrand at Exeter several weeks earlier. "Bertrand told
me," Fowler said, "that he didn't want to make any guesses
at all. He said, 'I'll tell you exactly v/.iat I saw, and no more.
I could guess that the object was egg-shapad, because I saw nc
protrusions, nothing. It seemed to be compressed.' And :.l.
said, 'Maybe it wasn't egg-shaped. It could have been
another shape. It's only the impression I got.'"

FOWLER HAD SEVERAL suggestions for my research in
Exeter on the case. "You might check out the major and the '
lieutenant and the colonel who investigated the case for the
air force.

"There's a report that they went up from time to time
to the field where Bertrand and Hunt saw the object and-
waited for this thing. Another thing is that you might look
into some of the other farmhouses in' that vicinity. They
might have seen something, especially when the dogs were
barking; they might have got cut of bed and looked out.
Maybe they'd be willing to talk. You never can tell in these
cases."

Fowler went on to discuss several other cases he .had run
into, painting a general picture of his extensive activity for
N. I. C. A. P. Oddly enough, in 19 years of study, he had

'never seen a U. F. 0. himself, but he was impressed by the
documentation of the hundreds of cases he had explored, and
the apparent validity of the witnesses.

ICondensed from the book, "Incident at Exeter," copyright 1»66, by John G.
Fuller. Reprinted by permission of G. P. Ptuman's Sons, New York City.]

TOMORROW: "I arrive in Exeter."
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John C. Fuller, columnist for the Saturday Re
view, was no believer in flying saucers, but he decided

to check out a series of reports of sightings near ">

Exerer,' N. H. His book, "Incident at Exeter," is con
densed in this series. Publication does not imply that

Chicago's American is for or against U. F. 0.s—we

simply think this is a fascinating story.

BY JOHN G. FULLER

I CHECKED IN at the desk of the Exeter Inn on the

morning of October 20, 1955, in the somber, paneled lobby,
waited for 10 minutes for a somnambulistic bellhop to take me
to the rocm. Two tape recorders, a Polaroid camera and a

suitcase took up most of the space, but the
room was cheerful and I would be spending
little enough time in it.

I was there only a few minutes when
the phone rang. It was Russell Burbank,
the Glebe reporter who had been helpful to
me in assembling the clippings in the

paper's morgue. He had just discovered that a United Press
International stringer reporter, who lived near Exeter, had
herself made a clear sighting of a U. F. 0. very recently and
he thought I might like to interview her. He gave me her
name, a Mrs. Virginia Hale, in nearby Hampton, and I
immediately called her.

She told me tnat she had kept her sighting quiet, had not
even reported it on' the wire, because she was afraid she
might be 'accused of being "just another nut." She had kept
the U. F. 0. in view for nearly 20 minutes, ample time for
her to study it in considerable detail. I made an appointment
to see her at hav home the following day, and then went about
the job of unpacking.

I met officers Bertrand and Hunt for lur.ch in the sprawl
ing, tea-roomish dining room of the Inn. Only a few hushed
patrons were lunching at the time, and Hunt's bulk as he I
came thru the door of the dining room dominated the room. ;

Bertrand was wearing zylonite glasses, was soft-spoken
' and serious-looking. Altho he appeared slight and scholarly,.

I recalled that his lieutenant had told me over the phone that
he was invariably assigned to the tough cases. Over a
porterhouse steak I learned more about what had happened
and—I wss su -prised to learn—was still happening in Exeter
following Muscarello's U. F. O. sighting.

O
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I ASKED BERTRAND to rcenacl the scene in as much
detail as possible. • _ .

"Well," he said, "I pulled up in the cruiser right by this
pole here! I know it's' 668 because I checked it that night.
MHsearello was with me. We got out cf the car, and looked
around. Nothing was in sight. Nothing at ail. But w« K>a
insisted that we look around. He was still upset, still tense. I
had him describe to me, just as I'm describing to you, exactly
what happened. Except that it was dark then, about three in
the morning. He told me that he was walking right by the
pole here, when the thing came at him from his right—right
over the field here.

"We got back in the cruiser and waited for about 10
minutes. Still nothing showed up. Then I called back the
station and told Officer Toland—he was on duty at the desk—I
told him, I don't see a thing. But the kid said,'Let's go all
the way cut on the field. Maybe we'll see it then. So I called,
back on the cruiser radio and said I was going out on the
field. Just in case .they wanted to reach me for something.

"WHEN HE YELLED 'I see it! I see it?' I turned fast
and looked up. He pointed near the trees over there—the big
ones. The leaves are off it now, but they weren't then. It
was coming up behind them. It hovered, looked like it
banked, came forward^tcward us. He seemed to freeze, and
that's when I grabbed him and ran back to the cruiser. We
got in the cruiser and I called in saying I was seeing it._
Dave came. Dave came, and it was moving down toward the
end of the field, across the tops of the trees."

"Just to the right of the big trees," Hunt said. "That's
when I saw that fluttering movement. And the pulsating
lights."

"You both were right where we're standing now?" I
asked. We were still at the edge of the road looking down the
field, next to the' Keep Out sign.

"We were standing where we are now," Hunt Said.
"Dave was right by the car, and I jumped out to joir. him

here. We decided to take off, but we waited a few minutes,
and then we saw rt go off across the horizon. Toward
Hampton."



V

X
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BERTRAND MOVED HIS hand slowly in an undulating
motion, rocking it from side to side. "It was rising like this,"
he said; "looked like it was waving back and forth. And no
noise. That's what got me. No noise. Except for the horses
out in the barn and in the corral. I could hear them kicking,
kicking hard. Soon as it was gone, they stopped. And before
it came up over the trees they were quiet. Same with the dogs.
You could hear several dogs howling when it came in sight,
then they stopped when it left."

"When the thing was leaving this area," Hunt said, "it
moved across the tops of those trees. And it stopped still
iwice. When it stopped the second time, there's' a house barely
out there, you can barely see it, I mean. It went from left to
right across the horizon, and then dropped out of sight."

I turned back to Bertrand. "Where were you when you
grabbed the kid?" - '

"Right down by the fence. By the .corral.' There's a little
bird bath there. You can see it."' • •• .

"What was the closest point it got to you?"
Bertrand pointed toward the Russell house. "Right about

over that house., .
"When you ran back to the cruiser with Muscarello, how

did it maneuver?"
, "I was yelling on the cruiser radio, and I had my back to

it," Bertrand said. "But the kid was watching. And the whole
field turned red. That house was red. Everything was red—
the inside of the cruiser. Everything was lit up."

"AH the way to the trees?"
Hunt said, "Seemed to me to be all the way to the trees."
"And the field?"

"The whole field," Bertrand said.. "I was afraid we were
going to get burned."

)' •
I LOOKED OVER toward the Russell house. "Is this the

house Muscarello ran to?" I asked. . • ,
"That one. Yes. The people thought he must have been a

drunk.-_ Can't blame 'em." .
"When you got back in your cruiser and radioed the

station, did Dave come right away?"
"He was already on his way," Bertrand said. "I had just

got thru calling, and I saw his headlights coming down the
road." j

Altho the story was already familiar to me, thru my
earlier phone calls, the newspaper accounts, and Ray Fowler's
detailed report for N. I. C. A. P., I wanted to explore every
detail fully, even if it was repetitious. What interested me
most was the consistency of the stories. 'Except for very
minor Variations, the different versions agreed. Occasionally,
as I went back'over the details, a few new ones'would emerge,
details half forgotten in the initial excitement.

[Condensed from "Incident at Exeter," copyright 1956, by John G. Fuller." Re
printed by permission of G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York City.}

TOMORROW: Descriptions of the U. F. O.s
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BY JOHN G. FULLER

NEXT TO THE TINY room housing the police desk is a
small courtroom to handle those cases requiring immediate
attention. It is spotlessly clean, with shiny brown woodwork
out of respect for the serious business of the dispensation of

justice.
Sixih • •' It was in this solemn room that I inter

viewed young Ron Smith, a pleasant-looking
<yf a 17-year-old whom I had found in the grocer's

across the street, unpacking a carton of ..
Sfe.i »©S chicken soup. His boss at the store,

skeptical of the U. F. 0. situation, had let ,-
him iff for. a few minutes, on the assurance that I wouldn't
let him take a ride in.a flying saucer. •

"He's too good a worker to lose," he said.
Young Smith was used to this gentle ribbing, he said, ever'

since he and his mother and aunt were driving that night first
on Drinkwater road, then on Shaw hill, not more than half a^
mile from where Bertrand, Hunt and Muscarello encountered '
their inexplicable craft.

"They can kid me all they want," he said. "I know what
I saw. They don't. Nobody can tell me I didn't see it. '-
Nobody. That's all there is to it."

Smith, a senior at Exeter High, was planning to go into '
-the air force after graduating. His marks in school were fan-
to good, averaging around a gentleman's C. His boss at the -
store, in spite of the ribbings he liked to tender Smith, thought
he was a top worker. Mrs. Oliver,' at the police desk, knew
the boy and described his character as exceptionally good.

SITTING AT THE attorney's desk in the tiny courtroom,
I asked Wm to describe his' experience in as much detail as
possible. '

"Weli," he said, '.'I was riding around with my mother •
and aimt. It was a warm night, I guess around 11:30 p. m.,
and this was just about two or three weeks after the officers '
here saw this object.

"All of a sudden, my aunt'said, 'Look up at the sky!' I ,'
thought she was kidding, but I looked up, and then stopped the :
ca:-. I saw- a red light on top and the bottom was white and •'•

• flowad. It appeared to be spinning. It passed over 'the car
once and when it passed over and got in front, it stopped all •
of a sudden in mid-air. Then it went back over the car again."

"Stopped in-mid-air?"
"Stopped in mid-air, went back "over a second time,

stopped again. Then it headed over the car a third time and
took off. It scared me, it really did. And I started to come
hack into Exeter to report it to the police. *

D3<3 IH'li'l""7ll'BPi1i!' TTninf^mii'.i-mi.iitipieii^iiininiBfiiiimini

John G. Fuller, no believer in "flying saucers,"
decided to check out reports that U. F. O.s had been

sighted near Exeter, N. H. His fascinating book, "In-
eteent at Ex&ter," is eondeftmd hers. Publication of
this series does not imply that this newspaper is
either for or against unidentified flying objects, but
we do like a readable book. • '
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t GOTPART way back—all the way to front street—when
I came to my senses.. I wanted to go back to make sure it
was .there. To take another look to make sure I wasn't seeing
things. We did go back. And sure enough, it was in the same
spot again.. It passed over the car once, and that was the last
time I saw it."

"Did it take off fast or slow?" I asked him.

"Well, it didn't rush. It just sort of eased its way along.
Then it took off fast."

"How about sound? What kind of sound did it make?"
"It didn't make any real sound. Just sort, of a humming

noise, like a cat when it purrs. And incidentally, I got up
again that morning, about 4 a. m., to see if I could see it
again. But I didn't see it."
- "What did your aunt and mother say at the time you first
saw-it?" I asked.

"Well," Smith said, "my aunt first thought it was a plane.
And.then she saw that it was oval, and didn't have any wings
on it. We could see that it wasn't a plane.and we watched it
for the first time about 15 minutes.

"WHEN IT WAS passing over the car, I could see it best.
It was oval, it didn't seem to be completely round, it was oval.

• 'r-urilra-a tt"nji,snri.il5q rrMiOialTtrjriTr • •vqvTicaamr*arJT ' Tjniwt9V

It moved along slowly, sort of a bright light, a glare, like an
ordinary light bulb, shiny."

"Any color at all?"
"There was a red light around the edge, but the center was

white."

"You say it went right over the car?"
"Yes, it was right over the car. It was a very clear night.

... It was kind of flat, but it wasn't completely flat. Sort of
like an upside-down plate."

"What about its surface? Could you tell anything about
that?"

"No, you couldn't distinguish it that well. But it was big."
"You say you're familiar with the air force planes, like

the B-52s. How did it compare in size to one of them?"
"It was bigger. It was huge. You couldn't get it mixed

up with a B-52. Or a B-47. This was down low enough so you
could distinguish it pretty clearly. Not more than half a mile •
up at the most. Not much over 2,000feet or so."

"How about a meteor? Did you stop to think it might be
one of those?"

"No, not a chance. This was a machine. I've seen a lot
of meteors."

"Or a helicopter?"
"Helicopters make an awful racket. All this did was hum.

And you could see it clearly enough to see that it wasn't a,
helicopter. A helicopter wouldn't scare me, or my aunt or'
my mother. This did, and I mean scared us."

"The weather was good, you say?"

"YOU COULD SEE clear as a bell. And it was right np
above us, right over the car. The red light was very bright-
like the color of a fire engine light that flashes. It was real
bright. And it tilted. It tilted and you couldn't see any wings
or anything. That's why I was sure it wasn't an airplane. It
didn't move like any aircraft. It seemed to. creep along. And
when it left, it zoomed right off. It wasn't 10 seconds in getting
out of,sight. And another funny thing happened that night"

"What was that?"

"The field up on Shaw hill. It seemed to light up, not from
the craft in the air, but from .something else. You know what
a landing strip at an air base looks like? The colored lights
that outline the runways and taxi strips on the field? Well, I
saw a group of lights on this field that looked a little like that.
I thought if I drove around to the other side of the hill, there
would be something there. So I did, but by the time I got
there, I could see nothing. Just asdark as anything. So then I
drove around back to where I was before, and there were the
lights again. I couldn't understand it."

After Smith left to go back to the' store, I looked over the
story he had given the police that night. There were no dis
crepancies, and Mrs. Oliver noted that, from all reports from
the night-duty officers, Smith was as scared as he said he was.

I went to a phone booth, tho and called his mother. She
confirmed the account in detail, but was a little reluctant to
talk about it. This, was a pattern I was to find repeated many
times.

In addition to Yankee reticence and taciturnity, the subject
matter here was so strange, so bizarre, that those involved
with it had a constant underlying fear of ridicule. Yet when
they did summon the courage to speak, they did so with
impressive energy and conviction. As the police lieutenant
had said in my first inquiry over the phone, "If I had seen
this thing, and I was alone, nobody else would have ever
heard about it!" , .

Rwss?«jsa,*rrt ^p^i^ra""by John G-Fu,ler-
SUNDAY: The policeman's story.
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1. DATE - TIME GROUP

.. -_2-3Laep_£5-
3. SOURCE

1. NUMBER OF OBJECTS

imiltlplfi
5. LENGTH OF OBSERVATION

2 hr period
6. TYPE OF OBSERVATION

gd visual

7. COURSE

varied, stationary
8. PHOTOS

n Yes

n No
—ac
9. PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

a Yes

j;D No

PROJECT 10073 RECORD

2. LOCATION

Fboster, M Hampohiro
10. CONCLUSION

1, A/C fran Operation "BIG BLAST"
2, Astro (Stars/Planets)

• •*. * . *•

11. BRIEF SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS '
i

See Case file* j

Operation "BIG BL.1ST" in offect in area between 03/0500Z and
03/0600Z,

Additional observations of Stars/Planets. CAPELLA, JUPITER,
and BETELGEUX.

FORM

FTD SEP 63 0-329 (TDE) Prevloue edition* of thli form mey be ueed.
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\ HEADQUARTERS
J 817th AIR DIVISION (SAC)

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Pease Air Force Base, New Hampshire 03803

Directorate of Information ? 5 OCT 1965

Request for Information Concerning Speakers

Information Officer

Foreign Technology Division, AFSC
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

1. There have been an unusally high number of reported sighting of
unidentified flying objects in the Pease AFB, H.H. area which have
been the subject of much discussion and numerous newspaper, radio
and television reports. Many of these sightings have been reported
to this base, and your records will show that we have performed
thorough investigations of them. Other reports which we have learned
of second hand have been made to local police departments and, in a
few cases, to newspapers. Several members of this command have
actually been called to view UFO's, by sincere and sober citizens,
but as yet we have always been too late or "unlucky." The most
interesting sighting, in the nearby town of Exeter, aroused special
interest as two policemen saw the object at very close range (reference
our report). It is the subject of an article in the current issue
of the "Saturday Review of Literature."

2. This office has, of course, not commented on sightings reported
to the Air Force other than to say that they are being or have been
investigated, that the reports will be sent to your organization,
that further releases will be made from the Public Information Office

of the Secretary of the Air Force, etc. The fact that we cannot
comment on the investigations has led to somewhat Aiming suspicion
of Air Force motives and interests in this area, the most popular
belief being that "...the Air Force won't release the truth, because
if the truth were known everyone would be panlced." I have attempted
to counter this by explaining the USAF's interest in this matter
every time I speak to the press or private citi2ens about this matter.
I have obtained statistics from the "They'll Ask You" pamphlet concern
ing our success at identifying the vast majority of these sightings
and released them in news release format. Still, however, an alarming
number of people remain unconvinced.

3« Many members of the two nearby military affairs committees and
key citizens from surrounding towns and cities have inquired concerning
the possibility of an Air Force speaker on this subject.



Do you operate a speakers' bureau or would you be able to suggest
where I might obtain a knowlegeable Air Force spokesman who could
explain the Air Force UFO program and what happens to reports sent
to your organization? If speakers from your organization ere
available, it might be possible for us to arrange transportation
via a Pease-based C-M-7. Billeting poses no problem.

k. Your assistance is greatly appreciated.

FOR THIS COMMANDER

ALAN B, BRAMDT, 1st Lt, USAF
Director of Information



r HEADQUARTERS
817th COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP (SAC)

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Pease Air Force Base, New Hampshire
03803

BDO

Initial Report of Unidentified Flying Object (UFO) f5 §£p ^gg£

AFCS (FTD)

The following report of an unidentified flying object is hereby
submitted in accordance with AFR 200-2*

a* Description of object*

(1) Round*

(2) Baseball*

(3) Bright red.

(4) (Jive red lights in~a~rowT^-,

(5) Lights were close together and moved as one object.

(6) None

(7) None

(£') None fro '9o<^ <•

(9) Extremely bright red.

b. Description of course of object.

(1) Visual sighting.

(2) Object was at an altitude of approximately 100 ft and

moved in an arc of 135 degrees.

(3) Object disappeared at an altitude of approximately 100 ft

on a mag. heading of approximately 160 degrees.



HEADQUARTERS
817th COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP (SAC)
United States Air Force

Pease Air Force Base, New Hampshire

(Z») The object was erratic in movement and would disappear //

behind trees and houses In the areao It would then appear at a

position other than where it dlsappearedo When in view it would act

as a floating leafo

(5) Object departed on a heading of 160 degrees and was

observed until it disappeared in the distancen

(6) One houTo ^

c< Manner of Observaiiono

(1) Ground - visual©

(2) Noneo

(3) R/Ao

do Time and date of aightlngo

(1) 03/09/0600Z

(2) J«Lght

eQ Location of observer.

(1) 3 NoMo South West of Exeter, NoHo

i

fo Identifying information on otservero

(1.) Civilian Norman Jo Muncarello. Age, 18. 205$ Front Sts

Exeter NoHo Unemployed (will join Navy on 18 Sept 65 )<• Appears to be

reliableo

'A



HEADQUARTERS
817th COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP (SAC)

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Pease Air Force Base, New Hampshire

(2) Civilian. Eugene F Bertrand Jr. Age, 30. Exeter Police

Department, Exeter N.H. Patrolman. Reliable.

(3) Civilian. David R Hunt. Age, 28. Exeter Police Depart

ment, Exeter N.H. Patrolman. Reliable.

g. Weather and Winds.

(1) The weather was clear with no known weather phenomenon.

There was a 5 degree inversion from surface to 5000 ft,

(2) Winds at Pease AFB, N.H.

ALTITUDE

Surface

6000

10000

16000
30000
50000
80000

WINDS

290/03
310/03
270/77
270/56
260/49
250/33
Not Rec.

(3) Clear (unlimited).

(4) 30 N.M.

(5) None.

(6) None.

(7) See SKEW T. Log P diagram,

h. Ncne

i. None

j. None



HEADQUARTERS
817th COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP (SAC)

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Pease Air Force Base, New Hampshire

k. Major David H. Griffin, Base Disaster Control Officer,

Command Pilot.

(1) At this time have been unable to arrive at a probable

cause of this sighting. The three observers seem to be stable reliable

persons, especially the two patrolman. I viewed tho area of the

sighting and found nothing in the area that could be the probable c.uiso.

Pease AFB bad g B-47 aircraft flying in the area during this period

but do. .not believe they had any connection with this sighting.

1. None*

FOR THE COMMANDER

4 Atch

le Statement, UFO Sighting,
Eugene F. Bertrand Jr.
2. Statement, UFO Sighting,
David R. Hunt*

3. Statement, UFO Sighting,
Norman J. Muscarello.
4. SKEW T, Log P Diagram



STATEMENT

UFO Sighting

I, Norman J. Muscarello, was hitchhicking on Rte* 150, 3 miles
South West of Exeter N.H. at 0200 hours on the 3rd of September.
A group of five bright red lights appeared over a house about
100 ft from where I was standing. The lights were in a line at
about 60 degree angle. They were so bright they lighted up the
areaj The lights then moved out over a large field andlictecTat
times like a floating leaf. They would go down behind the trees
or be"hind a house and then re-appear. They always moved in the
same 60 degree angle. Only one light would be on at a time. They
were pulsating 1,2,3,4.5,5,4.3.2,1. They were so bright I could
not distinguish any form to the object^I watched these lights-
'for about 15 minutes and~they finally disappeared behind some
trees and seemed to go into a field. At one time while I was
watching them, they seemed to come so close I jumped into a ditch
to keep from being hit. After the lights went into the field
I caught a ride to the Exeter Police Station and reported what
I had seen.

NORMAN J. MUSCARELLO



STATEMENT

UFO Sighting

I, Eugene F. Bertrand Jr., was cruising on the mrnirning of
the 3rd of September at 0100 on Rte. 108 by-pass near Exeter
N.H. I noticed an automobile parked on the side of the road
and stopped to investigate. I found a woman in the car who
stated she was to<>upset to drive. She stated a light had
been following her and had stoppecTover her car* I stayed

""with her about 15 minutes but was unable"to<'aee anything.
I departed and reported back to the Exeter Police Station
where I found Norman Muscorello. He related his story of
seeing some bright red lights in a field. After talking
with him awhile I decided to take him back to where he said
he had seen the lights* When we arrived I parked the patrol
cruiser and turned off the lights* There was nothing unusual
in the area* Mr. Muscorello and I got out of the cruiser and
started walking into the field with a flashlight. .When we had
gone about 50 ft_ajgoup_gf five bright red lights came from
behind a group of trees'near us* They were extremely bright
and flashed on one at a time* The lights started to move
around over the field* At one time they came so close I fell
to the ground and started to draw my gun* The lights were so
bright Iwas unable to make out any form* There was no sound
or vibration but the farm animals were upset in the area
and making a lot of noise. When the lights started coming
near us again. Mr. Muscarello and I ran for the car. I radio
ed Patrolmn David Hunt who arrived in a few minutes. He also
observed the lights which were still over the field but not as
close as before* The lights moved out across the field at an
estimated altitude of 100 ft and finally disappeared in the
distance at the same altitude* The lights were always in line
at about 60 degree angle. When the object moved the lower
lights were always forward of the others.

EUGENE F. BERTRAND JR
Patrolman



STATEMENT

UFO Sighting

I, David R. Hunt, at about 0255/on the mourning of the 3rd of
September, received a callTrom Patrolman Bertrand to report
to an area about 3 miles South West of Exeter, N.H. Upon
arriving at the scene I observed a group of bright red lights
flashing in sequence. They appeared to be about § mile over
a field to the South East. After observing the lights for a
short period of time, they moved off in a South Easterly
direction and disappeared in the distance. The lights appeared
to remain at the same altitude which I estimate to be about

100 ft.

DAVID R. HUNT

Patrolman



3 Sep 65, Exeter, New Hampshire 7 Sep 65, Leon, New York

TSgt Daid Moody called Griffis AFB, New York and talked with Sgt Hunt & 4l6

SW of the 4028 Operations SAW. Informed that Farm Boy refueling route had

been change to Fur Trapper. Records were checked and revealed that no

refueling operations were conducted on the nights of (morning of 3 Sep) 6 Sep.

The Route Fur Trapper was closed on the early morning from 03/0500 to 03/0600Z

for an Kixfe eighth Air Force Operations "Big Blast". Sgt Hunt informed Sgt

Moody that a refueling area "Down Date" controlled at Loring AFB, parelleled

fur trapper adjacent to the old Farm Boy area. Sgt Moody Called Col Smith

at Loring AFB. No flights were conducted on the morning of 3 Sep and one operation

of a B-$7, KD-135 from Loring entered the Speed Way refueling area near Indianapolis

at 07/OllOZ. There were no refueling operations in the New England area during

the time in question. Any information on Big Blast should be obtained from the

Eight Air Force. Major Benanders at Westover AFB at the 99th Bonb Wing,DC0I,

was requested by Sgt Moody that he obtain information pertaining to the lighting

and type of aircraft in the area utilizing the operation Big Blast.

The above was done by telephone on 28 Sep 65.


